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Abstract

The ventral hippocampus (vHPC), the main output region of the hippocampus re-

ceives dense input from the amygdala (Pitkanen et al., 2000; McDonald and Mott,

2016). The vHPC has been implicated in a range of functions from anxiety to

reward learning. Increasingly, it has been shown that these diverse functions are

controlled through the activity of populations of neurons that project to distinct

downstream targets. Thus, amygdalar input, centred in the vH is well positioned

to control output populations and contribute to behavioural output. The BA:vHPC

circuit is a candidate circuit for contextual learning, that is able to integrate informa-

tion regarding the nature of environmental cues, whether rewarding or threatening

to support goal directed behaviour. However, despite the large body of literature

investigating each region individually little is known regarding the interaction and

behavioural consequence of the BA:vHPC circuit.

Using, ChR2-assisted circuit mapping (CRACM), I found that BA input is

composed of two parallel projections, an excitatory and inhibitory projection that

directly targeted pyramidal cells and interneurons in the vHPC. Furthermore, these

two pathways selectivity target projection population in the vH. Specifically, ex-

citatory input from the BA targeted both BA (vHPCBA) and NAc projecting cells

(vHPCNAc) equally but avoided PFC projecting cells (vHPCPFC). In contrast,

long-range inhibitory input preferentially targeted vHPCBA cells over vHPCNAc and

avoided vHPCPFC cells. Next, using a simple leaky integrate-and-fire model I com-
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bined our circuit physiology to show that preferential targeting of vHPCBA cells by

long-range inhibition results in the activation of vHPCNAc cells by reducing feed-

forward and lateral inhibition onto this population. We demonstrate that the relative

amount of long-range inhibition within this circuit creates a gating mechanism that

alters the amount of inhibition within the hippocampus and ultimately switched

activity from vHPCBA to vHPCNAc cells. Furthermore, I show that stimulation of

both excitatory and inhibitory BA terminals in the vH is necessary to support place

preference. Using a combination opto and chemogenetics in vivo, I show that the

induction of place preference is reliant on long-range inhibitory input from the BA

as well as the activity of vHPCNAc cells. Overall, I identify a novel long-range

inhibitory projection from the BA that is able to control activity of vHPCBA and

vHPCNAc cells to promote place preference.



Impact statement

Mental health conditions including anxiety, depression and post-traumatic stress

disorder are becoming increasingly common. In fact, the global burden of disease

for mental health disorder rose by 13% in the last decade and it has become the

leading cause of death in young adults between the ages of 15 - 29 (World Health

Organisation (WHO), 2021). These disorders often exhibit a constellation of over-

lapping symptoms that make it difficult to diagnose and discern the brain regions

involved. The ventral hippocampus and amygdala especially have been implicated

in anxiety related disorders and impaired feedback between these two regions has

been associated with PTSD (Dunkley et al., 2014). These two regions are important

in the formation of appropriate contextual associations, their malfunction results in

a loss of contextual meaning and thus generalised fear and anxiety. Moreover, lack

of inhibitory control is believed to be the underlying pathological cause of anxi-

ety disorders. Importantly, the process that governs behavioural inhibition has been

associated with hippocampal function (Gray, 1982). Therefore understanding the

circuit mechanism by which these two regions interact is imperative to the investi-

gation and potential treatment of mood disorders. Circuit neuroscience especially

has been recognised as an integral tool to identify cells and neural projections that

are involved in these disorders (Xia and Kheirbek, 2020). Therefore, in this the-

sis I have used modern circuit mapping tools to understand the connectivity and

behavioural relevance of the amygdala-hippocampus circuit.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

The hippocampus is a structure deep in the temporal lobe that has been associ-

ated with a variety of functions including spatial navigation, memory, emotional

processing, goal directed and motivated behaviour (OKeefe and Dostrovsky, 1971;

Adhikari et al., 2010; Bannerman et al., 2004). Despite being one of the most ex-

tensively studied regions in the brain, the behavioural and functional relevance of

the hippocampus remains heavily debated. Throughout this thesis I will focus on

the role of the hippocampus in goal-directed and motivated behaviour through its

connectivity with the amygdala.
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1.2 Ventral hippocampus

1.2.1 Hippocampus

1.2.1.1 Anatomy and Structure

The hippocampal formation is a complex structure formed of multiple subregions.

These are composed of; cornu ammonis (CA) subfields, the dentate gyrus (DG),

subiculum, presubiculum, parasubiculum, and the entorhinal cortex (EC). The CA

subfields can be further subdivided based on their distinct cytoarchitecture into;

CA1, CA2 and CA3. The main cell type in the hippocampus is the pyramidal

cell, their somas are aggregated in the pyramidal cell layer and their basal den-

drites extend into the stratum oriens (s.o). In addition, CA1 pyramidal cell apical

dendrites occupy the stratum radiatum (s.r) and depending on their dendtiric mor-

phology some may extend further into the stratum lacunosum-moleculare (s.l.m)

where afferents from extra-hippocampal regions terminate (de No, 1934; Andersen

et al., 2006; Ramón y Cajal, 1909).

Excitatory synaptic density is highest in the s.o and s.r, whereas only 10%

of excitatory synapses are present in the apical tuft. Four major types of gluta-

mate receptors are present in excitatory synapses; N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA),

alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA), Kainate recep-

tors which mediate ionotropic excitatory transmission and a metabotropic glutamate

receptors (mGluR) (Takamori et al., 2001). AMPA receptors mediate fast-excitatory

currents and gate cation permeability, these receptors are present in the majority of

hippocampal excitatory synapses. AMPA receptors are permeable to Na+, K+ and

depending on their subunit components are also be permeable to Ca++ ions. This

permeability to Ca++ is dependent on the absence or presence of post transcip-

tional modification of the GluR2 subunit and the complete absence of this subunit
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increases Ca++ permeability (Wenthold et al., 1996; Sommer et al., 1991). Kainate

receptors are similar to AMPA receptors, these receptors undergo RNA editing that

results in variable Ca++ permeabilities and have a role in modulating transmit-

ter release an excitability (Lerma et al., 1997; Chittajallu et al., 1996; Frerking and

Nicoll, 2000; Cossart et al., 2001; Kullmann and Semyanov, 2002). These receptors

are abundant in the hippocampus and especially CA3 where they facilitate AMPA

and NMDA mediated transmission and thus have an essential role in synaptic plas-

ticity (Schmitz et al., 2001; Lauri et al., 2001; Cossart et al., 2002). Interestingly,

activation of these receptors can result in both synaptic depression and facilitation

the exact mechanisms of which are not well understood (Kullmann, 2001).

Conversely, NMDA receptors mediate slow excitatory currents that are

blocked by Mg++ in a voltage dependent manner. These receptors are highly per-

meable to Ca++ and can result in the release of Ca++ from intracellular stores

(Nowak et al., 1984; Emptage et al., 1999; Lester et al., 1990; Ascher and Nowak,

1988). Finally, metabotropic glutamate receptors are G-protein coupled and there-

fore display complicated and diverse activity but are thought to mainly facilitate

Ca++ influx (Baude et al., 1993; Heuss et al., 1999; Andersen et al., 2006).

Inhibitory synapses also show a distinct pattern of distribution across pyra-

midal cells in the CA1, and the proportion of inhibitory synapses at the apical tuft is

twice as much as excitatory synapses. GABAergic synapses in the hippocampus are

mediated by ionotropic GABAA, permeable to Cl− and HCO3
−, and metabotropic

GABAB receptors. GABAB receptors are G-protein receptor that are coupled to

K+ channel activation post-synaptically and negatively coupled to cation channels

presynaptically (Andrade et al., 1986; Misgeld et al., 1995). In contrast to GABAA,

GABAB exhibit slower inhibitory post-synaptic currents (IPSCs) (Jones et al., 1998;

Kaila, 1994; Andersen et al., 2006). Inhibitory neurons represent 10% of total hip-

pocampal neuron population and can be classified based on their staining of various

Ca++ binding proteins. In fact, more than 20 inhibitory neuron types have been
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identified in CA1, the most common type stain for the Ca++ binding protein parval-

bumin (PV) (Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008; Gulyás

et al., 1999; Andersen et al., 2006).

Inhibitory synapses can be categorised into; axo-axonic, axo-somatic and

axo-dendritic based on the location of their synapses on the target neuron. Gen-

erally, interneurons targeting somas or axons regulate neural firing whereas those

targeting distal dendrites have a more complex role in regulating and integrating

input (Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Andersen et al., 2006).

In comparison to CA1, little is known about pyramidal cells in the subicu-

lum, which lies adjacent to CA1. Generally, cells in the subiculum are less densely

packed with fewer dendritic branches than CA1 pyramidal cells. Classically, the

subiculum is though to contain three layers, a molecular layer that is continuous

with s.r and s.l.m layers of CA1, an enlarged pyramidal cell layer and a polymor-

phic cell layer (O’Mara et al., 2001). However, recent work has shown that the

subiculum contains five layers in the mouse subiculum that show various differ-

ences in cells size, morphology and compactness. These layers constitute; a molec-

ular layer, a superficial cell layer with smaller neurons, a middle cell layer with the

largest cell bodies, and a deep cell layer characterised by neurons with one apical

dendrite extending into the molecular layer (Ishihara and Fukuda, 2016; Ishihara

et al., 2020).

Cells in the subiculum can be classified based on their firing properties into

bursting cells and regular spiking cells; this distinction is spread as a gradient across

the different layers of the subiculum. For instance, cells in the deeper layers tend to

show more burst firing whereas cells in the more superficial layer tend to be more

regular spiking (Jarsky et al., 2008; Menendez de la Prida et al., 2003).

In addition to excitatory neurons, even less in known about GABAergic cells
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in the subiculum (O’Mara et al., 2001). Immunolabelling suggest that these cells

are distributed throughout the middle and superficial layers of the subiculum and are

mainly PV fast-spiking interneurons (Ishihara and Fukuda, 2016; Andersen et al.,

2006).

1.2.1.2 Subcircuits and Connectivity

Intra-hippocampal circuitry was classically considered to be unidirectional and non-

reciprocal, and is organised in what is termed the ”trisynaptic loop” (Andersen and

Skrede, 1971). Pyramidal neurons in layer II of the EC form excitatory monosy-

naptic projections, the perforant path (PP), that target cells in the dentate gyrus.

Mossy fibers from grandule cells in the dentate then project to CA3, which in turn

projects to the stratum radiatum of CA1 via Schaffer collateral axons. Additionally,

EC input originating from layer III directly targets CA1 pyramidal cells through the

temporoammonic alvear (TA) pathway. CA1 then outputs to the subiculum, and

both structures send major input back to the entorhinal cortex in addition to numer-

ous cortical and subcortical areas including the hypothalamus, nucleus accumbens

(NAc), amygdala and prefrontal cortex (PFC) (Amaral et al., 1991; Cenquizca and

Swanson, 2007).

Thus a major source of excitatory input to CA1 originates from the EC and

CA3. Input from the EC via the TA pathway innervates the distal apical dendrites

in s.l.m and is thought to provide sensory information. In contrast, input from CA3

targets apical dendrites in the s.r as well as basal dendrites in the s.o. Unlike CA1,

EC input to the the subiculum originates from both layer II (PP) and layer III (TA)

in addition to CA1 input. These inputs form excitatory synapses on the distal apical

dendrites (de No, 1934; Andersen et al., 2006; Ramón y Cajal, 1909).

Interneurons receive a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic inputs and therefore

play an important role in regulating hippocampal circuitry. For example, distal
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Figure 1.1: Hippocampus anatomy and circuitry
Basic hippocampal anatomy and circuitry. Schematic highlighting CA subfields and main
input pathways into the hippocampus. Fibers from layer II form the perforant path and
form excitatory synapses on dendrites of granule cells in the dentate gyrus. Mossy fibers
formed from axons of granule cells project to the proximal apical dendrites of CA3 that
form Schaffers collaterals and project to CA1 pyramidal cells. Cells in CA1 receive direct
input via the temporoammonic alvear (TA) pathway which originates from layer III of the
EC. In addition to the classic trisynaptic circuitry, modulatory input via the associational
commissural fibers ipsilaterally target CA3. Taken from (Neves et al., 2008).

targeting of TA fibers in CA1 is expected to have a weaker influence on action

potential initiation than axons arriving from CA3 that target more proximal parts

of a neuron. These inputs are further compartmentalised to the distal dendrite by

oriens/lacunosum moleculare (OLM) interneurons in the s.r that form synapses that

overlap with TA input (Ang et al., 2005; Freund and Buzsaki, 1996). Moreover,

these cells are able to disinhibit SC input by supressing feed-forward inhibition that

usually depresses input from CA3 Schaffers collaterals. This results in an amplifi-

cation of SC input while suppressing EC input (Li et al., 1994; Leão et al., 2012;

Ang et al., 2005; Andersen et al., 2006; Maccaferri and Mcbain, 1995; Klausberger

and Somogyi, 2008). Therefore, selective targeting by interneurons can modulate

input to pyramidal neurons by facilitating or depressing the amplitudes of synaptic

events arriving from EC, CA3 or extrahippocampal regions. Coordination of inputs

arriving at CA1 pyramidal cells is important for integration and updating sensory

information that effects learning and behaviour. For example, inhibition of SOM
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interneurons, which are dendrite targeting interneurons, during aversive learning

results in an increase in CA1 responses and prevents fear-learning (Lovett-Barron

et al., 2014).

Conversely, our knowledge of subicular inhibitory circuit organisation is

limited in comparison to CA1, however considering that the subiculum is the main

output region of the hippocampus, these cells are expected to play an important part

in regulating subicular circuitry.

Recent work has shown that the ”trisynaptic-loop” organisation is a simpli-

fied version of hippocampal circuitry. However, this serial organisation has formed

the basis of understanding the relationship between hippocampal structure and func-

tion. Moreover, it is increasingly evident that distinct input-output relationships are

organised in a specialised manner along the hippocampal axes. This organisation al-

lows the hippocampus to combine multimodal inputs it receives from various brain

areas to execute complicated functions such as memory, navigation and other goal-

directed behaviours. Consequently, animal models of hippocampal lesions show

deficits in a variety of processes related to navigation, memory, habituation to novel

objects and motor hyperactivity (Andersen et al., 2006). Thus, hippocampal func-

tion has been associated with a range of behaviours that are related to its circuitry as

well as its connectivity with multiple brain regions. Although hippocampal struc-

ture and function has been extensively studied there remains significant controversy

regarding the specific mechanisms that support its associated functions. Here I will

briefly summarise evidence that supports hippocampal function in memory, spatial

navigation, emotional regulation, reward encoding and discuss how these roles are

associated with goal-directed behaviour. Next, I will describe amygdalar anatomy

and function to specifically dissect the role of BA:vHPC pathway in forming asso-

ciations and contextual learning. An understanding of the existing models of hip-

pocampal and amygdalar structure and function provides a blue print for our overall

investigation of the BA:vHPC pathway.
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1.2.1.3 Memory

Classically hippocampal function has been associated with memory formation, and

specifically declarative memory that requires the recollection of particular events

and learned facts.

This is supported by lesion studies and neuroimaging studies of amnesiac

patients, which implicated hippocampal function in aspects of memory formation

including encoding, retrieval and consolidation. Famously, patient H.M., which

had his hippocampus bilaterally resected as a treatment for epilepsy suffered from

severe memory loss. Removal of the hippocampus resulted in anterograde and retro-

grade amnesia, difficulties forming new memories as well as recollecting past events

and facts. Additionally, he had issues consolidating new knowledge into long term

memory and was unable to retain information for more than a few seconds. How-

ever, patient H.M. maintained the ability to learn new motor skills and showed no

deficits in procedural learning (Scoville and Milner, 1957; Squire, 1992). Similarly,

animals with hippocampal lesions show deficits in episodic and contextual memory

(Bannerman et al., 2014).

Episodic memory is defined as the ability to remember specific events or

episodes, this requires the encoding particular features of events by associating them

with contextual cues (Eichenbaum et al., 1999). Hipppocampal neurons discretely

fire in response to combinations of stimuli, behaviours as well as particular parts

of a behavioural task to combine and encode a series of events (Kobayashi et al.,

1997). Animals with hippocampal lesion have particular difficulties in recalling

learned associations. For example, in a non-match to sample odour task animals fail

to earn rewards and their ability to form new associations gradually declines with

time (Eichenbaum et al., 2007). This lead to the hypothesis that the hippocampus

is important for relational learning in which associations are formed by combining

contextual stimuli and cues with events that occur. The ability to form and recall
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these associations is essential to understanding task structure and guiding behaviour.

1.2.1.4 Spacial navigation

The role of the hippocampus in spatial navigation was consolidated with the identifi-

cation of ’place cells’; cells that fired at a particular spatial location in both rodents

and humans (OKeefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Ekstrom et al., 2003). Furthermore,

hippocampal lesions impair spatial navigation in animals trained to find the loca-

tion of a hidden platform in a water maze. Thus spatial navigation requires short

and long term memory processes to recall the location of a hidden platform (Morris

et al., 1982).

In addition to place cells, several types of spatially sensitive cells have since

been identified throughout the hippocampal formation, such as grid cells as well as

those that encode for direction, movement and boundaries of an environment (Barry

and Burgess, 2014). Moreover, although the focus of place cell formation has been

on excitatory neurons, inhibtiory interneurons also display spatial tuning to certain

locations in the environment (Marshall et al., 2002; Wilent and Nitz, 2007). These

cells play an important role in spatial learning, for example, genetic ablation of

NMDA receptor on PV interneurons results in disruptions in spatial learning and

exploration (Korotkova et al., 2010). Moreover, selective disinhibition of interneu-

ron populations results in the formation of distinct functional subpopulations that

control goal-oriented spatial learning (Turi et al., 2019). Thus, interneurons in the

hippocampus play an important role in the recruitment of specialised cellular en-

sembles that support spatial learning (Sheffield et al., 2017; Royer et al., 2010).

Place cells are also sensitive to non-spatial cues and remap in relation to con-

textual cues that are present in the environment (Anderson and Jeffery, 2003; Breese

et al., 1989; Hetherington and Shapiro, 1997). Encoding of non-spatial cues aid in

task performance; two types of navigation based on internal and external cues guide
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animal behaviour. Ego-centric navigation relies on internal information, in which

animals relate their internal movements based on vestibular or propioceptive cues

to guide them. The second type of navigation is based on detection of salient exter-

nal cues in the environment and forms the basis of allocentric navigation (Andersen

et al., 2006; O’Keefe, 1978). Hippocampal lesions specifically impair allocentric

navigation in a range of behavioural tasks (Bannerman et al., 2014).

The ability of place cells to relate contextual cues in the environment to

specific locations in space lead to the formation of the cognitive map theory. This

theory states that the hippocampus is dedicated to learning and storing spatial in-

formation to guide spatial navigation. Additionally, that place cells form ensembles

that compute an animals location in relation to spatial and non-spatial cues to suc-

cessfully guide behaviour (O’Keefe, 1978). In fact, ensembles of place cells exhibit

sequential activity that corresponded to behavioural experience, such that after mul-

tiple repetitions of the same behaviour, for example, running along a linear track the

same cells repeated their firing pattern. Hippocampal reactivation in this sequential

manner, termed awake replay is initiated at the end and in anticipation of a be-

haviour, moreover this patter of activity is continuously repeated during sleep to

enable memory consolidation (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Diba and Buzsáki,

2007). This synchronised activity is thought to enable learning of path-outcome

associations and therefore has an important role in navigation, learning and mem-

ory (Foster and Wilson, 2006; Karlsson and Frank, 2009; Jackson et al., 2006; Carr

et al., 2011; Ainge et al., 2007).

Thus, the hippocampus is able to learn contextual and spatial aspects of

an environment in order to guide behaviour. Deficits in processes that underlie

spatial navigation are thought to include general impairments in short and long term

memory and learning (Passolunghi and Mammarella, 2010).
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1.2.1.5 Stress and Emotional regulation

One of the earliest functions attributed to the hippocampus is related to emotional

encoding and stress. This is based on the connectivity of the hippocampus with

various limbic structures, such as the amygdala, hypothalamus, nucleus accumbens

in addition to its role in regulating the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis (HPA)

(Andersen et al., 2006; Jeffrey A Gray and Neil, 2003; Papez, 1937).

Decreased hippocampal volume in humans is associated with psychologi-

cal disorders such as depression, post-traumatic stress disorder and bipolar disorder

(Frey et al., 2007; Bonne et al., 2008; Campbell and MacQueen, 2004). Moreover,

hippocampal lesions, specifically in the ventral portion of mice corresponding to

the anterior part of the human the hippocampus, show anxiolytic effects in which

animals displayed a reduction in anxiety-like behaviours. For example, animals

with lesions to the ventral hippocampus were more likely to explore an anxiogenic

environment such as a well lit behavioural chamber or spend more time in the open

unprotected arm of an elevated plus maze (EPM), a classic approach-avoidance be-

havioural paradigm. Importantly, hippocampal lesions result in disruption of fear

expression in a contextual fear learning paradigm, animals display reduced fear ex-

pression specifically for the experimental context in which training occurred (Kjel-

strup et al., 2002; Maren and Quirk, 2004; Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Bannerman

et al., 2003). Indicating that the hippocampus is essential for the integration of

contextual and emotional cues to guide appropriate behaviours.

The hippocampus is highly sensitive to stress and contains a high density

of corticosteroid receptors. Hormones released during fearful or anxiogenic envi-

ronments exert their influence through corticosteriod receptors and effect synaptic

plasticity in CA1 (Sapolsky et al., 1990). This process can influence the acquisi-

tion and formation of context-specific memory and learning (Kim et al., 2015b).

Overall, this suggest that stress and anxiety results in physiological changes within
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hippocampal circuitry that impact behaviour.

Therefore, the hippocampus is integral to emotional regulation by combin-

ing sensory information with internal physiological state to guide appropriate be-

havioural responses to threatening situations.

1.2.1.6 Reward coding

Reward is a valuable environmental variable to track that can be used to guide spa-

tial learning and goal directed behaviour. For example, reward consumption and

encoding can potentially reinforce a successful route or strategy over an unsuccess-

ful one and thus correctly guide animal behaviour.

Furthermore, humans with hippocampal damage show particular difficulty

in making reward based decisions (Bakkour et al., 2019). Although place cells are

considered the main computational unit of the hippocampus, significant evidence

suggest that place cell activity can be modulated by features in the environment that

are not related to space such as object identity, time and valence (Wood et al., 1999;

Manns et al., 2007; Mallory and Giocomo, 2018). Importantly, place cells adjust

their place fields towards novel reward locations (Xu et al., 2019; Dupret et al.,

2010). Moreover, considerable work has demonstrated that cells in the hippocam-

pus respond to a variety of features related to reward encoding such as, reward

anticipation and tracking of reward predicting stimuli (Robinson et al., 2020; Sun

et al., 2017; Tabuchi et al., 2003). Additionally, physiological patterns of activity in

the hippocampus are also modulated by reward location and consumption. For ex-

ample, hippocampal replay is biased towards rewarded vs unrewarded locations and

thus thought to enable integration of path-outcome associations (Foster and Wilson,

2006; Johnson and Redish, 2005; Foster, 2017; Hölscher et al., 2003).

Recently, a subpopulation of cells has been identified in the hippocampus
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that respond exclusively to a variety of features related to reward. Interestingly,

this population of reward-associated cells, comprising 1-5% of recorded cells, was

restricted to CA1 and subiculum. Unlike place cells, reward cells were found to be

more stable across different contexts and were insensitive to changes in the physical

environment. These cells were active prior to reward location and the timing of their

activity was correlated with reward prediction and anticipation. This indicates that

reward-associated cells are essential for directing animals through an environment

towards the location of a goal in order to obtain a reward (Gauthier and Tank, 2018).

Thus the hippocampus is sensitive to reward and is able to detect and en-

code information regarding the presence and location of reward to guide animals

behaviour.

1.2.1.7 Goal-directed behaviour

The ability to correctly learn and remember the location of resources is crucial for

survival. The hippocampus is involved in a variety of behaviours that are consid-

ered essential for this process, such as reward coding, spatial learning and memory.

Additionally, hippocampal cells that are responsive to certain goal features such as

the distance and angle of a goal have been described in both animals and humans.

These cells are highly active while subjects are pursuing particular goals and guide

the formation of trajectories towards a goal (Ekstrom et al., 2003; Sarel et al., 2017;

Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013).

As previously described, the hippocampus is necessary for spatial memory

through the activity of ensembles of place cells that are able generate an allocentric

representation of space to guide animal behaviour. The activity of place cells is

dynamically modulated by the location of goals in the environment in the absence

of any cues (Hok et al., 2007; Hollup et al., 2001; Dupret et al., 2010; Xu et al.,

2019). In particular, place cells form sequences of activation that encode goal-
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trajectories to guide subjects towards a a certain goal and support exploration of

multiple goal-trajectories (Pfeiffer and Foster, 2013). For example, in a watermaze,

a hippocampal dependent spatial task in which the animal must swim in an arena

to locate a hidden platform, place fields tend to accumulate around the platform.

Interestingly, the increase in activity and number of place cells around the platform

area, or goal area, changed as the animal learned the location of a new platform

(Hollup et al., 2001). Indicating that place cells are able to reorganise their place

fields to represent new goal locations.

Similarly, animals exhibited an increase in the number of CA1 cells recruited

when a new goal location was learnt in a spatial memory task in which animals had

to locate hidden food rewards. CA1 ensembles encoding goal location developed

gradually and were correlated to the formation of stereotyped animal trajectories.

Moreover, animals treated with an NMDA receptor antagonist failed to recall the

locations of newly rewarded locations. However, blocking NMDA receptors did

not disrupt learning and treated animals were able to successfully locate and ob-

tain food rewards indicating that NMDA-dependent mechanisms are essential for

the consolidation of hippocampal maps that represent goal locations (Dupret et al.,

2010). Overall, this suggests that hippocampal place cells encode certain salient

signals that represent the goal location to coordinate an animal behaviour towards a

goal (Hollup et al., 2001).

The stability of these goal-directed firing patterns was dependent on reac-

tivation associated with sharp wave ripple (SWR) network oscillations (150 - 250

Hz) characterised by synchronised depolarisation of a large population of cells in

CA1 that is driven by upstream activity from CA3. This physiological pattern of

activity is thought to play an important role in navigation, learning and memory

through causing memory dependent changes in synaptic strength. In fact, SWRs,

has been shown to guide animals choice and project goal-trajectories, disruption of

this process impairs task performance (Dupret et al., 2013). Moreover, activity of
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exploratory sharp-wave ripples (eSWRs), known to be associated with reward lo-

cations, is correlated with task performance. Although CA1 and CA3 are known

to reorganise in response to new environment, changes in place cell firing in re-

sponse to goal-location associations were exclusive to CA1 and CA3 firing patterns

remained unchanged (Dupret et al., 2010). This suggests that CA1 representations

are flexible and change in response to task requirements (Leutgeb et al., 2004; Mor-

ris et al., 1982; Olton and Samuelson, 1976).

Furthermore, recent work has demonstrated that manipulation of place cells

activity outside of its endogenous place field can disrupt goal directed behaviour and

change an animals trajectory. For example, stimulation of place cells in their incor-

rect place field leads to acceleration of an animal past the rewarded area. Similarly,

optogenetically targeting and stimulating a population of place cells is sufficient

to bias an animals behaviour towards the location associated with that populations

place field (Robinson et al., 2020). Thus, place cells can adjust an animals trajec-

tory and in this way are powerful contributors of goal-directed behaviour. However,

although hippocampal place cells show significant tuning towards goal location and

rewards whether their activity is sensitive to differing values of rewards is debat-

able. Generally, tuning of place-value association tend to differ depending on their

location across the dorso-ventral axis of the hippocampus (Jin and Lee, 2021; Du-

velle et al., 2019; Tabuchi et al., 2003; Jeong et al., 2018; Speakman and O’Keefe,

1990)

Overall, the presence of a goal alters hippocampal activity in several ways.

Despite the diverse functions associated with the hippocampus, and the incredible

range of features encoded by specific cells (ie place cells, reward cells, head direc-

tion cells, boundary cells) these features can all be integrated into the wider frame-

work that enables the hippocampus to ”build” a context and correctly navigate an

environment to pursue worthy goals. Thus, it is proposed that the hippocampus

uses information regarding space and affect to compare current physiological and
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physical state to accurately track and direct animals towards a goal.

1.2.2 Ventral and Dorsal Hippocampal circuits

1.2.2.1 Anatomy

The hippocampus extends along the dorsal-ventral axis of rodents, corresponding

to the posterior-anterior axis in humans. There is considerably heterogeneity in

connectivity, morphology and electrophysiological properties along the dorsoven-

tral axis of the hippocampus (Kim, 2013; Cembrowski et al., 2018; Fanselow and

Dong, 2010; Strange et al., 2014; Hunsaker et al., 2008).

The most prominent structural difference across this longitudinal axis of the

hippocampus is its pattern of connectivity with various cortical and subcortical ar-

eas. Pyramidal cells in CA1 will receive input depending on their location along

the transvese or ventral-dorsal axis, cells located dorsally (closer to CA2) will re-

ceive input from the medial entrohinal cortex (MEC) whereas cells located ventrally

(close to subiculum) receive input from the lateral entrohinal cortex. Overall, hip-

pocampal connectivity is organised in a topographical manner, this organisation is

establish during neurogenesis. Areas that connect to the dHPC arose earlier whereas

ventral portions project to areas of the brain that developed at later stages. How-

ever, it is increasingly clear that this diochotomy exists in a gradient manner and can

not be defined with absolute borders (Naber and Witter, 1998b; Amaral and Witter,

1989; Witter and Amaral, 2004; Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Andersen et al., 2006).

This anatomical gradient could account for the many functional and be-

havioural attributes associated with the hippocampus and lesions to either the dor-

sal or ventral portions of the hippocampus result in dissociable behavioural effects.

For example, lesions of the dorsal but not the ventral hippocampus impair spatial
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learning and navigation whereas lesions to the ventral hippocampus (vHPC) are as-

sociated with increased stress, anxiety and impaired fear learning (Strange et al.,

2014; Bannerman et al., 2004; Kjelstrup et al., 2002; Henke, 1990). This suggests a

distinction in functional properties between the dorsal and ventral poles of the hip-

pocampus. In this model, dorsal hippocampus is responsible for encoding spatial

aspects of the environment whereas the ventral hippocampus is related affect and

motivation. Indeed, the dHPC mainly projects to areas that are involved in pro-

cessing spatial information such as the retrosplenial and anterior cingulate cortices.

In contrast, the ventral hippocampus is defined by its dense reciprocal connectiv-

ity with the amygdala, a region central to processing emotion and affect (Pitkanen

et al., 2000; McDonald and Mott, 2016). Despite being a major source of input to

the vHPC, amygdalar input has received little to no attention. The vHPC receives

input from multiple regions within the amygdala, this input is segregated across the

entire hippocampal formation including the entorhinal cortext, vCA3, vCA1 and

the subiculum and is especially concentrated in the vHPC. Consequently, manipu-

lation of vHPC activity results in changes in non-spatial behaviours associated with

fear learning, reward seeking, and changes in anxiety levels (Jimenez et al., 2018;

Ciocchi et al., 2015a; Kheirbek et al., 2013).

Consistent with this idea of dorsal and ventral dissociation, place cells vary

in their expression and sensitivity along the dorsoventral axis. Place cells are more

common in the dorsal hippocampus (dHPC) whereas place fields of recorded cells in

the vHPC, the subiculum in particular, exhibit larger field sizes that are less spatially

selective than place cells in the dHPC (Jung et al., 1994; Fanselow and Dong, 2010;

Andersen et al., 2006). Moreover, despite receiving substantial input from CA1,

subicular place fields are considerably more stable than CA1 place cells (Andersen

et al., 2006). Together this suggests that cells in vHPC encode non-spatial cues that

are related to reward value, internal state and affect, this information can then be

integrated to guide and motivate an animal towards a certain goal.
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The organisation of inputs within the hippocampus reflects functional dif-

ferences across the dorsoventral axis of the hippocampus, where dorsal areas are

associated with encoding of space and navigation and more ventral regions are re-

lated to non-spatial computations that are responsible for emotional processing and

goal-directed behaviour.

1.2.2.2 Parallel Output Projections

The subiculum is considered the main output region of the hippocampus. Pyrami-

dal cells in the subiculum becomes progressively more specialised such that efferent

projections from the subiculum form projection populations that output to a single

brain region with little overlap (0-30%). The structure of these parallel projection

populations enables selective routing of information to distinct downstream targets

such as the PFC, amygdala, hypothalamus and NAc (Naber and Witter, 1998b; Wee

and Macaskill, 2020; Cembrowski et al., 2018; Gergues et al., 2020). Moreover,

these cells display projection specific electrophysiological characteristics. For ex-

ample, cells that project to the amygdala, NAc and lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC)

are more likely to be regular firing whereas cells that project to the retrospinial

cortex and hypothalamus display a higher degree of burstiness (Kim and Spruston,

2012).

Each of these projection populations is associated with distinct behavioural

outputs, for instance activation of vHPC projections to the hypothalamus increase

anxiety-related behaviours. Similarly, a reciprocal projection population to the

amygdala is responsible for context-dependent fear learning (Jimenez et al., 2018).

In addition, the vHPC specifically innervates the medial shell of the NAc, a region

known to be responsible for reward consumption, goal directed behaviour as well

as assessing the value of chosen actions (Brog et al., 1993; Pennartz et al., 2011a).

Unsurprisingly, population activity of vHPC projecting NAc cells has been associ-

ated with reward location and consumption (Ciocchi et al., 2015a). In particular,
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contextual information associating reward with space is thought to be dependent

on projections from the vHPC to the NAc. Activation of this projection induces

synaptic changes that are essential for reward coding and drives the formation of

place preference (Ito et al., 2008; LeGates et al., 2018; Britt et al., 2012b; Trouche

et al., 2019). In dCA1 this projection is responsible for the formation of conditioned

place preference and the retrieval of reward-place associations. However, NAc pro-

jections from the dorsal subiculum dont play a role in the formation of CPP. This

suggests that dorsal and ventral projections to the NAc have separable roles in the

formation of reward associations. Interestingly, ventral projections to the NAc have

been implicated in chronic stress and inhibition of this projection increases stress

resilience and encourages reward consumption (Eagle et al., 2020). This suggests

that NAc projectors in the vHPC could facilitate the motivation to explore a certain

area in the pursuit of reward, this is consistent with the role of the vHPC in detecting

spatial novelty. (Cembrowski et al., 2018; Morris et al., 1990). Overall, this pro-

jection population has been hypothesised to have an essential role in reward-coding

and exploration and has been implicated in the formation reward-place associations

that guide goal-directed behaviour.

1.2.3 Overview

The hippocampus is an incredibly complex structure, it is organised into multiple

gradients spanning its dorsoventral, transverse, superficial and deep axis. These gra-

dients exhibit differences in input-output connectivity, resulting in a hippocampus

that is dissociable anatomically, functionally and behaviourally.

It is increasingly evident that this organisation is central to hippocampal

function, however very little is known regarding how the subiculum, being the main

output region of the hippocampus is able to control these separate projection neu-

rons and ultimately influence behaviour. Although theoretical work suggests that

activity of distinct populations of cells within the hippocampus controls learning
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and memory little is known regarding how a single circuit is able to manipulate

and store information to support the diverse functions attributed to the hippocam-

pus (Buzsáki, 2010; Hopfield and Tank, 1986; Tonegawa et al., 2015; Soltesz and

Losonczy, 2018).

As described above, a major source of input arises from the amygdala, this

input is confined to the ventral 2/3rds of the hippocampus (Pitkanen et al., 2000;

McDonald and Mott, 2016). Thus, amygdalar afferents are poised to contribute

significantly to hippocampal output and in particular its role in reward and affect.

In the next section, I will discuss the role of the amygdala in general then focus

specifically on the amygdala-hippocampal pathway.

1.3 Amygdala

The amygdala is an almond shaped structure composed of numerous cortical and

subcortical nuclei that are located in the temporal cortex adjacent to the ventral por-

tion of the hippocampus. These nuclei are arranged in a complex manner, broadly

they can be categorised into cortical or subcortical amygdaloid nuclei. These sub-

cortical and cortical nuclei can be further subdivided into distinct groups based on

cytoarchitecture, functional connectivity as well as orientation to each other and

nearby brain structures.

The cortical amygdaloid complex, include the lateral (LA), basolateral (BL),

basomedial nucleus (BM) and the amygdalo-hippocampal area (AHi) each of which

may be further subdivided across the dorsoventral and anterio-posterior axes. The

basolateral complex, which lies ventrally to the LA and can be separated based on

dense acetylecholinesterase staining, is subdivided into anterior, posterior and ven-

tral nuclei based on their Nissl staining. Neurons in the anterior BL (aBL) have

larger cell bodies than those in the posterior BL (BLp) and are called magnocellular
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and parvocellular BL regions respectively. Whereas cells in the ventral portion of

the BL complex, the BLV, are composed of fusiform cells. The basomedial nucleus

(BM) is a heterogenous mass of cells and is topographically divided into anterior

(BMA) and posterior basomedial nuclues (BMP). Overall, the cortical amygdala

complex, are composed of excitatory glutamatergic pyramidal cells that show dense

staining for vesicular glutamate transporter type 1 (vGLUT1) similar to the cortex

(Andrási et al., 2017). In contrast, the subcortical amygdaloid nuclei, composed

of the medial amygdalar nuclei (MEA) and central amygdalar nuclei (CEA) are

striatal-like and display high density of GABAergic cells (Mcdonald, 1998; Swan-

son, 1992; A Pitkänen V Savander, 1997).

1.3.1 Anatomy of the amygdala

The LA receives the majority of thalamic and sensory input and is considered to

be the sensory hub. The basolateral complex receives a variety of cortical affer-

ents including, the prefrontal, piriform and auditory cortices as well as input from

the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex. Although the amygdala is thought to re-

ceives mainly sensory input it also projects to a variety of brain regions including

PFC, NAc, hippocampus, and hypothalamus. The structure and connectivity of the

amygdala is thought to be ideal for combining sensory inputs to learn the signifi-

cance of environmental stimuli and thus control emotional processes. For example,

it controls the physiological aspects of emotion through its connectivity to the hy-

pothalamus, compares previous experience through its reciprocal connectivity with

the hippocampus, initiate pursuit of rewards via its connectivity to the NAc and con-

tribute to executive decision making and functions through its connectivity with the

PFC (Mcdonald, 1998; Ambroggi et al., 2008; Namburi et al., 2015a; Beyeler et al.,

2016, 2018). In addition to cortical and sensory inputs, the amygdala is highly inter-

connected, sensory input is relayed from the LA to the basal amygdala and central

amygdala. Wheras the CeA is considered the main output region and is thought to

initiate and defensive behaviours (Mcdonald, 1998).
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Figure 1.2: The amygdala complex
a. A schematic of a coronal section through the adult mouse brain showing the different
nuclei of the amygdala. b. Genetically identified population in the cortical and subcortical
nuclei of the amygdala Taken from (Pignatelli and Beyeler, 2019).

The LA and BA are generally grouped together and referred to in the litera-

ture as ”BLA”. Throughout this thesis, I use the term basal amygdala (BA), which
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encompasses the cortical amygdalar complex including the basolateral complex;

anterior (BLA), posterior (BLp) and ventral (BLV) as well as regions of the baso-

medial nucleus; anterior (BMA) and posterior basomedial nucleus (BMP). These

regions are thought to be heterogeneous and project to the hippocampus to varying

degrees, generally the proposed boundaries between these nuclei are considered to

be arbitrary (Swanson and Petrovich, 1998). Moreover, these regions are tightly

packed together and so are difficult to target individually (Olucha-Bordonau et al.,

2015).

1.3.1.1 Inhibitory microcircuits

Although the majority of cells in the amygdala are glutamatergic, it also contains

a robust inhibitory microcircuit. GABAergic interneurons constitute 16% of total

neurons in the LA and 22% in the BA (Vereczki et al., 2021). The majority of these

cells express parvalbumin and are axoaxonic PV+ cells, that target mainly the ini-

tial axon segment of a neuron and receive local excitatory input from pyramidal cell

mediating feed-back and lateral inhibition (Smith et al., 2000). In contrast, PV+

basket cells expressing calbindin (CB), preferentially target the soma and proximal

dendrites of neurons which receive input from cortical structures (Kemppainen and

Pitkänen, 2000; McDonald and Betette, 2001). Interestingly, interneuron selective

cells expressing (VIP) were more abundant in the BA than in the hippocampus.

These cells have an important role in regulating local interneurons and facilitating

disinhibition of pyramidal cells in the BLA (Krabbe et al., 2019, 2018; Capogna,

2014). Additionally, dendrite-targeting cells expressing somatostatin (SOM) also

target PV and VIP inteneurons and a substantial number of these neurons coexpress

neuropeptide Y (NPY) (Muller et al., 2003, 2007). Finally, cholecystokinin (CCK)

expressing neurons which innervate the proximal dendrites of neurons and, simi-

larly to PV basket cells, also target the soma enabling reliable suppression of neural

spiking (Mascagni and McDonald, 2003; Veres et al., 2014). GABAergic microcir-

cuits in the amygdala facilitate learning through changes in synaptic plasticity and
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regulating the activity of projection neurons (Krabbe et al., 2018; Vereczki et al.,

2021; Wolff et al., 2014; Krabbe et al., 2019).

Thus, excitatory activity is tightly controlled by interneurons and sponta-

neous activity is kept at a minimum to prevent detection of irrelevant sensory stimuli

(LeDoux, 2007; Royer et al., 1999; Szinyei et al., 2007; Li et al., 1996). Overall, the

amygdala is considered a largely ’silent’ structure, and is only active when specifi-

cally driven by external environmental changes.

1.3.2 Emotional processing of negative and positive stimuli

Early studies of amygdala function provided a role for the amygdala in emotional

processing, and specifically fear learning. These observations were based on stud-

ies of amygdalar lesion non-human primates which resulted in a range of symptoms

including lack of fear to threatening stimuli, reduced aggression and defensive be-

haviours as well as impaired arousal and sexual behaviour (Downer, 1961; Aggleton

and Passingham, 1981; Weiskrantz, 1956). This function in processing emotions

is evolutionary conserved, and stimulation of the amygdala in humans produces

a variety of emotional responses, including fear, anger and arousal (Kaada, 1972).

Moreover, neuroimaging studies have shown activity in amygdala during interpreta-

tion and recognition of emotional cues in facial expressions. For example, bilateral

damage of the amygdala in patient ”S.M” impaired fear response as well as the abil-

ity to recognise emotions that are conveyed by facial expressions (Mcdonald, 1998;

Adolphs et al., 1994; Feinstein et al., 2011).

Most notably, lesions to the amygdala impaired defensive responses to

shock-predictive cues. This function has been studied extensively using pavlovian

fear conditioning, a behavioural paradigm in which a conditioned stimuli (CS), usu-

ally a sensory cue such as a tone, is paired to an unpleasant unconditioned stimulus

(US) leading to a learned fear response that is associated with the previously neu-
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tral conditioned stimuli (CS). This process leads to synaptic plasticity in amygdala

microcircuits that consolidates this conditioned response (CR) (Rogan et al., 1997;

Quirk et al., 1995). Fear memories are then easily retrieved when the animal is re

exposed to the CS (cued fear) or the context in which they were trained (contextual

fear) through the reactivation of cue-associated neurons in the amygdala. However,

repeated representations of the CS alone while omitting the US results in a reduc-

tion in learned fear behaviour a process termed extinction. This process is context

dependent and animals that are extinguished in one context will continue to dis-

play fearful behaviour in a novel context when presented with the CS, a mechanism

known as fear renewal (LeDoux, 2000; Orsini et al., 2011; Tovote et al., 2015). The

LA receives the majority of sensory input and associations between sensory cues

are formed via changes in excitatory and inhibitory activity. Early studies demon-

strate an increase in the magnitude of auditory responses in the LA in response to

auditory fear conditioning (Quirk et al., 1995). Changes in plasticity as a result

of conditioning developed faster than changes in the cortex or thalamus and pre-

cedes the conditioned behavioural response (Quirk et al., 1997; Repa et al., 2001).

Moreover, blocking NMDA receptors abolished synaptic and behavioural changes

associated with fear conditioning (Bauer et al., 2002; Kim et al., 1991). Whereas

the LA is implicated in forming associations between CS and US, the basal amyg-

dala is thought to encode behavioural output and specifically respond to expression

of the CR and not the CS (Lee et al., 2016). Thus, the ability to assign and learn the

relevance of sensory stimuli and form appropriate behavioural responses to these

stimuli is central to amygdalar function.

Although the majority of amygdalar literature has focused on its functions

in fear conditioning, it has also been associated with processing positive valence

such as reward and motivation (Lutas et al., 2019; Malvaez et al., 2019; Robinson

et al., 2014; Stuber et al., 2011; Rudebeck et al., 2013). It has been demonstrated

that neurons in the human and rodent amygdala are responsive to both appetitive

and aversive stimuli to guide decision making (Jenison et al., 2011; Paton et al.,
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2006; Belova et al., 2008; Hitchcott and Phillips, 1997). For example, activity-

dependent and genetic profiling indicates that cells expressing Pp1r1b are more

likely to encode and drive appetite behaviour whereas cells expressing Rspo are

active by aversive stimuli. Moreover, these cells are segregated across the anterior-

posterior axis of the BLA, cells encoding negative stimuli, expressing Rspo, were

enriched in the anterior BLA and cells responsive to positive stimuli, expressing

Pp1r1b, were mainly in found in the posterior BLA (Kim et al., 2016b). This

difference in encoding positive and negative experience across the AP axis of the

BLA is consistent with studies that have implicated the aBLA in fear conditioning

(Goosens and Maren, 2001) and the pBLA in reward learning and approach be-

haviours (Lutas et al., 2019; Kantak et al., 2002; Pi et al., 2020). Similar to the

proposed circuit function of the hippocampus, the identity of post-synaptic targets

of BLA projection neurons is thought to mediate negative and positive valence. For

example, optogenetic activation of BLA projections to the NAc facilitates reward

seeking behaviour whereas activation of projections to the mPFC, CeA and vHPC

are considered aversive (Stuber et al., 2011; Beyeler et al., 2016; Felix-Ortiz et al.,

2013).

Recent work has identified specific neuronal ensembles within the amyg-

dala, that encode and track behavioural states. Population activity recorded in the

amygdala was characteristic of the slow (seconds long) sustained activity related

to state encoding (Salzman and Fusi, 2010). In the BA, two anatomically separate

and anticorrelated neuronal populations reliably tracked and predicted exploratory

and non-exploratory behaviour in an open arena (Gründemann et al., 2019). Con-

versely, population ensembles that were detected in the BLA encoded social inter-

action rather than general exploratory behaviour. However, these large population

activity were invariable to the nature of the social interaction and thus did not encode

valence (Fustiñana et al., 2021). Generally, neuronal ensembles were insensitive to

spatial or motor parameters and remained consistent across days. Additionally, neu-

ronal ensemble activity was separable from experience-dependent representations,
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and were partially correlated with CS and not at all with US-associated neurons dur-

ing fear conditioning. This suggest separable fast and slow neuronal dynamics that

are combined to encode stable representations of behavioural states (Gründemann

et al., 2019; Fustiñana et al., 2021; Belova et al., 2008).

Overall, the amygdala has been implicated in roles associated with emo-

tional processing and associative learning. These roles broadly fit into a general

wide-frame understanding of amygdala function in linking salient events and sen-

sory stimuli to learn associations that encode behaviourally relevant states crucial

to survival. Malfunction within this system can results in the formation of misasso-

ciations that give rise to a myriad of symptoms such as generalised fear and anxiety

seen in psychiatric disorders such as PTSD (Xia and Kheirbek, 2020; Maren et al.,

2013; Dunkley et al., 2014).

1.3.3 Amygdala-Ventral Hippocampus circuit

The amygdala and hippocampus are both essential components of the limbic sys-

tem; a collective network of brain regions that are required for emotional regulation

(Nakano, 1998). There is considerable overlap in the functional and behavioural

deficits reported by amygdalar and hippocampal lesion studies, this is likely due to

the anatomical proximity of these two regions as well as their shared anatomical

connectivity (Klüver and Bucy, 1939).

These two brain regions are reciprocally connected, projections to the amyg-

dala arise exclusively from the CA1/Sub border of the hippocampus whereas the

amygdala projects back to both CA1/Sub border and vCA3. Robust amygdalar in-

put to CA1/Sub originates from the basal amygdala including lateral, anterior and

posterior BLA, the BMP as well as from the amygdalohippocampal areas (Canteras

and Swanson, 1992; Pitkanen et al., 2000; Mcdonald, 1998). These inputs are fo-

cused in the ventral region of the hippocampus, in contrast dCA1 receives no direct
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input from the basal amygdala (Kishi et al., 2006; Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Yang

et al., 2016; McDonald and Mott, 2016). Similarly, the majority of projections to

the amygdala arise from the vSub whereas projection from vCA1 are considered

sparse and dCA1 has no direct projection. This input targets the cortical nuclei of

the amygdala, including the lateral, anterior and posterior BLA, the BMP, and to a

lesser extent the CeA (Canteras and Swanson, 1992; McDonald and Mott, 2016).

Additionally, these inputs are spread in a graded fashion such that projections from

the rostal-caudal axis of the vSub/CA1 target the medial-lateral axis of the amygdala

(Fig1.3) (Kishi et al., 2006; McDonald and Mott, 2016; Krettek and Price, 1977).

Functional imaging in humans has identified a role for this pathway in the

retrieval and encoding of emotionally arousing events and memories. Using fMRI,

correlated activity between these two regions was shown to predict the recall of

emotional stimuli but not neutral stimuli. Moreover, hippocampal damage in hu-

mans disrupted emotional memory performance (Dolcos et al., 2004; Richardson

et al., 2004). In rodents, this projection has classically been implicated in emo-

tional processes such as fear conditioning and anxiety. For example, optical and

electrical stimulation of amygdalar efferents in the vHPC modulates defensive re-

sponses such as freezing and anxiety-like behaviour in the EPM (Kim et al., 2012;

Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Pi et al., 2020).

The amygdala-vHPC pathway is particularly involved in extinction and re-

newal of fear memories, processes that are crucial for contextual memory formation.

Lesions to the vHPC specifically blocked fear response to context but not to the the

conditioned stimuli. Similarly, pharmacological inactivation of the hippocampus

with muscimol, a GABAA agonist, impairs fear renewal in a novel context. This ef-

fect was associated with increased activity in the vCA1/vSUB as well as a reduction

in tone-evoked firing of neurons in the lateral amygdala (Orsini et al., 2011; Hobin

et al., 2006). Additionally, optogenetic activation of vHPC input in the BA while

animals received a foot shock during fear conditioning disrupted encoding of con-
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Figure 1.3: Connectivity gradient of hippocampal input to the amygdala
Topographical distribution of hippocampal terminals across the medial-to-lateral axis of the
amygdala. Numbers 1 - 3 correspond to most ventral to dorsal axis of the hippocampus.
Abbreviations; CeA central amygdala (CeA), BLA, basolateral amygdala; BLP, posterior
basolateral nucleus of the amygdala; BLV, ventral basolateral nucleus of the amygdala;
BMA, basomedial nucleus of the amygdala; IC, internal capsule; LA, lateral amygdala;
ME, medial nucleus of the amygdala; MFB, medial forebrain bundle; PLCo, posterolateral
cortical nucleus of the amygdala; PMCo, posteromedial cortical nucleus of the amygdala.
Taken from (Strange et al., 2014).

textual fear (Jimenez et al., 2018). Thus, dynamic connectivity within this pathway

results in physiological changes that are crucial for converging conditioned sensory

stimuli with contextual information to learn contextual associations.

Moreover, synchronised population activity between the hippocampus and

amygdala underlies fear consolidation and retrieval. This pattern of activity oc-

curs in the theta frequency band between 4 - 10 Hz and typically emerges during

sleep and exploratory behaviour. Theta oscillatory activity is thought to have an
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important role in memory consolidation and encoding of fear memories within the

amygdala-vHPC pathway (Bienvenu et al., 2012; Buzsáki, 2002; Popa et al., 2010).

For example, an increase in coherent theta activity occurs between the LA and CA1

after fear conditioning, this activity was correlated to the expression of defensive

behaviour and presentation of the conditioned stimuli (Seidenbecher et al., 2003).

Interestingly, theta coupling between the vHPC and amygdala occurs during explo-

ration of the EPM, modulation of this activity predicts further exploration of the

anxiogenic open arm or return to the closed safe arm (Jacinto et al., 2016). In fact,

optogenetic stimulation of OLM interneurons in the vHPC modulates theta activity

and was associated with increased probability of exploration and risk-taking in an-

imals exposed to threatening stimuli (Mikulovic et al., 2018). Oscillatory activity

between these two regions is also involved in reward expectation and disruption of

this pathway impairs context induced drug seeking behaviour (Terada et al., 2013;

Wells et al., 2011).

Multiple studies have demonstrated that amygdala input is coupled with

vHPC activity and that this activity modulates neural firing and induces synaptic

changes within the vHPC. For example, stimulation of amygdalar efferents in the

vHPC results in disruption of place cell field size, selectivity and suppressed overall

synaptic plasticity in CA1 (Kim et al., 2012). This suggest that amygdalar input is

able to modulate vHPC synaptic activity and that interactions between these two re-

gions are important for providing contextual information regarding the environment

to guide goal directed behaviours (Maren et al., 2013).

The vHPC is considered the main output region of the hippocampus and

is composed of multiple output neurons that project to distinct brain regions. Im-

portantly, the majority of amygdalar input exclusively targets the vHPC however

it is unknown how this input segregates across these projection populations. The

presence of amygdalar input can potentially influence the type of information con-

veyed by these populations regarding physical space, affect and context to control
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distinct aspects of behaviour. Thus, a major aim of this thesis is to understand

how amygdala input is integrated into the multiple projections within the vHPC

to inform behaviour. The majority of amygdalar input terminates at the border of

CA1/Subiculum which I have focused my investigations on and have termed simply

as ’vHPC’ (Pitkanen et al., 2000).

1.4 Long-range inhibiton

Long range inhibitory projections (LRIP) that connect distant brain regions are a

relatively recent discovery that were first identified in the medial septum, these pro-

jections are present throughout the cortex and are a particularly common within the

hippocampal formation (Ito and Yoshida, 1966; Hattori et al., 1973; Jinno, 2009;

Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2016; Wick et al., 2019; Seo et al., 2016; Lee et al.,

2014a; Malik et al., 2021). These inhibitory projections are presumably similar

to interneurons and are thought to typically express γ -aminobutyric acid (GABA)

processing proteins including vesicular GABA transporter (VGAT) as well as neu-

rochemical markers that are expressed in interneuron subtypes such as parvalbu-

min (PV), vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) and somatostatin (SOM) (Melzer and

Monyer, 2020).

The majority of LRIP form classic GABAergic synapses in which GABA

is synthesised from glutamate decarboxylase (GAD) and released via the vesicular

GABA transporter (vGAT) where it binds GABAA receptors in the post-synaptic

membrane. Alternatively, some long-range inhibitory cells do not express GAD

and GABA is reabsorbed from the extracellular space through membrane-bound

GABA transporters (Tritsch et al., 2014).

In the next section I will describe what is currently known about the anatom-

ical and physiological properties of these long-range inhibitory neurons as well as
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their potential functional and behavioural properties.

1.4.1 Long-range inhibition anatomy and physiology

GABAergic cells constitute 15 - 25 % of all neurons in the brain. These neurons

are incredibly heterogeneous and can be defined based on their electrophysiologi-

cal properties, morphology or expression of immunohistochemical markers (Jones,

1993). In contrast, LRIPs are predicted to constitute 0.5% of GABAergic neurons,

classification of these cells has been challenging because tools targeting these neu-

rons are inefficient and result in sparse labelling (Tamamaki and Tomioka, 2010).

The main approach used to identify long-range inhibitory cells has been a

combination of retrograde tracers, such as horseradish peroxidase or choleratoxin

subunit b (CTB) and immunohistochemsitry labelling for various interneuron mark-

ers. Using this technique LRIPs have been identified throughout the brain, including

in the amygdala, the entorhinal cortex, and between the septum and hippocam-

pus (McDonald et al., 2012; Keshavarzi et al., 2014; Lübkemann et al., 2015).

These cells express a variety of classic interneuron markers including PV, SOM

and calbindin. The basis of our understanding of long-range inhibition is centred

on the septo-hippocampal circuit, as it is the most extensively studied. All septo-

hippocampal neurons were found to be parvalbumin positive (PV+), and heavily

myelinated indicating that they are fast-conducting (Jinno et al., 2007; Freund,

1989).

In the amygdala, 5 - 13% of projection cells to the basal forebrain were cola-

belled with SOM+ and showed no PV or calretenin labelling. Suggesting that these

cells are long-range inhibitory projection neurons. These cells were highly concen-

trated in the ventral portion of the amygdala including the ventral BLA, BMp, BMA

and ventral portions of the LA.
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In contrast, long-range inhibitory neurons are present throughout the hip-

pocampal formation and form intrahippocampal and extrahippocampal connections.

These projections constitute a diverse set of long-range targeting interneurons that

originate from the dentate gyrus, and CA3 which target both contralateral CA1 (Ca-

puti et al., 2013; Jinno, 2009; Zappone and Sloviter, 2001; Léránth and Frotscher,

1987). In CA1 and the subiculum these cells are mainly found in the stratum oriens

projecting to the amygdala, medial septum, retrosplenial cortex, and various other

brain regions (Jinno et al., 2007; Wick et al., 2019; Muller et al., 2011; Lübkemann

et al., 2015).

Although this method of combined labelling has been effective at identi-

fying LRIP cells, the number of GABAergic projections labelled may not reflect

the true population density of these inhibitory cells. Typically, the cell bodies of

GABAergic cells with long projections display low levels of GABA/GAD due to the

fast transport of these neurochemicals to axon terminals making it difficult to label

these cells. These limitations can be overcome by using a genetic approach com-

bining retrograde tracers and immunohistochemistry in GFP expressing GAD65

transgenic animals. Using these methods, it has been established that the major-

ity of long-range inhibitory neurons in the brain expressed SOM (91%) as well as

neuropeptide Y (NPY) and neuronal nitrix oxide synthase (nNOS) (Tomioka et al.,

2005). Recent work has confirmed that long-range inhibitory neurons show high

staining of nNOS neuronal marker and extended their axons 3 mm across cortical

areas (He et al., 2016). This suggests that the majority of long-range inhibitory

projections are SOM that are likely to coexpress nNOS.

Little is known regarding the electrophysiological properties of these neu-

rons, however an analysis of their functional properties in the medial amygdala has

demonstrated that these cells can be grouped into two subtypes. The first type exhib-

ited high input resistance and membrane constant (20 ms), and were regular firing.

In comparison, the second type exhibited low input resistance, a smaller membrane
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time constant and variable firing frequency. Interestingly, this study could not dif-

ferentiate between GABA+ and GABA- cells in the medial amygdala based on elec-

trophysiological properties alone. This suggests that long-range inhibitory neurons

are potentially more similar to excitatory long-range projections than short-range

inhibitory interneurons. (Keshavarzi et al., 2014).

1.4.2 Proposed functions of long-range inhibitory projections

Similar to excitatory projections, the functional implications of activating LRIP are

largely based on the function of the brain regions they are associated with. For ex-

ample, ascending LRIP originating from the brain stem, forebrain and thalamus are

thought to control arousal or wakefulness (Brown and McKenna, 2015). Whereas

GABAergic projections in the hypothalamus facilitate sleep and consummatory be-

havior (Zhang and Van Den Pol, 2017; Chen et al., 2018).

In addition, several important features of LRIP implicate them in brain-wide

synchronisation of network activity. Firstly, these projections are heavily arborised

and are able to target more than one downstream area. Secondly, these projections

often target local interneurons that regulate the temporal firing range of excitatory

neurons and coordinate their activity to support local network oscillations. Addi-

tionally, inhibition or stimulation of these projections has been shown to facilitate

network activity (Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2016; Freund, 1989; Toth et al.,

1993; Tóth et al., 1997; Melzer and Monyer, 2020; Caputi et al., 2013). For exam-

ple, optogenetic stimulation of LRIP between the MEC and hippocampus results in

an increase in rhythmic theta activity in postsynaptic neurons (Melzer et al., 2012).

The functional and behavioural properties of long-range inhibitory cells can

also be elucidated based on the cellular identity of their synaptic targets. In the hip-

pocampal formation these projections were found to preferentially target interneu-

rons and their main functional role is in disinhibition of pyramidal cells to regulate
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input as well as network oscillation (Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2016; Ma-

lik et al., 2021). For example, LEC GABAergic projections target cholecytokinin-

expressing (CCK) interneurons, the activation of this projection amplifies CA3 in-

put to CA1 (Basu et al., 2016). Thus, interneuron targeting by long-range inhibition

can regulate the activity of certain inputs. Moreover, recent work has shown that

SOM+ and PV+ GABAergic projections in the motor cortex preferentially target

projecting cells in the dorsal striatum to modulate locomotor behaviour (Melzer

et al., 2017). Thus, LRIPs exhibit incredible specificity in their targeting of both

local interneurons as well as principal projecting neurons and the specificity of this

input is able to modulate distinct physiological and behavioural functions.

The most heavily described LRIP is the septo-hippocampal projection, in-

activation of this projection disrupts spatial learning and the activity of spatially

tuned neurons in the MEC. These GABAergic projections express either PV+ or

choline acetyltransferase (CHAT) target distinct populations of neurons throughout

the hippocampus and regulate theta activity. Moreover, population recording from

this projection was closely correlated with the intensity or salience of presented

cues, suggesting that these projections are able to detect and code multimodal in-

puts that impinge on hippocampal circuitry. Similarly, LRIP arising from the LEC

with terminals in the CA1 were responsive to a variety of multimodal stimuli and

elicited these responses were likewise correlated to stimuli intensity and salience.

Interestingly, individual boutons responded to a single modality or combined two

at most (Kaifosh et al., 2013; Basu et al., 2016). This suggests that long-range in-

hibitory projections are sensitive to environmental stimuli that promotes exploration

and learning.

Classically, these projections have an integral role in controlling network os-

cillations by targeting interneurons, especially in the hippocampus. However, it is

also clear that these inhibitory projections are highly specialised and could poten-

tially control circuit output through post-synaptic target cell specificity. Considering
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its role in contextual behaviour this mechanism of pathway specificity is potentially

important especially in areas such as the vHPC where neurons form distinct projec-

tion populations that control behaviour.

Therefore, given the dense connectivity between the vHPC and amygdala

and the reciprocal nature of this input I hypothesise that long-range inhibitory pro-

jections from the amygdala controls aspects of motivation and contextual associa-

tions through projection specific targeting of cells in the vHPC.

1.5 Overview

In the previous chapter I have summarised the function of both the amygdala and

hippocampus and described how this pathway is potentially important in integrat-

ing sensory input to form cue-associations that constitute the basis of motivation and

goal-directed behaviour. Next, I will investigate the BA:vHPC circuit and its influ-

ence on the various projection populations in the vHPC as well as its behavioural

relevance. Thus this thesis aims to; (1) functionally and anatomically investigate

BA input to the vHPC, (2) define circuit and projection specificity of BA long-

range input into the vHPC and finally (3) determine if BA input is able to control

behavioural output by defining the activity of projection populations in the vHPC.

Firstly, in chapter 2, I will introduce the methods that will be used to study this

circuit. Next, in chapter 3, I show that BA input into the vHPC is composed of

two parallel projections, an excitatory projection and a direct long-range inhibitory

projection both of which target pyramidal cells in the vHPC. In chapter 4, I look at

how these parallel projections from the BA differentially target projection cells and

interneurons in the vHPC. In chapter 5, I use a combination of in vivo optogenetics

and chemogenetics to investigate the behavioural consequence of BA long-range

excitatory and inhibitory input targeting of vHPC projection cells in anxiety and

motivated behaviour. Finally, I will discuss my findings in chapter 6 and incor-

porate them into the current understanding of this pathway as well as discuss the
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limitations of this work.



Chapter 2

Materials and Methods

2.1 Animals

Group housed 7-8 week old C57/bl6 male mice (Charles River) and Slc32a1(VGAT)-

IRES-Cre (#016962) male and female knock in line provided by the Jackson lab-

oratories were used in all experiments. Slc32a1(VGAT)-IRES-Cre mice were bred

in house with a C57BL/6J background. To label long range inhibitory projections

from the BA in Fig 3.4, Slc32a1(VGAT)-IRES-Cre were crossed with a reporter

line; Ai14(Rosa-CAG-LSL-tdTomato)(#007914). Mice were housed in cages of

2 - 4 and kept in a controlled environment with a 12-hour light-dark cycle and ad

libitum access to food and water. Mice age ranged between 10 - 16 weeks old for

electrophysiology experiments depending on time needed for viral expression and

up to 15 weeks old for anatomy experiments. Animals used for behaviour assays

required at least 5 weeks of viral expression and so were at least 13 weeks at the

beginning of behaviour experiments. All experiments were approved by UK Home

Office and followed the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986, and University

College London ethical guidelines.
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2.2 Stereotaxic Surgery

Stereotaxic injections were performed on 6 - 10 week old for animals used for be-

haviour and physiology experiments and up to 12 weeks old for anatomy experi-

ments. All mice were induced in a red perspex chamber (AN010ASR; VetTech)

with vaporised isoflurane (Isoflurane 100%; Piramal Critical Care). A 1 ml/min of

4% isoflurane in 99.5% medical oxygen was used for induction, whereas a lower

rate of 1.5 - 2% was maintained throughout surgery. All fine surgical tools used

were purchased from Science Tools.

After removing fur on the scalp using a commercially available trimmer

(ChroMini Pro; Moser) animals were mounted on the stereotaxic frame (Model 902

Dual Small Animal Stereotaxic Instrument; KOPF). Anaesthetic was delivered and

maintained through an adjustable mouthpiece connected to an active scavenging

filter (Cardiff Aldasorber; Shirley Aldred Co) and scavenging unit (Model AN005;

VetTech). body temperature was maintained at 37°C using a homeothermic blanket

placed underneath the animal (50-7001; Harvard Apparatus). A drop of eye gel on

each eye was used as lubricant (Viscotears) and the scalp was cleaned with sterilised

saline and HiBiSCRUB, an antimicrobial skin cleanser (Chlorhexidine gluconate

4.0% w/v). A single incision was made along the mid-line to expose the skull

and a local analgesic (Marcain 0.0025% in sterile saline) was applied before sterile

cotton buds were used to remove connective tissue. For All coordinates were then

calculated relative to bregma (Table 2.1);

Brain Region Medial-Lateral (ML) Rostral-Caudal (RC) Dorsal-Ventral (DV)

Ventral Hippocampus 3.2 -3.7 -4.7

Basal Amygdala 3.4 -1.7 -5.8

Prefrontal Cortex 0.4 +2.3 -2.4

Nucleus Accumbens 0.9 +1.1 -4.6

Table 2.1: Coordinates used for surgery in mm
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All surgery animals received a subcutaneous injection of carpofen (0.05 mg/kg).

Animals were then transferred into a heated recovery chamber for a minimum of

30 minutes before being returned to their home cage. Carpofen was also added into

their drinking water (0.05 mg/ml) for 48 hours post-surgery to aid recovery.

2.2.1 Physiology and Anatomy Surgery

Craniotomies were performed at the calculated injection sites for the brain regions

of interest using a steel bur (007 tip 310 104 001 001; Meisinger) attached to a

miniture drill (PRO 398D PCB Drill; RS). Long-shaft glass borosilicate injection

needles of 10 - 50 µm diameter (Alpha laboratories) were first back filled with min-

eral oil and front filled with 0.8 µl of injection material (See 2.2). 5 - 15 injections

of 14 or 28 nL (250 - 500 nL total) at a flow rate of 23nL/30 s was infused bilat-

erally into the region of interest using a Nanoject II precision injector (Drummond

Scientific company).

The glass pipette was driven up and down twice prior to BA injections in

order to avoid any major tracts. The pipette was then withdrawn after 15 - 20 mins

for BA, 5 - 10 minutes for vHPC injections and 2 - 5 mins for NAc and PFC injec-

tion to allow diffusion of the injected construct and avoid leak into nearby regions.

The wound was then sutured using (6-0 Coated VICRLY polyglactin 910 suture,

ETHICON) and sealed with tissue adhesive (Vetabond, 3M). Expression times var-

ied according to the constructs used, for DIO-ChR2 a minimum of 4 weeks was re-

quired for sufficient activation of presynaptic terminals whereas hSynp-ChR2 only

required 2 weeks expression. The locations of the injection sites were verified by

eye before every recording.
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2.2.2 Behaviour Surgery

To target and activate projections for in In vivo optogenetic manipulation of BA-

vHPC fibers a unilateral injection of 250 - 500 µl of either ChR2 or a control virus

into the BA and a 200 µm core, 0.5 mm length glass fiber (Thorlabs) was implanted

chronically into the ipsilateral vHPC (see Table 2.2 for viruses used in experiments).

The optic fiber was implanted 0.2 mm above the target area to avoid damage of area.

The fiber optic canulae was secured in place by implanting a small screw into the

opposite hemisphere and sealed with two layers of dental acrylic cement (Super-

Bond CB) which was left to dry for 30 minutes.

Viral Constructs/Tracers Source

AAV2.1-hSynp-hChR2(H134R)-eYFP a gift from Karl Deisseroth; Addgene 26973-AAV1

pAAV-CaMKIIa-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP a gift from Karl Deisseroth; Addgene 26969-AAV1

AAV2/1-EF1a-FLEX-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP a gift from Karl Deisseroth; Addgene 20298-AAV1

AAV2/1-CaMKII-GFP a gift from Edward Boyden; Addgene 64545

CTB Alexa Fluor 647 Molecular Probes

CTB Alexa Fluor 555 Molecular Probes

CTB Alexa Fluor 488 Molecular Probes

Retrobeads 488 Lumafluor, Inc.

Retrobeads 555 Lumafluor, Inc.

AAV2retro-CAG-Cre UNC vector core

pAAV2/8-hSynp-dF-HA-KORD-IRES-mCitrine a gift from Bryan Roth; Addgene 6541-AAV8

AAV1.CAG.FLEX.Ruby2sm-Flag.WPRE a gift from Loren Looger; Addgene 98928-AAV1

pAAV-Ef1a-fDIO mCherry a gift from Karl Deisseroth ; Addgene 114471-AAV1

AAV2/9-mDlx-NLS-mRuby2 a gift from Viviana Gradinaru; Addgene 99130-AAV1

Table 2.2: Viral constructs and tracers used in experiments
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2.3 Electrophysiology

2.3.1 Slice preparation

Pyramidal cells were studied in acute 400 µM transverse hippocampal slices made

using a Leica VT 1200S vibratome. Mice were anaesthetized with a lethal dose

of ketamine (100 mg/kg) and xylazine (10mg/kg) and perfused intracardially with

ice-cold sucrose slicing solution (see Table2.3) Three incisions were made at the

base of the skull using surgical scissors (Science Tools) and forceps were then used

to peel off the bone and expose the brain. Using a spatula, the brain was gently

removed and immersed in ice cold sucrose before being transferred into a petri

dish for dissection. A razor blade was used to slice the brain down the mid-line,

and the top of each hemisphere was cut off at 10°angle to preserve mossy fibers

integrity (Bischofberger et al., 2006). Each hemisphere was then fixed top-down

on to the viberatome stage using commercially available super glue. Brain slices

of both hemispheres were cut in a sucrose solution bubbled with 95% O2 and 5%

CO2 on ice. 4 - 6 slices of each hemisphere were collected using a glass pipette and

placed into two separate recovery chambers. Slices recovered on a muslin mesh in

bubbling artificial cerebral spinal fluid (aCSF) solution (see Table 2.3) at 37°C for

30 minutes and another 30 minutes at room temperature at 24°C. All experiments

were conducted at room temperature (22°C – 24°C) in aCSF bubbled with 95% O2

and 5% CO2.

2.3.2 Whole-cell electrophysiology

Whole-cell voltage clamp recordings were made from visually identified pyramidal

cells in the vHPC, for comparison of different projection targets cells were identi-

fied with fluorescent retrobeads. The electrode holder was chlorided using commer-

cially available bleach for at least 15 minutes prior to any physiology experiments.
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aCSF recording solution Sucrose slicing solution

Compound Concentration (mM) Compound Concentration (mM)

NaCl 125 Sucrose 190

Glucose 22.5 Glucose 25

NaHCO3 25 NaHCO3 25

NaH2PO4 1.25 NaH2PO4 1.2

KCl 2.5 NaCl 10

Na+ascorbate 1 Na+ascorbate 1

Na+pyruvate 3 Na+pyruvate 2

Mg2Cl2 1 Mg2Cl2 7

Ca2Cl2 2 Ca2Cl2 0.5

Table 2.3: Electrophysiology solutions compounds

The glass pipette was mounted on to a manipulator and pressure was applied using

a syringe. The pipette was then lowered into the bath, using the microscope and

manipulator the electrode was navigated towards the cell (see table for equipment

list 2.3). A small dimple, identified as a dark shadow between the pipette and cell,

indicated that the pipette was sufficiently close to allow a GΩ seal.Pressure was

then released to allow the surface of the pipette to attach to the surface of the cell

and form a GΩ seal. After successfully reaching a GΩ seal, a small amount of pres-

sure was then applied through the syringe to allow access into the cell membrane.

Successfully patched cells had an access resistance of below 30 MΩ and current in-

jection below <200 pA in voltage clamp and <100 pA injection for current clamp

recordings.

All recordings were accompanied by a step pulse at the end of each sweep

to allow post-hoc analysis of the stability of access and input resistance throughout

the experiment.
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2.3.2.1 Voltage Clamp Recordings

For voltage clamp recordings, excitatory and inhibitory currents were isolated by

setting the command voltage to -70 mV for excitation and 0 mV for inhibition. The

command voltage is set by the operational amplifier (OPA) and controlled via a

feedback loop that monitors the difference between the voltage at the pipette (VPip)

and the comman voltage (VComm). The OPA then injects the necessary current into

the cell in order to maintain VPip = VComm to ensure accurate recordings.

Glass pipettes (harvard apparatus) with a resistance of 4 – 8 MΩ were filled

with an internal solution containing (in mM): 130 gluconic acid, 10 HEPES, 7 KCl,

10 EGTA, 10 phosphocreatine, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.4 Na-GTP with a pH of 7.2 using

CsOh and an osmolarity between 290 and 300 mOsm. All chemicals used to make

the internal solution were provided from Sigma. For interneuron recordings in Fig

4.9 h high chloride internal was used containing (in mM): 135 CsCl, 10 HEPES, 7

KCL, 10 Na-Phosphocreatine, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 10 EGTA.

High chloride internal was used to record responses as inward currents at

-70 mV to avoid holding cells at 0 mV which is both unphysiological and increases

space clamp errors. By increasing the concentration of chloride results in a change

in driving force of chloride channels leading to an outward flow of chloride ions that

can be recorded as inward currents at -70 mV. Moreover, the presence of caesium in

the internal solution blocks potassium currents thereby reducing space-clamp errors.

In addition, 10 mM of TEA (Hello Bio) and 2 mM of QX-314 (Hello bio) were used

to internally block potassium and sodium channel respectively which will prevent

patched cells from firing action potentials. Successfully patched cells had an access

resistance of below 30 MΩ.
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Figure 2.1: Whole-cell electrophysiology circuit.
Schematic representing patch-clamp circuit in voltage-clamp mode. The operational ampli-
fier adjusts the current at the pipette based on a feedback loop that compares the voltage at
the pipette (VPip) and the command voltage (VComm). The current required to inject into the
cell (ICell) is monitored through feedback resistors (RF ) and (ICell) is adjusted to ensure that
(VPip) = (VComm). Figure adjusted from The axon Guide

2.3.2.2 Current Clamp Recordings

In the current clamp configuration, a known amount of current is injected into the

cell the command current, (IComm), and the resulting voltage change is measured

(Vout).

For current-clamp recordings, 2 - 4 MΩ glass pipettes were filled with

a K-Gluconate internal in (mM): 135 K-gluconate, 10 HEPES, 7 KCl, 10 Na-

Phosphocreatine, 10 EGTA, 4 Mg-ATP, 0.4 Na-GTP with a pH of 7.2 using KOH

and an osmolarity between 290 and 300 mOsm. All chemicals used in current-

clamp internal solution was provided from Sigma.

All cells were held at either -70 mV or rest. All cells followed a 15 step

protocol with 20 pA injections.
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2.3.3 In vitro Optogenetics

Presynaptic release from BA terminals in the vHPC was evoked using blue light

at 470 nm through a custom fitted LED control system (CoolLED) or LED light

(Thorlabs). Blue light was delivered through a 40x microscope objective to activate

ChR2 positive axons within the field of view (MacAskill et al., 2012; Petreanu et al.,

2007).

Light intensity was measured as 4 - 7 mW at the back aperture of the objec-

tive and was kept consistent for all cells.

2.3.4 Electrophysiology data acquisition and Analysis

Physiology data was acquired using instruments specified in 2.4. All cellular record-

ings were made using axon instruments multiclamp 700B amplifier (Axon Instru-

ments) signal with electrical signals filtered at 4 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz. Phys-

iology traces were analysed using custom code written in Python (2 and 3 versions)

using appropriate packages including eFEL (electrophys Feature Extract Library;

version 2.12.6; BlueBrain software) package on Python. Figures were plotted on

Python using seaborn (Waskom, 2021) and adjusted post-hoc using Adobe Illustra-

tor. All illustration are original and custom drawn on Adobe.
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Component Specification Source

Digitiser NI USB 6221 National Instruments

Headstage CV-7B CC and VC headstage Molecuar Devices

Microscope Design Scientifica and THOR Labs

Amplifier MultiClampT M 700B Amplifier Molecular Devices

Anti-vibration table Cleantop TMC Vibration Control

Micromanipulator PatchStar PS-7500 Scientifica

Acquisition software WinWCP V 5.1.8 University of Strathclyde

Table 2.4: Electrophysiology Set-up and Equipment

2.3.4.1 Voltage Clamp Analysis

Voltage clamp traces were analysed in a 2 ms window around the peak between 100

and 200 ms, immediately after the light stimulus (at 100 ms) and peak amplitudes

were calculated with the baseline subtracted (calculated as between 0 and 90 ms).

Pharmacological experiments to investigate functional connectivity of the

BA-vHPC circuit recorded 10 sweeps from patched pyramidal cells after either a 1

ms (Fig 3.3 or 10 ms pulse of blue light was delivered (Fig3.2, Fig3.5 and Fig3.6).

Previous experiments have shown that there is no apparent decay of optogenetic

stimulation over this time period.

To isolate long-range inhibition, excitatory and inhibitory currents were

first recorded and pharmacological wash-ins were then preformed sequentially with

10µM of APV already in the recording solution. To block AMPA receptors, 10 µM

of NBQX (Hello Bio) was washed into the bath solution for 5 - 10 minutes, exci-

tatory and inhibitory responses were then remeasured at -70 mV and 0 mV. Cells

that showed responses above 10 pA at 0 mV after NBQX wash-in were classified as

long-range inhibitory neurons. Finally, 10 µM of gabazine (SR-95531, Hello Bio)
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was added to the bath to block GABAa receptors and responses were recorded at 0

mV to confirm long-range inhibitory input.

For projection-pairs experiments carried out in Chapter 4, 20 recording of a

light ramp cycling through 1 ms, 2 ms, 5 ms and 10 ms light pulses was recorded

from pairs of projection specific cells. Cells used for analysis in paired data were

recorded at 5 ms stimulation and in the same slice for controlled comparison of

ChR2 expression and spread.

2.3.4.2 Current Clamp Analysis

Current clamp data was analysed using eFEL (electrophys Feature Extract Library;

version 2.12.6; BlueBrain software), a freely available feature extraction tool, in

combination with custom python scripts. The following features were calculated in

Chapter 3:

• Threshold (mV): Calculated as the minimum voltage required to fire an action

potential.

• Rheobase (pA): Calculated as the amount of current required to fire the first

action potential.

• Resting membrane potential (RMP; mV): Average voltage across cell before

the first action potential.

• Input resistance (Ri; MΩ): Using ohm’s law, the input resistance was calcu-

lated at the ratio of the difference in voltage deflection between the start and

end of the recording and the stimulus current injection.
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• Sag amplitude (mV): The difference between the average steady state voltage

during the last 10% of the stimulus and the minimum voltage is response to a

-20 pA current injection.

2.3.4.3 Population connectivity Analysis

Cells were considered connected if synaptic responses exceeded the amplitude of

the standard deviation of the baseline by 2 fold and mean amplitude exceeded 5 pA.

To analyse percent of projection cells that received input from the BA projection

cells that were recorded in pairs or non-pairs were grouped together and pooled

across experiments Fig 4.4f and j, Fig4.6f, Fig4.7f and Fig4.5 f and j. Additionally,

only connected cells were used for pair analysis when comparing input between

NAc and BA projecting cells but not PFC projecting cells. Given that PFC project-

ing cells were binary in their input, we preformed the analysis for all cells recorded

to statistically show that this population did not receive input.

Cell population connectivity was calculated at 10 or 5 ms light stimulation

depending on experimental design and cells with series resistance of above 40 MΩ

were excluded from connectivity analysis to avoid calculation of leak current. All

”connected cells” were also verified by eye (Fig2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Example trace

2.3.4.4 Integrate and fire model

Modelling parameters were calculated from data obtained from whole-cell physiol-

ogy experiments using Brian 2 (Stimberg et al., 2019).

2.4 Behaviour

2.4.1 In vivo Optogenetics

Optic fibers (Thorlab) were attached to a fiber optic cannula cemented on top of the

skull and connected to a diode-pumped solid-state (DPPS) laser (MBL-III-473 or

Thorlabs LED , blue light 473 nm, 100mW) through a fiber optic rotarty joint to

allow free movement. Light intensity at the end of the fiber was measured using a

digital power meter (Thorlabs) prior to testing. Light intensity was kept constant

between 5 - 10 mW across all sessions and testing paradigms.
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Target region power output was estimated to be 18 mW/mm at target region

based on:(https://web.stanford.edu/group/dlab/cgi-bin/graph/chart.php).

2.4.2 Habituation

All animals were habituated to experimenter and testing environment in all be-

havioural assays. Animals were habituated and subsequently tested in the same en-

vironment and testing apparatus in which the experiment took place. Animals were

handled by experimenter through 1 or 2 sessions for 10 minutes over 1 - 3 days. For

familiarization to optic fiber and testing apparatus, the FC/PC optic fiber (Thorlabs)

was inserted into the cannula, passed through a rotary joint (Doric) to allow for

free-movement in a white box separate from home cage and litter mates. Animals

were then allowed to adjust to fiber for 5 – 10 minutes over 2 days. Additionally,

for KORD manipulation, animals were habituated to subcutaneous injections along

with the optic fiber.

All testing, was carried out under infrared lighting to minimise aversive re-

actions to bright lights.

2.4.3 Behaviour Assays

2.4.3.1 Real-Time Place Preference (RTPP)

Experiments were conducted at least 5 weeks post-surgery. The experimental

paradigm consisted of two sessions of 15 minutes over two consecutive days and an

extra two days for effect of Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and salvinorin B (SALB).

All animals testing was preceded by a single habituation session with laser off that

also lasted for 15 minutes to record base-line activity. On day 1, animals received

subcutaneous injection of DMSO (10% in saline), as a control, and 10mg/kg of
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SALB (Hello Bio) on day 2. All mice received injections 15 minutes prior to con-

ditioning sessions.

Real-time place preference was carried out in a 2-chamber box. The 2-

chamber apparatus consisted of a single box arena (24 cm x 16 cm x 30 cm) with

distinguishable flooring (texture). Each chamber was coupled with a specific fre-

quency either 0 Hz or 20 Hz for a 5 ms pulse duration at 5 - 10 mW and animals

were free to move between chambers. Chamber-frequency pairing and flooring tex-

ture was randomised across animals to avoid potential biases.

The testing apparatus consisted of a live video tracking camera (Playstation

camera), that was fitted and adjusted using a crane. Two custom-coded Arduino

boards (Arduino UNO) were linked to the computer for tracking and the in vivo-

optogenetic laser set up (Fig 2.3).

Animals were tracked in real-time with using a custom-made work flow on

Bonsai tracking software (Lopes et al., 2015). Animals were detected in the differ-

ent parts of the chamber based on defined regions of interest (ROIs). Two Arduino

boards were utilised to control optical stimulation at the right frequency upon de-

tection of the animal within the selected ROI. First, an Arduino board loaded with

the “Standard Frimata” script downloaded from Arduino IDE was used to inter-

face with Bonsai and a digital signal sent to a different Arduino board loaded with

custom written code and coupled with the laser triggered the laser at the correct

frequency. Overall circuit wiring shown in Fig2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Wiring schematic of Arduino circuit in RTPP

2.4.3.2 Elevated Plus Maze

Elevated plus maze (EPM) was used in order to probe anxiety-related behaviour

(Walf and Frye, 2007). The EPM was composed of two open arms (30 x 5 cm,

L x W), a centre chamber (5 x 5 cm, L x W) and two opposing closed arms that

were surrounded by black walls (30 x 5 x 16 cm, L x W x H) made of black per-

spex. The maze was elevated approximately 90 cm from the floor, and the flooring

of all arms was covered with grey styrofoam to allow adequate animal tracking.

Live video tracking of animal trajectory and behaviour were recorded using either

a camera (High Definition Handycam® Camcorder HDR-CX130; SONY) or Sony

playstation camera fitted onto the ceiling using an adjustable arm.

During testing, animals were transferred from their home cage into a white

box where the fiber was attached. Animals were tested throughout one session that

lasted for a total of 9 minutes. Each session was divided into 3 minute epochs, a

baseline period with no light stimulation followed by a testing epoch in which 20 Hz

light stimulation was delivered continuously and a final post stimulation period with

no light delivery. Optogenetic stimulation was triggered manually and delivered a
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steady state pulse of 5 ms at 20 Hz programmed using an arduino board. The

maze was cleaned before beginning of the session using 70% ethanol and using de-

ionised water in-between sessions and allowed to dry before initiation of the next

testing session.

For EPM animals were pooled across experiments, ChR2 animals were

pooled from Fig 5.2 including controls from Fig 5.5 whereas GFP animals were

pooled from both Fig 5.2 and 5.6.

2.4.4 Behaviour data acquisition and Analysis

EPM videos were recorded using Bonsai and analysed with EthoVision (XT

10.1.856; Noldus Information Technology) pre-set maze settings and parameters.

RTPP parameters were quantified in real-time with data processing software Bonsai

(Lopes et al., 2015). All data analysis was preformed using custom-code written on

Python (3.5).

2.5 Anatomy

2.5.1 Histology

Mice were injected with a lethal dose of ketamine (100mg/kg) and xylazine

(10mg/kg) in sterile saline, before being cardiac perfused with an ice cold 4 %

paraformaldehyde (PFA, wt/vol) solution in a phosphate buffer solution (PBS), pH

7.4 (KetaVet; Zoetis and Rompun; BAYER). After perfusion, the brain was then

removed from the skull using surgical tools and fixed overnight in 4 % PFA at 4°C

and transferred into PBS, pH = 7.2. Next, 70 µm thick slices in either coronal or

transverse angle were prepared using a vibrotome (Campden Instruments 5100mz).

Free-floating slices were then mounted on Superfrost glass slides and sealed un-
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der glass coverslips using ProLong Gold or Prolong Glass (for GFP visualisation)

antifade reagent (Moleculat Probes, Invitrogen). Mounting media contained 4,6-

diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), for cell nuclei staining and cell body visualisa-

tion. Slides were then left for a minimum duration of 15 minutes to dry and edges

were sealed using quick drying nail varnish (Rimmel).

2.5.2 Whole brain Registration

This procedure was carried out by Dr. Andrew MacAskill and used in this thesis

with permission. Briefly, cell counts of CTB labelled cells was carried out using

WholeBrain (Wee and Macaskill, 2020; Fürth et al., 2018). Cells were then reg-

istered to the Allen Brain Atlas (ABA) and each cell was categorised as part of a

brain structure based on ABA structural ontology.

2.5.3 Immunohistochemistry

Immunohistochemistry staining was performed on 70µm of free floating coronal

brain slices, sliced using a vibratome (Campden Instruments 5100mz). 4-7 slices

were incubated per well in 24-well plates (ThermoFisher Scientific) for 3 hours

in 1 ml of blocking solution to avoid non-specific protein binding. The blocking

solution was made fresh each time containing: 3% Bovine Serum Albumin, 0.5%

Triton and phosphate buffer solution. Blocking solution was then removed and a

mixture of 1:5000 anti-DDDDK tag (anti-Flag Tag) primary antibody and blocking

solution (ab1258, Abcam) was added into individual well plates (table). Slices were

incubated overnight at 4°C. After which the primary antibody was removed and

slices were washed with PBST (0.5% triton in PBS) for an hour and a half at room

temperature. A concentration of secondary antibody (Alexa 647 donkey anti-goat;

A21432, Invitrogen) equal to the concentration of primary was then added to fresh

blocking solution and applied to each well. Well plate were covered in tin foil to
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avoid photo-bleaching, slices were then incubated for a minimum of 3 hours at room

temperature and washed three times with PBS for 15 - 20 minutes before they were

mounted on to glass slides. The blocking solution was made fresh each time and

submerged all slices within each well.

2.5.4 Imaging data acquisition and Analysis

Mounted histology slides were imaged using Axioscan Z1 slide scanner (ZEISS)

or a confocal laser scanning microscope (ZEISS, LSM 800). In vitro injection site

images were captured using a wide-field epifluorscence microscope (Scientifica) at

10x, 4x. Raw anatomy images were processed using Zeiss Zen software and FIJI,

an open source platform for image analysis (Schindelin et al., 2012). All injection

site and implant location were verified and imaged post-hoc for in vivo optogenetic

experiments Fig2.4 and Fig2.5. Animals that had eYFP labelled cell bodies in the

vHPC were removed from analysis as this indicated ChR2 bleed into the vHPC

(See table 2.5). Additionally, the spread of ChR2 into the vHPC caused seizures in

animals where bleed was detected.

Analysis of cell distribution across the hippocampus was done using FIJI

cell count plug-in. Transverse hippocampal images were straightened using the

”Straightened” macro in-built feature, the length of the sections was normalised

to 1 and the width kept constant (700 pixels). Labelled cells were then manually

counted and the data was exported as csv files to be analysed on custom python

scripts.
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Experiment Removed Animals Total Animals

Fig 5.2 5 14

Fig 5.5 10 19

Fig 5.6 1 10

Fig 5.9 4 12

Table 2.5: Behaviour animals used
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b

a

Figure 2.4: Histology for behavioural experiments for Fig 5.2, Fig5.5 and 5.1
a. Histology and fiber placement for fig 5.2 and fig 5.1. b. Histology and fiber placement

for fig 5.5 and fig 5.1
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a

b

Figure 2.5: Histology for behavioural experiments for Fig 5.6 and Fig 5.9
a. Histology and fiber placement for fig 5.6. b. Histology and fiber placement for fig 5.9
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2.6 Statistics

Summary data was reported as mean or median where indicated with the standard

error or standard deviation calculated.

Fisher’s exact test was then used to calculate significance level for small

samples with two-categorical variables. The Wilcoxon paired non-parametric test

was used to analysed non-normally distributed paired data and a Mann-Whitney for

unpaired data. A Repeated measures within and between subjects ANOVA (analysis

of variance) with Greenhouse-Geisser correction for spherecity was used to com-

pare between more than two normally distributed datasets and two-way ANOVA

was used to determine the effect of two categorical independent variables on one

continuous dependent variable. For comparison between two normally distributed

paired-data, a paired t-tests was implemented whereas a two-sample t-test was used

for unpaired data. For all results, a threshold of p < 0.05 was used for statistical

significance, all tests were two-sided. Additionally, a minimum of 4 animals were

used for statistical comparison throughout.

Statistical tests were performed using statistics packages available on

Python, scipy.stats, and modules imported from R into Python and SPSS for re-

peated measures ANOVAs (version 25; IBM).



Chapter 3

Anatomical and Functional

investigation of BA inputs in the

vHPC

3.1 Introduction

As described in the main introduction, the anatomical connectivity between the hip-

pocampus and amygdala is intricate and complex. The amygdala is composed of a

diverse set of nuclei, each of which has different patters of connectivity with the hip-

pocampus and other parts of the cortex. This connectivity is arranged in a gradient

fashion, where the dorsal-ventral axis projections from the hippocampus terminate

through the medial-lateral axis of the amygdala (Kishi et al., 2006; McDonald and

Mott, 2016).

The hippocampal:amygdalar network is defined by its anatomical reci-

procity; it is one of the few regions that is known to connect directly to the vHPC

and is not relayed by the classical SC or PP (Pitkanen et al., 2000). Anterograde
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studies show a clear distinction between lateral and basal amygdala patterns of con-

nectivity with the hippocampus. The rostal portion of vCA1 targets anterior portions

of the BA and medial portions of the amygdala, whereas more caudal parts of the

vCA1 project to posterior basal amygdala (BLp, BMP). This pattern of connectivity

is also reciprocal, with caudomedial parts of the posterior amygdala projecting to

both CA3 and Subiculum/vCA1 (Pitkanen et al., 2000; McDonald and Mott, 2016).

Moreover, vCA1 is more densely innervated by BLp and to a lesser extent by BLa

(Kishi et al., 2006; Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2016). A thorough under-

standing of the distribution of BA cells that send axons to the vCA1/Subiculum can

potentially clarify the varied functional and behavioural consequences attributed to

this circuit.

Extensive anatomical innervation suggests that this circuit forms direct

functional synapses with cells in the vHPC. However due to the anatomical na-

ture of this input, amygdalar tracts are severed upon slicing and can not be

studied using classical electrical stimulation as with SC and PP thus the func-

tional properties of this projection has been poorly investigated (De Olmos

et al., 1985). Amygdala regions projecting to the vHPC are composed of ∼

85%glutamatergicpyramidalneurons.Recentworkusingoptogeneticstimulationhasshownthattheseaxons f ormAMPAandNMDAreceptormediatedsynapseswithpyramidalcellsinthevHPC(Felix−Ortizet al., 2013; Yuet al., 2016).Interestingly, inadditiontoclassicexcitatorypyramidalneurons,asmall proportiono f long−

rangeinhibitorypro jecting(LRIP)neuronshavealsobeenidenti f iedinregionso f thebasolateralamygdalaandmedialamygdala(McDonaldandMott, 2016; Keshavarziet al., 2014).T heseLRIPcellspro jecttovariousareas, includingtheentorhinalcortex,PFCaswellastheauditorycortex(McDonaldet al., 2012; Seoet al., 2016).

Long-range inhibitory projections are also a prominent feature of hippocam-

pal circuitry, these projections have both extra and intra hippocampal targets includ-

ing the amygdala (Jinno et al., 2007). GABAergic projection cells identified in the

septo-hippocampal pathway and between the entorhinal cortex and CA1 mainly tar-

get interneurons to regulate oscillatory firing patterns and network activity (Ito and

Yoshida, 1966; Jinno, 2009; Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2016). In contrast, BA

projecting LRIP cells were found to preferentially target pyramidal cells in the PFC

(Seo et al., 2016). Considering the reciprocal nature of this circuit and the presence

of long-range inhibitory cells within both regions, I hypothesized that in addition
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to classical AMPA and NMDA receptor mediated excitatory input, a separate long-

range inhibitory projection exists within this circuit.

Overall, this chapter aims to investigate the functional and anatomical prop-

erties of BA:vHPC circuit. Using a combination of retrograde tracers and genetic

tools, I aim to complement previous anatomical work and confirm that the major-

ity of BA input targeting the vHPC arises from medial and posterior portions of the

amygdala as well as anatomically identify LRIP neurons in the BA that project to the

vHPC. In addition, using a combination ChR2-assisted circuit mapping (CRACM)

and pharmacology, demonstrate that BA input is composed of both direct excitatory

and inhibitiory projections that form functional synapses in the vHPC.
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Anatomical and functional connectivity in the BA:vHPC

circuit.

Anatomical investigations of these two regions has identified a distinct pattern

of connectivity between the ventral hippocampus and the basal amygdala. The

vHPC:BA is defined by its anatomical reciprocity, it is one of the few regions that

is known to connect directly to the vHPC and is not relayed by the classical SC

or PP (Kishi et al., 2006; Pitkanen et al., 2000). However, the majority of infor-

mation regarding this circuit is based on anatomical data collected from rats using

anterograde tracing dyes that label axons, which are less sensitive than retrograde

labelling.

To anatomically investigate the connectivity from the BA to vHPC, a ret-

rograde tracer coupled with a fluorescent alexa fluor dye, Cholera-toxin subunit b

(CTB) was used to identify cell bodies in the BA that project to the vHPC. CTB

was injected into the vHPC of c57/bl6 male mice between the ages of 6 - 7 weeks,

it was then taken up by presynaptic terminals in the vHPC, and transported to label

cell bodies in afferent regions (Fig3.1 a) (Conte et al., 2009). After 2 - 4 weeks,

CTB-labelled cell bodies were detected in the BA (black outline, Fig 3.1 b), in-

dicating that these cells project to the vHPC (cell bodies in blue, Fig3.1 c, n = 8

animals). Strikingly, CTB labelling was absent from cell bodies in the LA, sug-

gesting that this part of the amygdala does not project to the vHPC (White outline,

Fig3.1 b). In general, retrogradely labelled cells were concentrated in the posterior

portion of the basolateral amygdala (BLp) and portions of the basomedial amygdala

(BMA, BMp) with very little labelling in the lateral amygdala (LA) and basolateral

amygdala (BLA) (Fig3.1 d, n = 4 animals).
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Next, to show that BA axons do project directly to the vHPC, a genetically

engineered epitope tag inserted into a fluorescent protein, spaghetti monster fluo-

rescent protien (smFP), driven by the CAG promoter, was used to label BA axons in

the vHPC. When injected into the BA, these fluorescent tags label cell bodies in the

BA (cell bodies labelled in blue, Fig3.1 e.) and axons in the vHPC showing direct

innervation of axons from the BA (axons labelled with SM-Flag in blue, Fig3.1 f,

n = 1 animal). Together these sets of anatomical experiments show retrogradely la-

belled cell bodies that were easily identifiable in the BA, and that these cell bodies

innervate the vHPC (Fig 3.1 c and f).
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Figure 3.1: BA is anatomically connected to the vHPC.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of CTB into vHPC. b. Coronal
slice showing outline of LA, in white and BA in black, with CTB-labelled cell bodies in
blue. Scale bar = 1 mm. c. Zoom of BA at 10x magnification, blue indicates CTB labelled
cell bodies showing vHPC projecting BA neurons (n= 8 animals). Scale bar = 50 µm.
d. Schematic of amygdala subregions throughout the AP axis, blue hues indicate position
of CTB-labelled cell bodies. (n = 4 animals). This image was obtained by Dr. Andrew
MacAskill e. Experimental schematic showing injection of smFP-flag in the BA, outlined
in grey box, and confocal image showing labelled cell bodies in the BA. Scale bar = 100
µm. f. Schematic of vHPC, showing area with labelled axons, grey box, and confocal image
of sm-FP labelled axons in the vHPC (n= 1 animal). Scale bar = 100 µm
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Having shown that the BA anatomically projects to the vHPC (Fig3.1), we

next wanted to establish if this anatomical projection is functionally viable. Al-

though the vHPC:BA projection has been studied extensively anatomically and in

vivo, the functional properties of this circuit is not well investigated. Additionally,

the lack of a direct axonal tract means that these axons are severed upon slicing

and can not be stimulated electrically ((De Olmos et al., 1985; McDonald and Mott,

2016)).

To bypass the need for intact fibers, ChR2-assisted circuit mapping

(CRACM) was used by injecting AAV2.1-hSynp-ChR2(H314)-eYFP in the BA.

The light-activated ion channel is then anterogradly transported to presynaptic

terminals in the vHPC (Petreanu et al., 2007) (Fig3.2 a). After 2 weeks, ChR2 is

sufficiently expressed in the distal axons and postsynaptic responses can be recorded

in acute slices when stimulated with blue (470 nm) light. Using this strategy, whole

cell voltage-clamp currents can be recorded from post-synaptic neurons by elicit-

ing vesicle release from ChR2-positive pre-synaptic terminals despite their axons

being separated from the soma. Next, to look at excitatory post-synaptic currents

(EPSCs), responses were recorded at -70 mV, the reversal potential for chloride.

Robust input was recorded from cells in the vHPC in response to stimulating ChR2

positive axons from the BA (light blue trace, Fig3.2 b, mean amp = 125.39 ±

36.18 pA, n = 13). Next, to investigate inhibitory post synaptic currents (IPSCs),

responses were recorded at 0 mV, the reversal potential for AMPA. Cells showed

robust post-synaptic IPSCs, most likely as a result of feed-forward inhibition (dark

green traces, Fig3.2 b, mean amp = 288.50 ± 84 pA, n= 13 ).

Together these sets of anatomical and functional experiments show that ret-

rogradely labelled cells in the BA form functional synapses in the vHPC, demon-

strating that these two areas are functionally and anatomically connected (Fig3.1

and Fig3.2).
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Figure 3.2: BA is functionally connected to the vHPC.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of AAV-hSynp-ChR2-eyfp in the
BA and recording electrode in the vHPC. b. Averaged whole cell responses of vHPC cells
at -70 mV (light blue) and 0 mV (dark green) in response to a 10 ms pulse of blue light (n
=13). Scale bar = 100 pA, 50 ms.

3.2.2 Long-Range input from the BA to the vHPC.

Having confirmed that the BA anatomically and functionally projects to the vHPC,

we next sought to determine if light-evoked EPSCs and IPSCs were mediated

through AMPA and GABA receptors respectively as would be expected in a classi-

cal circuit.

To answer this question, a combination of pharmacology and CRACM was

used to show that activation of BA axons in the vHPC produces post-synaptic re-

sponses that are mediated by AMPA and GABA receptors. Time-locked EPSCs

were recorded from vHPC cells at -70 mV in response to blue light stimulation (av-

eraged responses, dark green trace Fig3.3 c, mean amp = 125.39 ± 36.18 pA, n =

13). Excitatory currents were then abolished by adding 10µM of NBQX, an AMPA

receptor antagonist into the bath, demonstrating AMPA mediated excitatory input

from the BA that targets cells in the vHPC (averaged responses, light blue trace,

Fig 3.3 c and d, mean amp = 6 ± 2.4 pA, n = 13 ). In addition, Inhibitory re-
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sponses were recorded at 0 mV in response axon stimulation (averaged responses,

dark green trace Fig 3.3 f., mean amp = 288.50 pA ± 84 pA, n = 13), these in-

hibitory currents were removed after application of 10µM of gabazine (averaged

responses, light blue trace, Fig 3.3 f, and g mean amp = 1.3 ± 0.29 pA, n = 13).

Interestingly, the majority of cells recorded from in the vHPC showed no

response to blue-light terminal stimulation of BA axons. Indeed, only 40.5% of

cells received excitatory input at - 70 mV (Fig 3.3 e, n =15/37) and 35.1% at 0 mV

(Fig 3.3 h, n = 13/37) despite there being dense axonal labelling of BA axons in the

vHPC (Fig 3.1 f).

This suggests that, excitatory and inhibitory input from the BA targets a

small percentage of pyramidal neurons in the vHPC. Additionally these result indi-

cate that the BA:vHPC circuit follows a classical circuit model in which excitation is

mediated by AMPA receptors, and inhibition mediated by GABA receptors. More-

over, we show that BA axons innervation directly targets a low percentage of cells

in the vHPC which suggests some degree of specificity within this circuit.
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Figure 3.3: Long-range input from the BA to the vHPC.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of anterograde AAV-hSynp-ChR2-
eyfp in the BA and recording in the vHPC. b. Schematic showing ChR2 positive axons in
the vHPC and responses recorded from vHPC cells.c. Dark green trace showing normalised
EPSCs recorded from vHPC cells in response to blue light stimulation. Light blue trace
above shows traces from the same cells after NBQX wash-in (n= 13). Scale bar = 20 pA,
50 ms. d. Plot showing individual cell amplitudes (pA) (light blue circles) at -70 mV
before and after NBQX wash in. Dark green bars showing mean amplitude of responses
and standard deviation. e. Pie chart showing percentage of cells that received excitatory
input in response to activation of ChR2 positive terminals in the vHPC (n = 37). f. Dark
green trace showing normalised IPSCs recorded from same cells as in c in response to blue
light stimulation. Light blue trace below showing averaged response of the same cells after
Gabazine wash-in (n= 13). Scale bar = 100 pA, 50 ms. g. Plot showing individual cell
amplitudes (pA) (light blue circles) at 0 mV before and after gabazine wash in. Dark green
bars showing mean amplitude of responses and standard deviation. h. Pie chart showing
percentage of cells that received feed-forward inhibitory input in response to activation of
ChR2 positive terminals in the vHPC (n= 37).
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3.2.3 Long-range GABAergic projection from the BA to vHPC.

The existence of long-range inhibitory projections (LRIPs) has been identified

throughout the cortex, and seem to be particularly common within the hippocampal

formation (Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2016; Wick et al., 2019; Jinno et al.,

2007; Melzer and Monyer, 2020). Moreover, direct inhibitory projections that orig-

inate from the amygdala have been identified in various brain regions including the

PFC and the entorhinal cortex. Therefore, considering the extensive anatomical

connectivity between these two regions as well as the presence of long-range in-

hibitory neurons in both the hippocampal formation and the amygdala, we hypoth-

esized that a proportion of the inhibitory input from the BA to be direct long-range

inhibition.

To establish the existence of this long-range inhibitory projection in the

vHPC:BA circuit, a genetically modified vGAT-reporter line in which inhibitory

cells are labelled with ttdtomato was used in combination with a retrograde tracer

(Vong et al., 2011) (Fig3.4 a). CTB was injected into the vHPC of vGAT-reporter

animals, in this manner, CTB will retrogradely label long-range hippocampal pro-

jecting cells in the BA (Fig 3.4 example cells (blue arrow) in c) and inhibitory cells

will be labelled with tdtomato (Fig3.4, example cell (yellow arrow) in c). vHPC

projecting cells were clearly labelled with CTB (Fig3.4 d and f) that are presum-

ably excitatory neurons as they showed no tdtomato labelling (Fig3.4 e).By con-

trast, classic inhibitory interneurons were clearly labelled with tdtomato (Fig3.4,

example cell in g and h) but showed no CTB labelling (Fig3.4, example cell in i).

Whereas long-range inhibitory cells were identified based on their double-labelling

of tdtomato and CTB making them both inhibitory and long-range (Fig 3.4 exam-

ple cell, j). These double-labelled cells were found at the border of the posterior

basolateral amygdala (BLp) and basomedial amygdala (Fig3.4, white outlined box,

b).
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Using this approach all three cell types were identified in the BA, inhibitory

cells labelled with tdtomato, long-range vHPC projecting cells labelled with CTB

and double-labelled long-range inhibitory neurons showing both tdtomato and CTB

labelling (Fig3.4). These results identify a novel form of long-range inhibitory cells

in the BA that innervate the vHPC.
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Figure 3.4: Anatomical identification of long-range inhibitory cells in the BA.
a. Experimental schematic of stereotaxically injected CTB in the vHPC of vGAT cre-
tdtomato animals. b. 10x coronal image of the BA, white box outlining area where labelled
cells were found. Scale bar = 1 mm. c. Confocal image of outlined area in b, blue arrow
showing a CTB-labelled vHPC projecting cell, yellow arrow showing a tdtomato-labelled
inhibitory cell and white arrow showing a cell that is labelled with both CTB in blue and
tdtomato in yellow. Scale bar = 100µm. d. Example image of CTB+ vHPC projecting cells
in the BA indicated by white asterisks. e. Individual channel image of example cells in d,
indicated by white asterisk showing no tdtomato labelling. f. Individual channel image of
example cells in d labelled with CTB. g. Example image of tdtomato+ inhibitory cell. h. In-
dividual channel image of example cell in g, indicated by white asterisk showing tdtomato
labelling. i. Individual channel image of example cell in g, indicated by white asterisk
showing no CTB labelling. j. Example image of cell co-labelled with CTB and tdtomato.
k. Individual channel image of example cell in j showing tdtomato labelling. l. Individual
channel image of example cell in j showing CTB labelling. Scale bar = 20µM. This image
was obtained by Karyna Mishchanchuk
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Next, in order to confirm that these long-range inhibitory cells in the BA

form functional synapses in the vHPC, we utilised a mixture of pharmacology and

CRACM. The classical route of inhibition would require two synapses, an excitatory

AMPA-mediated input that activates an interneuron, followed by GABA release

and activation of post-synaptic terminal via GABA-receptors. To isolate direct in-

hibitory input from the BA to the vHPC, a pharmacological approach was utilised to

eliminate all excitatory input. This excitatory input would be necessary for indirect

inhibition and activation of interneurons, but would not be required for detection

of direct long-range inhibitory currents. Direct inhibition can then be isolated by

sequentially adding 10µM of APV and NBQX to block excitatory input mediated

by AMPA and NMDA channels, any remaining currents recorded at 0 mV can only

be as a result of direct long-range inhibitory input from the BA (Fig 3.5, a).

IPSCs were reliably recorded at 0 mV (cells pooled from 3.3), as seen in

the example cells in Fig 3.5 b (light blue trace, mean amp = 312 ± 87.63 pA,

n = 9/13) these IPSCs were then abolished after adding 10µM of NBQX (light

blue circles indicate individual cells, Fig 3.5 c, mean amp = 2.44 ± 0.75 pA , n

= 9/13), indicating that the majority of cells received only feed-forward inhibition.

Strikingly, inhibitory currents were still detectable in 30% of cells even after 10µM

of NBQX (example cell, Fig 3.5 b). This implied direct inhibitory input from BA

that was only abolished with gabazine (10µM) confirming that these currents are

GABAA mediated (Dark green circles indicate individual cells, Fig 3.5 c, mean

amp = 37.88 ± 0.65 pA, n = 4/13).

Using this pharmacological approach, I have shown that inhibitory input

from the BA to the vHPC is a mix of both feed-forward and direct long-range inhibi-

tion. To our knowledge this is the first functional identification of such a long-range

inhibitory projection between the BA and the vHPC.
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Figure 3.5: Direct long-range inhibitory input from the BA to vHPC.
a. Schematic depicting feed-forward inhibition and direct long range inhibition contacting
vHPC cells. b. Example whole-cell recordings from two vHPC cells at 0 mV receiving
either only feed-forward inhibition or a combination of both long-range inhibition and feed-
forward inhibition. Light blue traces showing responses to 10 ms blue light stimulation
after 10 µM of APV, while dark green trace shows same cell after 10 µM of NBQX and
grey trace showing responses after 10 M of gabazine. Scale bar = 50 pA, 20 ms. c. Plot
showing individual cell amplitudes at 0 mV after NBQX and gabazine wash-ins for both
feed-forward (light blue, n = 9) and long range inhibitory cells (dark green, n = 4). d. Pie
chart showing percentage of cells that received only feed-forward inhibition (69.2%, light
blue, n 9/13) and cells that received long-range inhibition (30.8%, dark green), n= 4/13.
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Investigations of long-range inhibition and their functional consequences are

a relatively recent scientific development, and although we could reliably identify

this input by using pharmacology I next wanted to confirm this projection using a

complimentary genetic method.

In order to effectively target this projection and distinguish direct from in-

direct inhibition, I used a genetically modified Vgat-ires-Cre knock-in mouse, in

which cre-recombinase is expressed in the majority of inhibitory cells that require

the GABA vesicular transporter (Gasnier, 2000; Vong et al., 2011). Using this ge-

netic approach, inhibitory cells and their projections can be manipulated by inject-

ing a cre-dependent ChR2 (DIO-ChR2) in the BA, which will restrict ChR2 ex-

pression to inhibitory cells. In this way, inhibitory responses can be exclusively

recorded from long-range inhibitory projections (Fig 3.6 a.). At the same time, in

a separate experiment to isolate only feed-forward inhibition a ChR2 construct that

is driven by the CAMKii promoter will restrict ChR2 expression to glutamatergic

projections and therefore excitatory input from the BA that should conversely only

drive feed-forward inhibition.

After 2 - 3 weeks, direct IPSCs were successfully recorded from cells in the

vHPC through light-activation of DIO-ChR2 expressing terminals (example cell,

light blue trace, Fig3.6 b., n = 6). Moreover, IPSCs persisted after application of

10 µM NBQX (Fig3.6 b dark green trace showing example cell, Fig3.6 c. showing

individual cells in green, mean amp = 42.21± 11.43 pA, n = 6) and were only abol-

ished after application of 10µM of gabazine (Fig3.6 b. showing example cell gray

trace, Fig3.6 c., mean amp = 2.46 ± 0.86, n = 6). However, feed-forward IPSCs

recorded by stimulating CAMKii-expressing ChR2 terminals were removed after

bath application of NBQX (10 µM). This suggests that these cells do not receive di-

rect inhibition when stimulating CAMKii terminals (example cell dark green trace,

Fig3.6 b., individual cells highlighted in Fig3.6 c, mean amp = 1.49 ± 0.87 pA, n =

3).
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These results functionally identify two types of inhibitory control that is

exerted by the BA in the vHPC, the first is a form of direct long-range inhibition and

the second is classical feed-forward inhibition via a separate excitatory projection

from the BA. Thus far I have identified both anatomically and functionally a novel-

long range inhibitory projection within the vHPC:BA circuit that targets pyramidal

cells in the vHPC.
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Figure 3.6: Direct long-range inhibitory input from the BA to vHPC.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of DIO-ChR2-eyfp or CAMKii-
ChR2-eyfp combined with retrobeads in the BA of vGAT animals and recording in the
vHPC. b. Example whole-cell recordings from two BA-projecting vHPC cells at 0 mV in
either DIO-ChR2 expressing or CAMKii-ChR2 expressing vGAT animals. Light blue trace
showing response to 10 ms blue light stimulation after 10µM APV while dark green trace
shows same cell after 10M of NBQX and grey trace responses after 10µM of gabazine.
Scale bar = 20 pA, 20 ms. c. Plot showing individual cell amplitudes (pA) after NBQX and
Gabazine at 0 mV. CAMKii-ChR2 responses in light blue (n = 3) and DIO-ChR2 responses
in dark green (n = 6).
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3.3 Discussion

In this chapter, I show that BA input connects to the vHPC anatomically and func-

tionally. Using neural tracers, I demonstrate that cell bodies in the amygdala in-

nervate the vHPC. Additionally, that a proportion of these projection cells are in-

hibitory neurons with long-range axons that directly innervate the vHPC. Next, by

using a combination of CRACM and pharmacology I demonstrate that BA input

is composed of both an excitatory and inhibitory projection that targets pyramidal

cells in the vHPC. Specifically, I demonstrate that excitatory input is mediated by

AMPA receptor activation and that the BA exerts both direct and indirect inhibitory

control in the vHPC. Overall, throughout this chapter I anatomically and function-

ally investigated the properties of BA:vHPC circuit to show that BA projections are

to the vHPC are both excitatory and inhibitory.

3.3.1 Anatomical and functional distribution of inputs from the

BA

Anatomically amygdala input to the vHPC was distributed throughout amygdalar

nuclei and was especially concentrated in the basomedial and posterior parts of the

amygdala. Overall, the basal nucleus of the amygdala projected most heavily to

the hippocampus. Considering that each nucleus of the amygdala is associated with

a specific function the anatomical segregation of cells in the posterior amygdala

is potentially functionally significant. For example, more anterior portions of the

amygdala are associated with negative affect whereas posterior portions are associ-

ated with positive affect (Pi et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2016a; Lutas et al., 2019).

Although I didnt quantify the spread and localisation of axons from the

amygdala, previous work has shown that different nuclei of the amygdala project to

distinct portion of the hippocampus in a non-overlapping manner. Generally, these
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projections are heavily concentrated in the superficial portion of the cellular layer of

the ventral subiculum and spread to CA1. More precisely, BA axons innervate the

stratum radiatum and stratum oriens of CA1 whereas the BM projects to the stratum

lacunosum-moleculare of CA1. This innervation suggest that afferents in the s.l.m

target the distal apical dendrites whereas afferents innervating the s.r and s.o target

the basal dendrites of CA1 pyramidal cells similar to input arriving from the EC

and CA3 (Pitkanen et al., 2000; Amaral et al., 1991; Andersen and Skrede, 1971;

Ramón y Cajal, 1909; Andersen et al., 2006). Consequently, BA input overlaps with

Schaffers Collaterals originating from CA3 whereas projections from the BM over-

lap with input arriving from the EC. This segregation of input from the amygdala

is well positioned to modulate entorhinal and CA3 inputs especially considering

that this projection is composed of both excitatory and inhibitory drive (Fig3.5 and

Fig3.6). The compartmentalisation of inputs to specific portions of the dendritic

tree have important functional consequences, generally excitatory drive is confined

to the dendrites where proximal dendrites receive local input whereas distal por-

tions are mainly targeted by distant cortical locations. Due to the passive properties

of neurons, extrahippocampal afferents arriving at s.l.m in the distal dendrite are

known to exert a weaker effect at the soma than more proximal inputs (Spruston,

2008). Therefore, localisation of EC input at the distal dendrite results in weak sub-

threshold activation at the soma. However, co-activation of excitatory amygdalar

afferents at the distal dendrite may potentiate EPSPs at the soma. Similarly, in-

put from BM may converge with proximal BA input to strength overall amygdalar

afferents and dampen other cortical and hippocampal inputs.

The input-output dynamics of pyramidal cells depends on this configuration

of extra and intra hippocampal inputs thus excitatory and inhibitory BA innerva-

tion are potentially powerful modulators of information flow and plasticity within

the hippocampal circuit. Moreover, considering that nuclei within the amygdala

process different types of information regarding salience and environmental cues,

the anatomical segregation of BA and BM input may reflect divergent information
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streams that are able to modulate CA1 activity and potentially contribute to input

from CA3 and EC.

However despite our extensive understanding of the anatomical distribution

of these axons, the functional consequences of this segregation across the differ-

ent layers of the hippocampus remains unclear. Functional understanding of the

BA:vHPC circuit is lacking due to the anatomical nature of this projection. This

projection is severed upon slicing and therefore can not be studied using traditional

methods such as direct fiber stimulation (De Olmos et al., 1985; Felix-Ortiz et al.,

2013). Using CRACM, we show that BA terminals form functional synapses onto

pyramidal cells in the vHPC. Moreover, these responses were abolished by NBQX

at - 70 mV indicating that they are AMPA receptor mediated synapses. Similarly,

inhibitory responses recorded at 0 mV were blocked by gabazine suggesting that

these synapses are GABAA. These results suggest that BA:vHPC follows a typical

circuit layout that is mediated by AMPA and GABAA receptors (Fig3.3).

Interestingly, despite dense anatomical innervation, BA input was sparse and

the calculated connection probability of recorded vHPC cells was relatively low

(Fig3.3). The low connection probability of these time-locked responses suggests

that these inputs are likely to be direct and monosyptic. Moreover, given that axon

collaterals within the vHPC are relatively low, ranging between 20 - 40% in the

CA1 and 0 - 12% in the subiculum, it is unlikely that this input is disynaptic (Naber

and Witter, 1998a; Ciocchi et al., 2015b; Wee and Macaskill, 2020; Gergues et al.,

2020). Several factors may explain this low connectivity rate; (1) variability in

injection volume and site, (2) BM axons anatomically innervate the s.l.m and so

due to the passive properties of neurons input detection at the soma might be below

threshold, (3) cellular and circuit specificity by amygdalar input.

BA:vHPC connectivity exists as a gradient, and each nuclei of the amygdala

differs in their projection density. Overall, our coordinates and injection sites have
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focused around the BA, which is known to project most heavily to the vHPC (Kishi

et al., 2006; McDonald and Mott, 2016). This is further complicated by the fact that

these inputs are differentially distributed across layers of the hippocampus and are

likely to target the distal or proximal dendrites resulting in different levels of activity

at the soma (Spruston and Johnston, 2008; Magee, 2000). For example, injections

that are more anterior will spread into the BA that potentially target pyramidal cells

at more proximal regions and result in a higher probability of input. However,

variability of injection site is unlikely as low connectivity was consistently shown

to be the case across a large amount of animals.

Conversely, low connectivity may imply cellular or anatomical specificity

within this circuit. Certainly, BA terminals are confined to the output region of the

hippocampus and therefore precise targeting of projection populations in the vHPC

by BA input is probable especially considering that vHPC output neurons become

discrete and potentially more specialised in their input-output relationships and thus

their information processing at this level (Petreanu et al., 2007; Wee and Macaskill,

2020; Gergues et al., 2020; Naber and Witter, 1998b).

3.3.1.1 Long-range inhibitory cells in the BA form functional

synapses onto pyramidal cells in the vHPC

Previous anatomical work using anterograde tracing in a GAD67-GFP knock-in an-

imal has described a reciprocal long-range inhibitory projection arising from the

CA1 to the amygdala. Similarly to excitatory input, inhibitory axons were also

found to target different nuclei of the amygdala in a gradient dependent manner,

and the BMp was found to be most heavily labelled. Using a similar strategy, we

combined the retrograde tracer CTB in a genetically modified animal and identi-

fied long-range inhibitory cells in the BA that project to the vHPC, these cells were

detected in both the BMp and BMA overlapping with the reported distribution of
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hippocampal LRIP axons (Fig3.4) (Muller et al., 2011). Recent work has shown

that these long-range inhibitory neurons are in fact distributed across the LA and

BA, and were shown to be significantly higher within the LA. The anatomical dis-

tribution of vHPC projecting long-range inhibitory neurons was not studied in this

chapter, work done by MacAskill lab members has shown that LRIP cells projecting

to the vHPC overlap closely with excitatory neuorns. Whether or not the distribu-

tion of projection specific LRIP across the amygdala is of functional significance is

an interesting and important future question (Vereczki et al., 2021; AlSubaie et al.,

2021).

Importantly, although previous work has focused on the anatomical distri-

bution and molecular identity of these LRIP cell in the vHPC, we demonstrate that

these cells form functional synapses that target pyramidal cells (Fig3.5 and Fig3.6).

Using a combination of CRACM and pharmacology we found that inhibitory con-

trol from the BA is composed of both classical feed-forward inhibition and long-

range inhibition. In order to isolate direct long-range inhibitory input from feed-

forward inhibition, we blocked AMPA and NMDA mediated excitatory input using

NBQX and APV. After ensuring that EPSCs were eliminated at - 70 mV, we were

able to record direct long-range IPSCs in a proportion of vHPC pyramidal cells.

Furthermore, these direct inhibitory currents were abolished using gabazine indi-

cating that these currents are GABAergic and GABAA mediated. This suggests

that the BA is able to exert both direct and indirect inhibitory control onto PC in the

vHPC. To our knowledge, this is the first report to confirm that long-range inhibitory

input from the BA forms functional synapses in the vHPC.

Although we did not investigate the laminar distribution of long-range in-

hibitory axons in the hippocampus, these inputs presumably follow a similar distri-

bution to extrahippocampal afferent and thus potentially target the distal dendrites

of pyramidal cells in the s.l.m overlapping with EC input. Previous work inves-

tigating LRIP arising from the MEC has shown that these projections do indeed
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innervate the s.l.m as well as s.r of hippocampal CA1 area (Melzer et al., 2012).

While the location of synaptic input is crucial for the integration and pro-

cessing of inputs arriving at different levels of the dendritic tree, the timing and

convergence of these inputs is equally important. For example, trisynaptic input

requires two extra synapses and therefore is 15 - 20 ms slower than direct monosy-

naptic input arising from the EC, the localisation of these inputs results in stronger

mnemonic input from CA3 and weaker sensory input from the EC (Yeckel and

Berger, 1990). However, stimulation of SC fibers before PP activation results in

an amplification of EC driven EPSPs at the soma inducing a form of Ca++ de-

pendent heterosynaptic plasticity termed input timing-dependent plasticity (ITDP)

(Basu and Siegelbaum, 2015; Basu et al., 2016; Spruston, 2008; Jarsky et al., 2005;

Basu et al., 2013; Takahashi and Magee, 2009; Dudman et al., 2007; Harnett et al.,

2012). The regulation of temporal firing is a hallmark of inhibitory interneuron

functions, thus overlap of long-range inhibitory projections at the s.l.m may serve to

”slow down” EC input so that it is timed with the arrival of CA3 input and thus am-

plified and integrated efficiently (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Buzsáki and Chrobak,

1995). Interestingly, long range inhibition originating from the LEC has been shown

to modulate EC and SC input by suppressing interneuron activity, this disinhibitory

effect resulted in paired activation of EC and SC inputs driving plasticity (Basu

et al., 2016). However, these inputs were interneuron specific and thus contribute

weakly to the amplification of EC inputs, alternatively BA mediated LRIPs that di-

rectly targeted pyramidal cells are potentially more potent regulators of multimodal

hippocampal and extra hippocampal inputs.

As described in the main introduction, the majority of LRIP in the hip-

pocampus target interneurons at a higher proportion than pyramidal cells. In this

chapter we focused on input to pyramidal cells and found that LRIP from the BA

targeted principal neurons however we can not exclude the possibility that this pro-

jection may also target interneurons in the vHPC. Previously identified LRIP cells
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in the BA were found to target principal neurons in the PFC, similarly optogenetic

stimulation of PFC long-range inhibitory fibers in the NAc were also found to tar-

get principal neurons (Seo et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2014a). However, these studies

focused primarily on the behavioural relevance of these long-range inhibitory pro-

jections and did not investigate interneuron specific input.

Preferential targeting of pyramidal cells or interneurons is able to bidirec-

tionally control the overall circuit activity. Direct inhibition of pyramidal cells, for

example, controls the firing rate and is able to amplify or dampen certain inputs.

Whereas direct inhibition of interneuron activity has wider implications in overall

network regulation and modulation. Generally, the molecular identity of inhibitory

neurons determines its functional localised targeting of pyramidal cell activity. Al-

though this chapter has focused on the post-synaptic target of BA:vHPC circuit,

the molecular identity of long-range inhibitory cells was not determined. How-

ever, while LRIP cells that project from the vHPC exhibited heterogenous labelling

for interneuron markers, amygdalar LRIP cells have been shown to be exclusively

SOM-expressing that show staining for the enzyme nNOS (Lübkemann et al., 2015;

Jinno et al., 2007; Vereczki et al., 2021). Interneurons expressing neuronal nitric ox-

ide synthase (nNOS) comprise 20% of overall GABAergic neuron population and

are particularly enriched in the hippocampal formation (Tricoire and Vitalis, 2012;

Wick et al., 2019). The specific role and synaptic targets of these particular long-

range inhibitory interneurons remains unknown and under investigated. However,

interneurons expressing nNOS are generally thought to control cerebral blood flow

by releasing NO to induce vasodilation or vasorestriction by release of neuropep-

tide Y (NPY) which is coexpressed with nNOS in long-range inhibitory neurons

(Rancillac et al., 2006). SOM expressing interneurons on the other hand have a

variety of functions and provide feedback, feedforward and lateral inhibition thus

providing different levels of inhibitory regulation depending on their post-synaptic

location. Interestingly, SOM interneurons are known to preferentially target the api-

cal dendrites of pyramidal cell a feature that is consistent with the proposed overall
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role for long-range inhibitory projections in regulating synaptic inputs (Freund and

Buzsáki, 1996).

In summary, the identification of excitatory and inhibitory BA afferents has

the potential to modulate the activity of vHPC pyramidal cells in a profound way.

This input combined with the inherently complicated intrinsic architecture of the

vHPC and its many output projections is well poised to alter hippocampal compu-

tation and ultimately control behaviour.



Chapter 4

Circuit Specificity in the BA:vHPC

circuit

4.1 Introduction

Pyramidal cells in the vHPC are known to be a heterogeneous population of neu-

rons, genetically, electrophysiologically and functionally. These cells are uniquely

segregated across the dorso-ventral axis and can be further distinguished based on

their output targets (Cembrowski et al., 2016; Wee and Macaskill, 2020). Cells

in the vHPC, the main output region of the hippocampus, form non-overlapping

projection populations that target a variety of down stream brain regions including

the BA, NAc and PFC. These cells are organised into parallel projections with a

low degree of collateralisation ( 0 - 12%) and are thought to parse and redistribute

information to afferent areas. Each projection population also receive a variety of

long-range and local inputs that are integrated to inform behaviour, these inputs vary

across the dorso-ventral axis in a gradient-dependent manner. The complex distri-

bution, heterogeneity and input-output relationships of pyramidal cells in the vHPC

allow the hippocampus to preform a wide array of behaviours ranging from spa-
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tial navigation to motivation and emotional processing (Naber and Witter, 1998a;

Cembrowski et al., 2016; Wee and Macaskill, 2020)

As described in the main introduction the BA is a major source of input into

the vHPC, however it is not fully understood how this input is integrated with the

different projection populations in the vHPC to shape vHPC output. The sparsity

of this input, despite dense axonal labelling, led me to hypothesise that this input

may be segregated based on pyramidal cell output target. Throughout this chapter

I focus my investigation on comparing BA input across three separate projection

population, the BA, NAc and PFC. These target regions were chosen based on their

importance and implication in regulating emotionally relevant behaviours such as

anxiety, fear conditioning and extinction, motivation and goal-directed behaviour.

Moreover, as demonstrated in chapter 2, BA provides both direct excitatory and in-

hibitory control on pyramidal cells in the vHPC. Therefore I predict that long-range

excitatory and inhibitory projections differentially target projection populations in

the vHPC.

Overall, in this chapter I focus on understanding how BA input targets cells

in the vHPC that project to the BA, PFC and NAc. Using a CRACM, I aim to record

input from pairs of labelled projection cells to compare and contrast the effect of

BA long range excitation and inhibition across these three projection populations.

Additionally, using promoter specific ChR2 variants I will aim to delineate the dif-

ference between direct and indirect inhibition within this circuit. Mainly I predict

that unlike LRIP originating from the EC and other brain regions, BA long-range

inhibition will target pyramidal cells over interneurons.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Non-overlapping parallel projections.

The ventral hippocampus is composed of non-overlapping projections that convey

parsed information to their afferent target regions including the BA, NAc and PFC.

Although the anatomical distribution of these projection populations has been inves-

tigated extensively, recent work has shown that cells in the hippocampus are spa-

tially and functionally complex especially across the proximal-distal axis (Wee and

Macaskill, 2020). Moreover, BA axons innervate this area of the vHPC, therefore

defining the spatial distribution of projection populations in relation to BA input

within the vHPC is necessary to our understanding of this projections functional

properties. I next wanted to measure the spatial distribution of three major output

targets of the vHPC, the BA, NAc and PFC.

Firstly, to label the three projection populations, CTB tagged with a different

alexa fluora dye (a488, a555 or a647) was streotaxically injected into each target

region (BA, PFC and NAc as seen in Fig4.1 a). Cell bodies in the vHPC were

retrogradelly labelled with CTB, showing that these cells projected to either BA

(Fig4.1 a, blue, n = 3 animals ) , PFC (Fig4.1 a, yellow , n = 3 animals) and NAc

(Fig4.1 a, magenta , n = 2 animals ). Next, to study the distribution of these cells

in the vHPC, labelled projection cells were counted in horizontal slices and their

distribution was plotted along the proximal-distal axis (as seen in Fig4.1 b). Using

this method, the majority of labelled cells were found to be concentrated distally

at the CA1/Subiculum border (Fig4.1 c). Moreover, both PFC and BA projecting

cells showed a similar spatial distribution pattern that was found to be concentrated

in the most distal part of the vHPC (Fig4.1 c). Whereas, vHPC cells projecting to

the NAc were widely distributed across the entire proximal-distal axis of the vHPC

(Fig4.1 c).
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BA input may differentially target these populations based on their projec-

tion targets, therefore I next quantified the overlap between the three projections

populations. Cell labelling in either double or triple-injected animals were com-

pared. ”Double” injected animals were simultaneously injected with CTB in both

the BA and NAc and ”triple” injection animals were injected with CTB in all three

target regions. Cells that were doubled-labelled were counted as ”dual-projectors”

(Fig4.1, d, n = 2 for triple injections, and n = 2 for double injections). The majority

of cells were not double-labelled and only a very small percentage overlap was seen

between the different projection populations in the vHPC (Fig4.1 d).

This data suggests that the BA, PFC, NAc projecting cells occupy the same

area within the vHPC defined as the CA1/SUB border. However, NAc project-

ing cells (vHPCNAc) were found to be spread more widely across the proximal-

distal axis of the vHPC. Whereas, these results demonstrate that BA projecting cells

(vHPCBA) are confined to the distal axis of the vHPC. Overall, we confirm the gen-

eral consensus in the literature that although these projection populations are tightly

packed into the vHPC, these cells remain segregated based on their projection tar-

gets with minimal overlap.
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Figure 4.1: Projection Population Diversity in the vHPC.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of CTB into the BA, PFC and
NAc. Sagittal image of vHPC showing retrogradely labelled cells from the BA in blue,
PFC in yellow and NAC in magenta. Scale bar = 50µm. b. Sagital slice showing curve of
the vHPC across its proximal distal axis. c. Quantification showing normalised count and
spread of retrogradely labelled cells across the distal-proximal axis (n = 4 animals). d. Venn
diagram indicating percentage overlap between the three populations. (orange highlighted
area showing NAc and BA overlap (n = 2 animals), blue highlighted area showing BA
and PFC overlap (n = animals), and dark pink area showing NAc and PFC overlap (n = 2
animals).
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4.2.2 Intrinsic properties of projection-populations in the

vHPC.

Having identified the spatial distribution of vHPC cells projecting to the BA, PFC

and NAc and confirmed that these projection-populations have a similar distribution

pattern in the vHPC with little overlap. I next wanted to determine if these cells

differed in their intrinsic physiological properties. Although it has been shown that

cells along the distal-proximal axis of the hippocampus can be distinguished based

on their intrinsic electrophysiological properties there is limited investigation into

the intrinsic properties of these cells that is based on their projection targets.

To explore these cells’ intrinsic physiological properties, whole-cell record-

ings in the current clamp configuration were obtained from each projection popula-

tion. To identify and target each projection population, fluorescent retrobeads were

injected into either the BA, PFC or NAc (Fig 4.2 a, c and e). These latex micro-

spheres are retrogradely transported by axons in the target region to label cells in

the vHPC. Using this strategy, voltage changes in response to current injection were

recorded from labelled cells in the vHPC.

Whole-cell responses were recorded from labelled pyramidal cells in re-

sponse to current injection (-20 to 220 pA in 20 pA increments). All recorded cells

fired action potentials in response to current injection (Fig4.2 b, d and f). The ma-

jority of vHPCNAc and vHPCBA cells were regular firing whereas vHPCPFC showed

both regular and adaptive firing properties (Fig4.2, vHPCBA cells in c, n = 8/10,

HPCNAc cells in g, n = 8/9 and vHPCPFC cells in k n= 3/8 regular firing).

All three projection cells exhibited no difference in their firing pattern

(Fig4.2 c, g and k, n = 10 for vHPCBA, n = 9 for vHPCNAc, n = 8 for vHPCPFC).

vHPCPFC initiated action potentials at a similar injection step as vHPCBA (Fig4.2 d
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and i) while vHPCNAc cells began firing slightly earlier (Fig 4.2 h). Together this

data suggests that all three projection populations are intrinsically similar in their

firing properties.
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Figure 4.2: Intrinsic properties of projection populations in the vHPC.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of retrobeads into the BA to label
vHPCBA cells in the vHPC. b. Trace from exmaple BA cell in response to 140 pA current
injection. c. Bars indicate percentage of vHPCBA cells that were adaptive or regular fir-
ing cells. d. Average number of action potentials fired in response to current injections in
vHPCBA cells (n = 10, 5 animals). e. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection
of retrobeads into the NAc to label vHPCNAc cells in the vHPC. f. Trace from exmaple BA
cell in response to 140 pA current injection. g. Bars indicate percentage of vHPCNAc cells
that were adaptive or regular firing cells. h. Average number of action potentials fired in re-
sponse to current injections in vHPCNAc cells (n = 9, 2 animals). i. Experimental schematic
showing stereotaxic injection of retrobeads into the PFC to label vHPCPFC cells in the
vHPC. j. Trace from example PFC cell in response to 140 pA current injection. k. Bars
indicate percentage of vHPCPFC cells that were adaptive or regular-firing cells. l. Average
number of action potentials fired in response to current injections in vHPCPFC cells (n = 8 ,
1 animal). Scale bar = 100 pA, 50 ms.
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To measure and compare biophysical properties across the three projection-

populations, the resting membrane potential, measured as the average voltage po-

tential throughout each recording was calculated across the three-projection popula-

tions (Fig4.3 a). Resting membrane potential differed across projection populations

and BA projecting cells showed the lowest resting membrane potential (Fig4.3 b,

-70.5 ± 1mV, p = < 0.05, one-way ANOVA, individual cells plotted in green for

BA, n = 10) followed by vHPCPFC cells ( -69.4±0.8 mV, Fig4.3 b, individual cells

plotted in yellow, n = 8) and vHPCNAc cell (-66.8±0.6 mV, Fig4.3 b, individual cells

in red. n = 9). Interestingly, vHPCBA cells resting membrane potential was signif-

icantly lower than vHPCNAc cells ( p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA with tukey HSD

correction). Therefore, consistent with observed firing rate, vHPCNAc cells had the

highest resting membrane potential.

However, differences in AP threshold between cell populations can also in-

fluence firing rate and thus membrane excitability. Two measures of membrane

excitability were analysed, the rheobase, which determines the minimal amount of

current required to fire an action potential and the threshold, the minimum voltage

required for an action potential. The rheobase was similar across recorded cells (Fig

4.3 c, individual cells plotted in green for BA n = 10 , 9.2 ±0.7; red for NAc, n = 8,

7.6±1.63 and PFC in yellow, n = 8, 8 ±0.35). vHPCBA cells had a slightly higher

firing threshold (individual cells plotted in green, Fig 4.3 d, mean = -35±7.44 mV,

fig , individual cells plotted in green, n = 10), in comparison to vHPCNAc cells (in-

dividual cells plotted in red, Fig 4.3 d, mean = - 39.35 ± = 3.9 mV, n = 8 ) and

vHPCPFC cells (individual cells plotted in yellow, Fig 4.3 d, mean = - 41.95 ±

4.29 mV, n = 8). In addition, the input resistance and sag amplitude (Ih current

component) was similar across the different projecting populations, indicating no

difference in the number of channels that are open (Fig 4.3 e and f).

Taken together these results show that although projection populations in the

vHPC vary slightly in their intrinsic physiological properties, however overall these
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cells exhibit uniform firing properties. Interestingly, the only significant difference

between all three populations was detected in the resting membrane potential. This

difference suggests that the reduced excitability observed in vHPCBA cells is largely

due to a significantly lower resting membrane potential.
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Figure 4.3: Intrinsic characterisation of BA, NAc and PFC projecting cells in the
vHPC.

a. Schematic highlighting different intrinsic properties calculated. b - f. Measured electro-
physiological properties of n = 10 (vHPCBA), n = 9 (vHPCNAc) and n = 8 (vHPCPFC) for all
measures.
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4.2.3 BA input differentially targets cell populations in the

vHPC

So far I have shown that cells in the vHPC, a major output region of the hippocam-

pus, form non-overlapping parallel populations that BA input functionally inner-

vates (Fig4.1). However this input was sparse and only connected to a subset of

vHPC cells ( Fig3.3, 40.5%) this low connection probability suggests a degree of

specificity within the BA:vHPC circuit. Therefore, I hypothesised that BA input

sparsity may be based on projection-specific targeting of cells in the vHPC.

In order to investigate the functional of BA innervation of the vHPC, light-

evoked responses from neighboring pairs of projection cells were recorded se-

quentially to avoid variability in ChR2 expression and spread (Fig 4.4 b). Using

this approach, synaptic input and weight across populations can be compared in a

controlled manner. To label two projection populations simultaneously, different

colours of retrobeads were injected in each region as well as ChR2 in the BA (Fig

4.4 a).

Using this approach, whole-cell responses from pairs of labelled vHPCBA

cells and vHPCNAc cells were recorded in the same slice to compare their relative

inputs. Light evoked EPSCs were recorded at -70 mV from both vHPCBA cells and

vHPCNAc cells (Fig 4.4 c, normalised responses, vHPCNAc cells in red and vHPCBA

cells in green, n = 9 pairs). The overall amplitude of the projection pairs, calculated

for each pair at - 70 mV was not significantly different between the two projection

populations (Fig 4.4 d, red points represent 1 pair, vHPCNAc cells mean = 37.64 pA

± 10.24 , and vHPCBA cells, mean = 70.19 pA ± 20.30, Wilcoxon signed-rank, V

=33, p = 0.25, n = 9 pairs). Similarly, the normalised pair mean = 1, indicating that

both BA and NAc receive an equal amount of excitatory input from the BA (Fig 4.4

e, red lines represent 1 pair, red point represents median = 0.78). However, at 0 mV,
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BA input evoked a larger IPSCs in vHPCBA cells than in vHPCNAc cells (Fig 4.4 g,

normalised responses, vHPCNAc cells in red and vHPCBA in green, pA, n = 9 pairs).

Interestingly, the amplitude of the projection pairs at 0 mV was biased to vHPCBA

cells (Fig4.4 g, red points represent 1 pair, vHPCNAc cells mean = 70.47 ± 20 pA,

and vHPCBA cells in green, mean = 140 ± 33, Wilcoxon signed-rank, V = 40, p=

0.03, n = 9 pairs). Furthermore, the mean of the normalised amplitude at 0 mV was

below 1, indicating that vHPCBA cells receives more inhibitory input from the BA

than vHPCNAc cells (Fig4.4 i, lines represent 1 pair, red point represents median =

0.37).

Additionally, to look at overall connectivity rate between the two popula-

tions, recordings from both non-paired and paired cells were grouped and compared

across different experiments. Interestingly, although the amplitude at 0 mV shows

biased towards vHPCBA cells, the connectivity rate was not significantly different

across both population at either - 70 (Fig4.4 f; Fisher’s exact test: odds ratio = 0, p

= 0.7, n = 11/14 vHPCNAc and 44/53 vHPCBA) or 0 mV (Fig 4.4 j; Fisher’s exact

test: odds ratio = 0, p = 1, n = 12/14 vHPCNAc and 44/53 vHPCBA, note: cells were

pooled across all experiments).
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Figure 4.4: Excitatory input from BA targets BA and NAc projecting cells in the vHPC
equally

.a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of hsynp-Ch2 mixed with
retrobeads into the BA and retrobeads in the NAc. b. Schematic of in vitro recording show-
ing stimulation of ChR2+ axons while recording from vHPCNAc cells and vHPCBA cells in
the same slice. c. Normalised whole-cell recording of NAc (red) and BA (green) projecting
cells in the vHPC at - 70 mV. Scale bar = 2 of vHPCBA response, 20 ms. d. EPSC am-
plitude of NAc projecting cells plotted against response amplitude of paired BA projecting
cells at -70 mV. e. Ratio of BA:Nac pair EPSCs dotted line indicates a 1:1 even ratio. Data
normalised to amplitude of BA cells. g - i. As above, cells recorded at 0 mV for inhibition.
Scale bar = 1 of vHPCBA response, 20 ms.
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Next, to investigate the effect of BA-input on vHPCPFC cells, a similar strat-

egy was adopted, where BA and PFC projecting cells were identified for whole-cell

recording using coloured retrobeads. In stark contrast to vHPCNAc cells, vHPCPFC

cells recorded in the same slice as vHPCBA cells received virtually no synaptic input

in response to 10 ms stimulation of BA-axon stimulation at -70 mV (Fig4.5 c , nor-

malised traces from vHPCPFC cell in yellow and vHPCBA cell in green, n = 7 pairs).

Moreover, the amplitude of the paired responses at -70 mV was biased towards

vHPCBA cells (Fig4.5 d and g, yellow points represent individual pairs, vHPCPFC

mean = 6.88 ± 4.3 pA and vHPCBA cell, mean = 93.21 ± 29.10, Wilcoxon signed-

rank, V=33, p= 0.03, n = 7 pairs). This indicates that PFC projecting cells received

virtually no excitatory input from BA (Fig 4.5 e, each line represents a pair, yellow

point represents the median = 0.01) .

Conversely, whole cell recordings at 0 mV show that vHPCPFC cells re-

ceived a minimal amount of inhibition (Fig4.5 h , normalised traces from vHPCPFC

cell in yellow, and vHPCBA cell in green, n = 7 pairs). IPSCs recorded from pairs

of BA and PFC projecting cells showed no bias to either population (Fig4.5 g,

vHPCPFC cell mean = 43.48 ± 32.7 pA, and vHPCBA cells mean = 164.29 ± 71,

yellow points represent individual pairs, Wilcoxon signed-rank, V= 22, p = 0.2, n =

7 pairs). However, the mean of normalised ratio of responses at 0 mV and -70 mV

was below 1 indicating that BA-input targeted vHPCBA cells and generally avoided

vHPCPFC cells (Fig4.5 e and h, each line represents a pair, yellow point represents

the median = 0.01 at -70 mV and 0.07 at 0 mV). Moreover, there was a clear differ-

ence in the connectivity rate of PFC and BA projecting cells at both 0 mV (Fig4.5

f; Fisher’s exact test: odds ratio = 5.65, p = 0.01, n = 5/11 vHPCPFC and 44/53

vHPCBA) and -70 mV (Fig4.5 f; Fisher’s exact test: odds ratio = 8.16, p = 0.00, n =

4/11 vHPCPFC and 44/53 vHPCBA). The connectivity rate indicates that BA input

minimally innervates PFC projecting cells in the vHPC.

Together these results show that excitatory input from the BA targets both
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vHPCBA cells and vHPCNAc cells but avoids vHPCPFC cells despite BA and PFC

projecting cells spatially overlapping. Interestingly, although excitatory input from

the BA targets both vHPCBA and vHPCNAc cells equally, inhibitory input was biased

towards vHPCBA cells.
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Figure 4.5: Excitatory input from BA targets BA but avoids PFC projecting cells in
the vHPC.

a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of hsynp-Ch2 mixed with
retrobeads into the BA and retrobeads in the PFC. b. Schematic of in vitro recording show-
ing stimulation of ChR2+ axons while recording from vHPCPFC cells and vHPCBA cells in
the same slice. c. Normalised whole-cell recording of PFC (yellow trace) and BA (green
trace) projecting cells in the vHPC at - 70 mV. Scale bar = 1 of vHPCBA response. d. EPSC
amplitude of PFC projecting cells plotted against response amplitude of paired BA project-
ing cells at -70 mV. e. Ratio of BA:PFC pair EPSCs dotted line indicates a 1:1 even ratio.
Data normalised to amplitude of BA cells. f - g. As above, cells recorded at 0 mV for
inhibition. Scale bar = 0.5 of vHPCBA response, 20 ms.
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4.2.4 Long-range inhibition from the BA is biased towards BA

projecting cells in the vHPC.

BA input is composed of both direct excitatory and inhibitory projections, there-

fore understanding the influence of direct inhibition is crucial to our analysis of

the BA:vHPC circuit. By using the pan-neuronal synapsin promoter (Fig4.4 and

Fig4.5), ChR2 was expressed in both excitatory and inhibitory projections orig-

inating from the BA and consequently both direct and indirect feed-forward in-

hibitory responses were recorded from projection populations in the vHPC. In

order to gain a more precise mechanistic understanding of this circuit, targeting

and isolating the effect of LRIP on the three projection populations is necessary.

This is especially intriguing considering that inhibitory input using the synapsin

promoter targeted a small number of vHPCPFC cells suggesting that of this in-

put may be due to long-range inhibition from the BA. Moreover, IPSCs recorded

from vHPCBA/vHPCNAc pairs showed that inhibitory input from BA was biased to-

ward vHPCBA cells whereas excitation was balanced between vHPCBAand vHPCNAc

cells.

In order to investigate the role of direct inhibition on the different projection

populations, a vGAT-cre animal was utilised to constrain expression of a cre de-

pendent ChR2 to inhibitory neurons and responses were recorded from retrogradly

labelled projection cells in the vHPC (Fig4.6 a). Using the same approach as pre-

viously described, responses from paired projection cells were recorded from retro-

gradelly labelled vHPCBA cells and vHPCNAc cells (Fig4.6 b). Light-evoked IPSCs

were detectable in both BA and vHPCNAc cells in response to 5 ms stimulation of

BA long-range inhibitory axons (Fig4.6 c, Normalised responses to vHPCBA cells,

mean = 65 ± 20 pA in green and NAc-cells in red, mean = 20 ± 5 pA, n = 7 pairs).

Strikingly, consistent with results obtained using hsynp-ChR2, the amplitude of di-

rect inhibitory input was also higher in vHPCBA cells when compared with paired

vHPCNAc cells (Fig4.6 d, individual points represent 1 pair, Wilcoxon signed rank
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test: V= 27, p = 0.03). However, the connection probability of direct inhibitory in-

put was not different across both projection populations (Fig4.6 f, fisher’s exact test:

odds ratio = 2.5 , p = 0.3, n= 10/13 for vHPCNAc cells and n = 18/32 for vHPCBA

cells). Moreover, the mean of the pair ratio for vHPCNAc/vHPCBA pairs was below

1 (Fig4.6 e, individual line represents 1 pair ratio, red point represents median =

0.35) indicating that long-range inhibitory input is biased to vHPCBA cells despite

having a similar connection probability (Fig4.6 f).
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Figure 4.6: BA long-range inhibitory input preferentially targets vHPCBA projection
cells.

a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of cre-dependent ChR2 mixed with
retrobeads into the BA and retrobeads in the NAc of vGAT animals b. Schematic of in vitro
recording showing stimulation of ChR2+ axons while recording from vHPCNAc cells and
vHPCBA cells in the same slice. c. Normalised whole-cell recording of NAc (red) and BA
(green) projecting cells in the vHPC at 0 mV. Scale bar = 1 of vHPCBA response, 20 ms.
d. IPSC amplitude of NAc projecting cells plotted against response amplitude of paired BA
projecting cells at 0 mV. e. Ratio of BA:Nac pair IPSCs dotted line indicates a 1:1 even
ratio. Data normalised to amplitude of BA cells.
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Similarly, to compare direct inhibitory responses from vHPCPFC cells in the

vHPC responses were recorded from pairs of BA and PFC projection cells. In con-

trast to vHPCNAc cells vHPCPFC cells exhibited no response to stimulation (Fig4.7

c, Normalised traces to vHPCBA cells in green, mean = 25 ± 7 pA and vHPCPFC

cells in yellow, mean = 2.6 pA, n = 7 pairs). Furthermore, the amplitude of recorded

IPSCs (Fig4.7 d, individual points represent 1 pair, Wilcoxon signed rank test: V =

21 , p = 0.03) and the calculated pair ratio was persistently biased toward vHPCBA

cells (Fig 4.7 e, individual lines represent 1 pair, median pair ratio = 0.07). Unsur-

prisingly, when calculating the overall population connectivity vHPCBA cells had a

significantly higher connection probability than vHPCPFC cells (Fig 4.7 f, n = 18/32

for vHPCBA and n = 0/10 for vHPCPFC, Fisher’s exact test: odds ratio = 0, p = 0.00).

These results indicate that long range inhibition from the BA does not functionally

connect to vHPCPFC cells in the vHPC.

Overall, long-range inhibitory input targets both vHPCBA cells and vHPCNAc

cells with no significant difference in connection probability whereas vHPCPFC

cells consistently received no direct inhibitory input. Strikingly, the weight of

synaptic input of long-range inhibition was significantly higher for vHPCBA cells

when compared to both NAc and PFC projecting cells, indicating that long range

inhibition preferentially targets vHPCBA cells in the vHPC.
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Figure 4.7: Long-range inhibition avoids vHPCPFC projection cells.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of cre-dependent ChR2 mixed with
retrobeads into the BA and retrobeads in the PFC of vGAT animals. b. Schematic of in vitro
recording showing stimulation of ChR2+ axons while recording from vHPCPFC cells and
vHPCBA cells in the same slice. c. Normalised whole-cell recording of PFC (yellow) and
BA (green) projecting cells in the vHPC at 0 mV. Scale bar = 1 of vHPC BA response,
20 ms. d. IPSC amplitude of NAc projecting cells plotted against response amplitude of
paired BA projecting cells at 0 mV. e. Ratio of BA:PFC pair IPSCs dotted line indicates a
1:1 even ratio. Data normalised to amplitude of BA cells.
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4.2.5 BA feed-forward inhibitory input and local interneuron

connectivity is biased towards vHPCNAc projection cells.

4.2.5.1 Feed-forward inhibition from the BA targets vHPCNAc cells

in the vHPC.

Having shown that BA input segregates across both NAc and BA projecting cells in

the vHPC, I next wanted to isolate and understand the role of excitatory input. To

separate excitatory input from the overall mix of excitation and inhibition observed

in the hsynp condition, I utilised the CAMKii promoter to isolate the excitatory

projection from the BA (Fig4.8 a).

Focusing on NAc and BA projecting cells, paired recordings were obtained

from labelled cell population at - 70 mV and 0 mV (Fig 4.8 b). Consistent with

previous results, excitatory input was equally segregated across both populations

(Fig4.8 c, normalised responses to vHPCBA cells in green, and vHPCNAc cells in

red, n = 6 pairs). Both amplitude of recorded EPSCs (Fig4.8 d, BA mean = 29.38

± 5.37 pA, and NAc-cells mean = 30.78 ± 12 pA, individual points represent 1

pair, Wilcoxon signed rank test: V = 13 , p = 0.6) and pair ratio showed no bias of

BA excitatory input to either population (Fig4.8 e, individual lines represent 1 pair,

median pair ratio = 0.8). Interestingly however, feed-forward inhibition was signifi-

cantly biased towards vHPCNAc cells (Fig4.8 f, normalised responses to BA-cells in

green, NAc cells in red, n = 7 pairs). IPSC amplitude was markedly higher in NAc

projecting cells compared to BA projecting cells (Fig4.8 g, BA mean = 23 ± 10.18

pA, and NAc-cells mean = 54.3 ± 18.25 pA, individual points represent 1 pair, n =

7 , Wilcoxon signed rank test of logged data: V = 1, p = 0.03). Moreover, the pair

ratio clearly indicates that feed-forward inhibition preferentially targets vHPCNAc

cells over vHPCBA cells (Fig4.8 h, individual lines represent 1 pair, point represents

the median pair ratio= 4.5).
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Using this approach, I have shown that feed-forward inhibitory input driven

by the excitatory projection in the BA preferentially targets vHPCNAc projection as

opposed to the effects of stimulating both excitatotry and inhibitory input (Fig4.4).
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Figure 4.8: Feed-forward inhibition from BA is biased to vHPCNAc projecting cell.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of CAMKii-ChR2 mixed with
retrobeads into the BA and retrobeads in the NAc of WT animals. b. Schematic of in
vitro recording showing stimulation of ChR2+ axons while recording from vHPCNAc cells
and vHPCBA cells in the same slice. c. Normalised whole-cell recording of NAc (red) and
BA (green) projecting cells in the vHPC at -70 mV. Scale bar = 0.5 of vHPCBA response, 20
ms d. EPSC amplitude of NAc projecting cells plotted against response amplitude of paired
BA projecting cells at -70 mV. e. Ratio of BA:NAc pair EPSCs dotted line indicates a 1:1
even ratio. Data normalised to amplitude of BA cells. f-h. As above, cells recorded at 0 mV
for inhibition. Scale bar = 1 of vHPCBA response, 20 ms
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4.2.5.2 Direct targeting of interneurons by excitatory and inhibitory

BA input.

Feed-forward inhibition is mediated by local interneurons, having shown that feed-

forward inhibition driven by BA excitatory input preferentially targets vHPCNAc

cells in the vHPC I next sought to understand the role of interneurons within this

circuit.

Firstly, to investigate BA input driving feed-forward inhibition, hSynp-ChR2

was stereotaxically injected into the BA of vGAT animals (Fig 4.9 a). Next, to label

and record from interneurons, cre-dependent mCherry was injected into the vHPC.

Using this method mCherry will be expressed in cre+ cells of the vHPC and in-

terneurons can be easily identified (Fig 4.9 b). Whole-cell responses were success-

fully recorded at - 70 mV from mCherry+ cells in response to 1 ms stimulation of

BA axons in the vHPC (Fig 4.9 c, averaged responses of connected cells, n = 8,

mean = 71.03 ± 17 pA). Overall, 44.4% of interneurons recorded were connected

(Fig4.9 e, 8/18). Similarly, to investigate the effect of BA long-range inhibitory

input on interneurons in the vHPC, I used dlx-mRuby to label interneurons with

mRuby via the interneuron specific promoter dlx. Additonally, to express ChR2 ex-

clusively in long-range inhibitory cells in the BA, cre-dependent ChR2 was injected

into the BA of vGAT animals (Fig 4.9, f). A subset of dlx-labelled cells showed

input in response to a 10 ms stimulation of long-range inhibitory projections from

the BA (Fig4.9 h and i, n = 14, mean= 28.27 pA ± 13.15 pA). Interestingly, the

connectivity rate of long-range inhibitory input was similar to excitatory input from

BA (Fig4.9 j, n= 7/14).

These results confirm that both excitatory and inhibitory projections from

the BA target interneurons in the vHPC.
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Figure 4.9: BA input targets local interneurons.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of hsynp-ChR2 into the BA and
cre-dependent mCherry into the vHPC of vGAT animals. b. Schematic of in vitro recording
showing stimulation of ChR2+ axons while recording from labelled interneurons in the
vHPC. c. Averaged whole-cell recording of vHPC interneurons in response to BA axon
stimulation at -70 mV. d. Amplitude of light evoked current in for all cells. e. Pie chart of
percent connected cells. f - j. As above, stimulation of long-range inhibitory axons using
FLEX ChR2 and dlx-mCherry to label interneurons in the vHPC Scale bars = 20 pA, 20
ms. Note, all recording in f-j were carried out using high chloride internal.
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4.2.5.3 Feedback inhibitory input from vHPC projecting cells onto

vHPC interneurons.

One way input from the BA can exert its influence on circuit function is by modu-

lating feed-back inhibition from pyramidal cells onto interneurons in the vHPC in

a projection specific manner. To enable specific activation of pyramidal cell pro-

jection populations an intersectional viral approach was used to limit expression of

ChR2 in specific cells in the vHPC based on their projection target (Fig4.10 a and

f). A retrograde virus expressing cre was injected into either the BA or NAc, thus

specifically driving the expression of cre in BA or NAc projecting cells in the vHPC.

Next, by injecting both cre-dependent ChR2 and dlx-mRuby in the vHPC, ChR2 is

will be expressed in a projection specific manner and whole cell responses can be

recorded from labelled interneurons in response to vHPCNAc or vHPCBA activation

(Fig4.10, b and g). Light-evoked responses were recorded from dlx labelled cells

in the vHPC in response to stimulation of either NAc (Fig 4.10, orange trace, n =

30) or BA projecting vHPC cells (fig, orange trace, n= 14). Indeed, both projec-

tion populations were able to drive EPSCs in interneurons (Fig d, individual points

represent cells, mean = 48. 33 ± 5.8 pA for vHPCNAc stimulated interneurons; and

Fig4.10 i, mean = 37.33 pA ± 7.8 pA for vHPCBA stimulated interneurons) with a

100% connectivity probability (Fig4.10, e and j).

These sets of experiments show that BA and NAc projecting cells make

strong excitatory connections onto interneurons in the vHPC to form a feedback

inhibitory circuit. Moreover, this data indicates that both projection populations

have a similar connection probability and contribute to feedback inhibition in equal

measure.
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Figure 4.10: feed-back inhibition from vHPCNAc and vHPCBA projecting cells targets
local interneurons.

a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of aav-retro in BA and cre-
dependent ChR2 mixed with dlx into the vHPC of WT animals.b. Schematic of in vitro
recording showing stimulation of ChR2+ vHPCBA cells while recording from dlx labelled
interneuron in the vHPC. c. Averaged whole-cell recording of dlx+ interneurons at -70 mV.
d. Amplitude of light evoked currents in connected cells. e. Pie chart of percent connected
cells. f - j. As above, stimulation of vHPCNAc by injecting aav retro into NAc and FLEX
ChR2 mixed with dlx-mRuby to label interneurons in the vHPC Scale bars = 20 pA, 20 ms.
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4.2.5.4 Local interneuron input onto vHPC projecting neurons.

Finally, to investigate how hippocampal interneurons reciprocally target BA or NAc

projecting cells, cre-dependent ChR2 was streotaxically injected into the vHPC of

vGAT animals. Additionally, retrobeads were injected into both the NAc and BA

to fluorescently label projecting cells in the vHPC (Fig 4.11 a). As previously de-

scribed, paired responses from both labelled NAc and BA projecting cells were

recorded (Fig 4.11 b). Light evoked IPSCs were detectable in response to 1 ms

light stimulation of vHPCInterneurons (Fig4.11 c , normalised traces from NAc cells

in red, mean = 313 ± 52.32 pA and BA cells in green, mean = 175 ± 27 pA, n

= 17 pair ). Strikingly, NAc projecting cells received a higher proportion of in-

hibitory input from interneurons in the vHPC than BA projecting cells (Fig4.11 d,

NAc cells mean = 313 ± 52.32 pA and BA cells mean = 175 ± 27 pA, individual

points represent 1 pair, Wilcoxon signed rank test: V = 25 , p = 0.0 ). Moreover,

the vHPCBA: vHPCNAc input ratio was above 1 indicating that inhibitory input by

vHPCInterneurons was biased towards vHPCNAc cells (Fig4.11 e, individual lines rep-

resent 1 pair, point represents mean of pair ratio = 2).

In summary, these results indicates that direct and indirect BA inhibitory

input is population specific with local feed-forward inhibition biased towards

vHPCNAc cells in the vHPC. This suggests that increased inhibitory input onto NAc

projecting cells is caused by a combination of local preference that is exacerbated

by external excitatory input from the BA.

We show that although BA input targets interneurons, there was no obvi-

ous difference in connectivity between long-range inhibition and overall BA input.

Moreover, vHPCNAc and vHPCBA cells contact local interneurons to form a feed-

back inhibitory circuit. This data suggests that BA input is a powerful modulator

of local vHPC circuit and that its effect are exerted both on pyramidal cells and

interneurons to shape circuit activity.
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Figure 4.11: Local inhibition targets vHPCNAc and vHPCBA projection cells.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of retrobeads into the BA and NAc
as well as FLEX-ChR2 into the vHPC of vGAT animals. b. Schematic of in vitro recording
showing stimulation of ChR2+ interneuron in the vHPC while recording from vHPCNAc and
vHPCBA projection cells in the same slice. c. Normalised whole-cell recording of NAc (red)
and BA (green) projecting cells in the vHPC at 0 mV. Scale bar = 1 of vHPCBA response, 20
ms. d. IPSC amplitude of NAc projecting cells plotted against response amplitude of paired
BA projecting cells at 0 mV. e. Ratio of BA:NAc pair IPSCs dotted line indicates a 1:1 even
ratio. Data normalised to amplitude of BA cells.
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4.2.6 BA:vHPC circuit output inhibits BA projecting cells which

results in disinhibition of vHPCNAc cells in the vHPC.

The BA:vHPC circuit shows some interesting and unique features including, long-

range inhibition, intricate synaptic weights, and distinctive connection probabilities.

From the results so far, I found that BA input selectively targets different elements

of the vHPC circuit. However, despite this wealth of physiological information

our understanding of this circuit remains fragmented. Therefore, I next wanted to

investigate what the overall effect of BA input is on vHPC circuitry. To do this, I

built an integrate and fire model constrained by my circuit mapping results to predict

the outcome of this circuit.

In a leaky integrate and fire model, the membrane is charged with external

inputs, calculated as conductances, until it reaches a threshold and fires an action

potential. Additionally, as inputs are summed to produce changes in membrane

potential these potentials decay as a function of the membrane time constant. After

an action potential is fired the potential of the simulated neuron is then reset to

the resting membrane potential and undergoes a brief refractory period in which

neurons are unable to fire another action potential. This model is deterministic and

treats the neuron as a single compartment disregarding structural components such

as dendrites.

Three different populations of neurons were simulated reflecting the three

projection population recorded from (PFC, NAc and BA). Furthermore, each pro-

jection population was simulated based on individual intrinsic properties calculated

from current clamp data Fig4.3 summarised in the table below:

However, standardised measurements of AMPA (1 nS with a tau of 5 ms),

GABA receptor (3 nS with a tau of 10 ms), membrane capacitance (200 pF) param-
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Biological parameter vHPCBA) vHPCPFC vHPCNAc

Leak conductance (nS) 5.5 6.5 5.5

Resting membrane potential (mV) -70.5 -69.4 -66.8

Spiking threshold (mV) -35 -41 -39

Table 4.1: Biological parameters calculated from physiology data

eters that are generically used in neuron modelling (Nordlie et al., 2009; Kunkel

et al., 2011). A 5 ms refractory period chosen based on previous work that showed

these parameters are typical of hippocampal neurons (Stevens and Wang, 1995).

Each simulated projection population was composed of 1000 neurons and

80 interneurons (Lee et al., 2014b). Additionally, each simulated group of neurons

received random background excitatory input (10000 neurons) and direct excitatory

and inhibitory input from the BA (50000 neurons each) based on a Poission distri-

bution with 10 Hz firing rate to emulate hippocampal activity. Moreover, for com-

pleteness each simulated neuron group also included feedback and feed-forward

inhibitory synapses with standardised conductance and connection probabilities of

hippocampal neurons. These parameters were chosen based on previous anatomical

and computational work in CA1 (Bezaire et al., 2016; Bezaire and Soltesz, 2013).

Each populations received direct excitatory and inhibitory input from the

BA that was simulated based on experimental results. The results of the CRACM

showed that optogenetic stimulation of BA terminals resulted in excitatory and in-

hibitory currents with distinct amplitude values between different projection pop-

ulations. These amplitudes were compared in a pair-wise fashion to produce pair

ratios which indicated the strength of BA excitatory and inhibitory input across dif-

ferent projection populations. Thus, the pair ratio is analogous to synaptic weight

between BA input and projection cells in the vH. The synaptic weight of each con-

nection between BA input and the different projection population was chosen from

a normal distribution centred around the recorded ratios.
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Excitatory conductance was calculated based on recorded ratio values Fig

4.4 e with mean values vHPCNAc = 0.3 nS vHPCBA = 0.3 nS and Fig4.5 e as

vHPCPFC = 0.02 nS). Whereas direct inhibitory input from the BA was simulated

with synaptic weights calculated based on ratios obtained from paired recordings

(Fig 4.6 e, mean values vHPCBA= 0.3, vHPCNAc= 0.08 nS and Fig 4.7 vHPCPFC =

0.03 nS). However, the connection probability of BA inhibitory input was simulated

as a proportion of excitatory input based on the sparseness of this input compared

to excitatory input recorded in the hSyn condition (Fig3.5). The connection proba-

bility between vHPCNAc and vHPCBA was simulated at 0.1 and remained constant

as there was no significant difference across these populations (Fig 4.4 f, and 4.6

f). However, vHPCPFC cells were simulated with a lower probability rate that is a

fraction of vHPCNAc and vHPCBA considering this population connectivity rate was

significantly lower (Fig 4.5 f, connection probability = 0.03 and Fig 4.7 f connection

probability = 0.01). Additionally, to understand the effect of long-range inhibition

on interneuron activity, synaptic weight was calculated as a fraction of overall in-

put of connected and non-connected interneurons (mean BA excitatory input onto

interneurons = 0.5 nS and mean BA LRI input onto interneurons = 0.4 nS, Fig 4.9

d and i).

Interestingly, the output of this circuit simulation shows that as the amount

of long-range inhibition increases within the simulated network of neurons the prob-

ability of BA projecting neuron and interneuron firing decreases (Fig4.12 c and d).

Conversely, vHPCNAc neurons firing increases with LRIP but has no influence on

vHPCPFC neurons activity (Fig 4.12 c). The switch in activity happens at 20% of

long-range inhibitory input, where the two simulated populations firing probability

meets.

Therefore, as reflected by the model and experimental data, BA long-range

inhibitory input preferentially targets vHPCBA cells to reduce their firing probability

which in turn reduces interneuron activity. This reduction in vHPCBA cell popula-
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tion activity results in the disinhibition of vHPCNAc cells and increases the firing

probability and overall activity of NAc projecting cells in the vHPC. Thus, this cir-

cuit model suggest that the amount of long-range inhibition from the BA directly

regulates the activity of both vHPCNAc or vHPCBA projecting cells.
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Figure 4.12: Long-range inhibition drives activation of vHPCNAc projection cells.
a. Schematic of leaky integrate and fire model. b. Schematic of simulated BA:vHPC micro-
circuit, line thickness indicates synaptic weight. c. Summary of model results with increase
LRIP input. cells projecting to the NAc in red, BA in blue and PFC in yellow. d. Summary
of modeled interneuron activity (orange) with increasing LRIP.e. Schematic of proposed
circuit output.
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4.3 Discussion

In this chapter I investigate how BA long-range excitatory and inhibitory input tar-

gets BA, NAc and PFC projecting cells in the vHPC. Firstly, I mapped the distribu-

tion and proportion of labelled BA, NAc and PFC projection cells in the vHPC and

found that these projection populations closely overlap in their distribution across

the vHPC but remain largely segregated (Fig4.1). Additionally, I found that the in-

trinsic properties of these cells were similar with the exception of the resting mem-

brane potential which was lower in BA projecting vHPC cells(Fig4.2 and Fig4.3).

Following the observation that BA input targeted only a small percentage of vHPC

pyramidal cells (Fig 3.3), I used CRACM in order to investigate if BA input targeted

cells in the vHPC based on their projection output. Using paired recordings to com-

pare BA input across projection cells in the vHPC, I show that excitatory input

is equally distributed between NAc and BA projecting cells (Fig4.4 and Fig4.8),

whereas long-range inhibition preferentially targets BA projecting cells(Fig4.6).

Conversely, feed-forward inhibition driven by excitatory BA input was biased to-

wards NAc projecting cells and not BA projecting cells (Fig4.8). However, despite

a relatively low-level of feed-forward inhibitory input both excitatory and inhibitory

projections from the BA avoided PFC projecting cells (Fig4.5 and Fig4.7).

Interestingly, I also report that nonspecific activation of local interneurons

in the vHPC resulted in a two-fold increase in targeting of NAc over BA projecting

cells (Fig4.11). Next, using an integrate and fire model, I was able to show that

BA input into the vHPC recruits a specific microcircuit composed of projection

populations and interneurons that is able to switch activity between BA and NAc

projecting neurons depending on the amount of long-range inhibition present in this

circuit (Fig4.12). Overall, these results indicate that BA input preferentially targets

projection cells in the vHPC and is able to indirectly modulate interneuron activity.
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4.3.1 Topography and intrinsic properties of vHPC projecting

cells

Using CTB I mapped the location and spread of three hippocampal target regions;

the BA, PFC and NAc. I focused my analysis on the anterior/posterior (AP) axis

of the hippocampus based on previous studies in the literature that showed popu-

lation spread was most diverse across this axis (Wee and Macaskill, 2020; Cem-

browski et al., 2018). Our cell tracing analysis confirms previous studies showing

that vHPCPFC cells are distributed anteriorly while vHPCNAc were distributed more

widely. Additonally, we show that vHPCBA cells were closely overlapping with

vHPCPFC cells and were concentrated anteriorly (Fig4.1). Overall, I found no dif-

ference in the anatomical location of these projection neurons. Moreover, as con-

firmed by multiple other studies in the literature, these projections formed discrete

and non-overlapping projection populations. For example, the reported overlap be-

tween mPFC and NAc is 6% and 9-5% between BA and PFC cells depending on

the sensitivity of the technique used. These numbers are in line with the observed

overlap in our projection populations, we also report for the first time that the over-

lap between BA and NAc projecting cells is 4% (Gergues et al., 2020; Wee and

Macaskill, 2020).

However, our count of overlapping mPFC/NAc projecting cells was signif-

icantly lower than reported elsewhere this is likely due to the low sample num-

ber used in these experiments (Fig4.1). Moreover, retrograde tracers only label a

fraction of neurons, therefore a potentially low number of dual-labelled neurons

were visualised. Additionally, despite injecting CTB in all three regions, no triple-

labelled neurons were detected. This result is likely due to a combination of ret-

rograde inefficiency as well as insufficient imaging quality, thus the sensitivity of

this approach in detecting triple labelled cells was extremely weak. Interestingly,

recent work has shown that vHPC cells that project to three downstream targets are

extremely rare and represent only 3% of overall cells traced from six different target
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areas in vCA1. The number of cells that projected to more than three target areas

represented and even lower subpopulation comprising 1% of traced cells (Gergues

et al., 2020). Therefore, given the progressively discrete nature of the vHPC these

cells are present in presumably even lower numbers ventrally (O’Mara et al., 2001;

O’Mara, 2006) .

These multi-projecting cells are thought to convey highly specialised infor-

mation that is important in modulating emotional behaviour in the vHPC (Naber

and Witter, 1998a; Gergues et al., 2020; Wee and Macaskill, 2020; O’Mara, 2006;

Ciocchi et al., 2010; Kim and Cho, 2017, 2020). The anatomical localisation of

these projection populations potentially hints at the functional and behavioural con-

sequence of these neurons. In line with the proposed anatomical segregation of

vHPC function where proximal vHPC is involved in sensory and spatial encoding

and more distal parts support path integration and goal-directed behaviour (Cem-

browski et al., 2018; Witter and Amaral, 2004; Fanselow and Dong, 2010; Strange

et al., 2014). Therefore, the localisation of vHPCBA cells and vHPCPFC cells more

anteriorly suggests that these cells may encode sensory information regarding the

environment whereas vHPCNAc cells are involved in reward consumption and social

memory (Okuyama et al., 2016; LeGates et al., 2018; Kim and Cho, 2020). For ex-

ample, during contextual fear-conditioning dual projecting PFC and BA vHPC cells

are recruited and preferentially activated by contextual cues. Moreover, optogenetic

stimulation of these dual-projecting cells resulted in synaptic responses in both the

PFC and BA indicating that vHPC dual projecting cells are able to recruit and syn-

chronise brain regions to potentially transmit and encode relevant information (Kim

and Cho, 2017).

We next analysed the active and passive properties of these projection cells,

these properties also vary in a gradient-dependent manner across the vHPC. For

example, a higher proportion of adaptive cells are present distally whereas regular-

spiking cells are present more proximally (Jarsky et al., 2008). There is a clear
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link between electrophysiological properties, vHPC neuron projection target and

cellular distribution across the vHPC proximo-distal targets. For example, cells

that project to the amygdala and NAc, which are distributed proximally are more

likely to be regular-spiking whereas cells that are present more distally and project

to the MEC and RsC exhibit adaptive firing (Cembrowski et al., 2018, 2016; Kim

and Spruston, 2012). As expected the majority of vHPCNAc and vHPCBA cells were

found to be regular firing whereas vHPCPFC cells showed both regular and adap-

tive firing properties. This duality in vHPCPFC projecting cells firing pattern has

been previously reported and was shown to be dependent on their location across

superficial/deep axis of the vHPC. Generally, cells located in the deep layer tend to

exhibit a higher degree of adaptiveiness than those located in the superficial layer

(Sánchez-Bellot and MacAskill, 2020).

The passive properties of recorded projection neurons were uniform except

for the resting membrane potential. Resting membrane potential in BA projecting

neurons specifically showed the most significant shift across projection populations.

vHPCBA cells had a lower resting membrane potential and displayed lower excitabil-

ity. The resting membrane potential is typically controlled by the concentration of

potassium ions within a cell, thus lower membrane potential suggests a difference

in the distribution or expression of potassium channels across the membrane. This

shift in resting membrane potential has been observed previously between ventral

and distal CA1 pyramidal cells but not in a projection specific manner (Kim and

Spruston, 2012). Using RNA-sequencing techniques differences in the expression

of voltage-gated channels, including potassium channels, were detected in a gradi-

ent dependent manner across the dorso-ventral axis of the vHPC. The functional

consequence of such a difference is unclear, but could potentially be related to

dendritic computation (Losonczy et al., 2008; Cembrowski et al., 2016; Spruston,

2008). Given the established relationship between gradient and function in hip-

pocampal output neurons, it is therefore likely that vHPC cells that project to the

BA have a functionally relevant need for a lower resting membrane potential.
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4.3.2 Biased BA inhibitory input drives vHPCNAc activity

To understand how BA input is segregated across projection populations in the

vHPC, I relied on an optogenetic based approach to map this circuit. An interesting

result of the CRACM data was the clear lack of BA input to PFC projecting cells in

the vHPC (Fig4.5 and Fig4.7). These cells received no direct excitatory or inhibitory

input from the BA, however differences were detected in feed-forward connectivity

of vHPCPFC cells. This difference in feed-forward input was caused by one outlier

cell that could potentially have been a dual projection neuron. This bias in BA in-

put is striking especially considering our anatomical data indicates that vHPCPFC

and vHPCBA cells are closely overlapping within the vHPC (Fig4.1). Although we

did not relate the anatomical localisation of these projection cells to the spread of

BA axons within the hippocampus previous anatomical work has shown that BA

input avoids vHPCPFC. Consistent with our CRACM findings, rabies mapping of

input-output relationships in the vS has demonstrated that posterior amygdala input

anatomically innervates vHPCNAc cells and vHPCLH cells but not vHPCPFC cells.

Moreover, this lack of input is consistent with data showing that afferent input from

the nucleus reunions of the thalamus also does not connect to this population of

neurons. Thus, PFC-projecting cells have a unique profile within the vHPC and rep-

resent an isolated group of projection neurons (Wee and Macaskill, 2020). At every

level of investigation, these projection cells can be separated from other projection

cells in the vHPC based on their anatomy and molecular profile (Cembrowski et al.,

2018; Sánchez-Bellot and MacAskill, 2020; Gergues et al., 2020). Thus, consid-

ering the overarching role of the PFC in forming stable cognitive maps and rules,

vHPCPFC cells may avoid other inputs to form a distinct circuit within the vHPC

(Ridderinkhof et al., 2004; Miller and Cohen, 2001).

In contrast to vHPCPFC cells, both vHPCNAc and vHPCBA cells received

equal amounts of direct excitatory input from the BA (Fig4.4 and Fig4.8). How-

ever, there was an obvious segregation of direct and indirect inhibitory input across
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vHPCNAc and vHPCBA cells (Fig4.6 and Fig4.8). Overall, vHPCBA were pre-

dominantly targeted by long-range inhibitory input while vHPCNAc cells received

stronger feed-forward inhibition driven by BA excitatory input. The contrast be-

tween feed-forward and direct inhibition seen in the CAMKii and synapsin condi-

tions respectively suggests that excitatory and mixed excitatory and inhibitory input

recruit separate microcircuits within the vHPC. Therefore the opposing effects of

direct and indirect inhibitory control of vHPCNAc and vHPCBA by BA input may

be explained by; (1) anatomical segregation of BA input (2) lateral inhibition that

is mediated by neighboring pyramidal cells, (3) interneuron or projection specific

targeting by long range BA projections.

It is becoming increasingly evident that the anatomical distribution of cells

and input across the radial axis of the hippocampus plays an important role in hip-

pocampal computations (Masurkar et al., 2017; Pi et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2014b).

For example, vHPCPFC cells are organised into two separate populations across

the superficial and deep axis of the pyramidal layer with distinct patterns of con-

nectivity and behavioural output (Sánchez-Bellot and MacAskill, 2020). Similarly,

anterior and posterior BLA excitatory input is segregated cross the superficial and

deep axis. Fibers originating from aBLA innervate the deep layer that is closer of

s.o whereas pBLA innervates cells in the superficial layer closer to the s.r of vCA1

(Pi et al., 2020). Interestingly, it has also been shown that cells residing in the deep

sublayer of CA1 receive larger feed-forward inhibitory input that is driven by cells

in the superficial layer (Lee et al., 2014b). Together this suggests that excitatory BA

input targeting cells in the superficial layer may drive larger feed-forward inhibition

onto vHPCNAc. In line with this assumption, previous work has found that vHPCNAc

cells are predominantly found in the deep layer of in vCA1 (Okuyama et al., 2016).

However, work performed by other members of the MacAskill lab, focused more

ventrally, has shown that these projection cells were spread widely and positioned

centrally between the superficial and deep sublayers of the vHPC suggesting po-

tential differences between dorsal and ventral microcircuit organisation (Wee and
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Macaskill, 2020). Thus the anatomical distribution of projection cells and BA ex-

citatory and inhibitory long-range input within the vHPC potentially has important

functional consequences. Overall, this project focused on projection specific iden-

tity of this circuit and these structural variables were not investigated but pose an

important future consideration.

Interestingly, inhibitory microcircuits of the hippocampus show both a pro-

jection and interneuron specific bias in their innervation. For example, CCK+

GABAergic basket cells in the MEC selectively innervate pyramidal cells based on

their projection targets (Varga et al., 2010). Additionally, PV basket cells (PVBCs)

specifically mediate larger inhibitory control onto cells located in the deep sublayer

of the pyramidal cell layer in vCA1. This segregation of inhibitory input across

the radial axis of the vHPC also shows projection specificity. Pyramidal cells pro-

jecting to the amygdala which are predominantly located in the deep layer of CA1

showed a three-fold increase in inhibitory responses when compared to vHPCPFC

cells that exhibited a similar laminar distribution to amygdala projecting cells (Lee

et al., 2014b). This suggest that both projection and interneuron specificity may

play a more important functional role in the hippocampus.

For instance, the increase in feed-forward inhibitory drive seen in vHPCNAc

(Fig 4.8) may be mediated by direct innervation of interneurons by BA long-range

inputs. Remarkably, both excitatory and inhibitory BA input targeted interneurons

in the vHPC to a similar degree (Fig 4.9). This model of excitatory-inhibitory in-

put segregation is different to the neocortex in which synaptic connectivity between

interneurons and pyramidal cells depend on reciprocal circuitry, indeed, we show

no difference in connection probability of feedback inhibition between projection

cells and interneurons (Fig4.10). However, interneurons comprise an extremely di-

verse population of cells that are able to target different segments of a principal

neuron and filter incoming signals in various ways. Thus, a major caveat of our

results is the lack of differentiation between interneuron subtypes that were stimu-
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lated and recorded in these experiments (Freund and Buzsáki, 1996; Lapray et al.,

2012; Buzsáki and Chrobak, 1995).

Interestingly, despite this lack of differentiation between interneuron sub-

types, global stimulation of vHPCInterneuron resulted in a remarkable bias towards

vHPCNAc cells (Fig4.11). Indicating that interneurons in the vHPC have an inher-

ent bias towards silencing projections to the NAc. Thus, although previous work

has hinted that interneuron subtypes drive fine grain control of CA1 pyramidal cells

these results suggest that local interneurons preferentially target vHPCNAc cells re-

gardless of subtype specificity. This suggests that BA long-range input is able to

bidirectionally control the level of excitability to vHPCNAc cells by biasing local in-

hibitory activity away or towards vHPCNAc cells. In line with this, our model circuit

suggests that long-range inhibition is able to modulate local inhibition by targeting

and reducing the activity of vHPCBA cells (Fig4.12 and Fig4.8). Interestingly, based

on our CRACM findings this effect did not result from direct lateral inhibition by

vHPCBA driving larger feed-back activity from to interneurons (Fig4.10) but rather

preferential targeting of vHPCBA cells by BA long-range inhibition (Fig4.6). This

further identifies long-range inhibition as a powerful modulator of pyramidal cells,

interneurons and local hippocampal circuitry.

The specificity of long-range inhibtiory projections in targeting cells within

the hippocampus has been extensively studied, long-range inhibition arising from

the medial septum, entorhinal cortex and brain stem were found to mainly target

interneurons over pyramidal cells in the vHPC (Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al.,

2016; Szonyi et al., 2019). Whereas long-range inhibtory input from the PFC com-

pletely avoided pyramidal cells and exclusively targeted interneurons located in the

border between the s.r and s.l.m (Malik et al., 2021). Interestingly, this projection

specifically targeted VIP interneurons over PV or SOM expressing interneurons in

CA1. VIP interneurons participate in a particular form of interneuron-interneuron

inhibition, thus VIP-expressing neurons are known to mediate circuit disinhibition
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by inhibiting the activity of surrounding interneurons (Acsády et al., 1996; Pi et al.,

2013). Therefore, inhibition of VIP interneurons by long-range PFC inhibitory in-

put resulted in an increase in feed-forward inhibition that directly affected the firing

rate of CA1 pyramidal neurons (Malik et al., 2021). In contrast, LRIP originating

from the EC predominantly targeted interneurons in the hippocampus resulting in

the reduction of feed-forward inhibition in the hippocampus (Melzer et al., 2012;

Basu et al., 2016). This reduction in feed-forward activity is similar to the results

obtained from our circuit modeling in which we found that increasing long-range

input resulted in an overall decrease of vHPCInterneuron firing (Fig 4.12). However,

our model design assumes that BA input is in isolation of other extra and intra hip-

pocampal inputs and so there is a loss of fine grain changes that may affect interneu-

ron firing. We generally relied on background simulation of activity to recapitulate

hippocampal activity however the integration of EC and SC input will certainly in-

crease model accuracy. Together this work emphasises the importance of interneu-

ron subtypes in regulating hippocampal circuit activity, thus a major caveat of our

results is that we did not discriminate between the interneuron subtypes targeted by

long-range input from the BA.

However, it is reasonable to assume a level of interneuron specificity target-

ing by both excitatory and inhibitory BA projections based on the recorded con-

nectivity rate (Fig4.9). Given that our model shows that the overall feed-forward

inhibitory input was reduced, it is unlikely that long-range inhibition targets VIP-

expressing interneurons that mediate circuit disinhibition. This assumption is based

on previous work that showed LRIP targeting of VIP interneurons results in an in-

crease of feed-forward inhibition (Malik et al., 2021). Alternatively, our CRACM

results actually imply that BA mediates circuit disinhibition by directly targeting

pyramidal cells in the vHPC in a projection specific manner. This result is in

stark contrast of previously investigated long-range inhibitory projections in the

hippocampus, which require coactivation of SC and EC input to drive IPSCs in

CA1 pyramidal cells (Basu et al., 2016; Malik et al., 2021).
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Although this investigation was limited to three projection targets and did

not categorise interneurons based on their subtypes our results suggest that BA in-

put is a powerful modulator of hippocampal circuitry. Overall, the preferentially

targeting of pyramidal cells by BA excitatory and inhibitory input fits well with the

idea that BA projections are well placed to override hippocampal microcircuitry to

integrate new contextual information and directly change behaviour.

In summary, our results suggest that long-range inhibitory input acts as a

gate for projection specific control by mainly targeting projection cells in the vHPC

and indirectly modulating interneuron activity. Ultimately, increasing long-range

inhibitory input switches activity from vHPCBA to vHPCNAc. Despite the fact that

long-range inhibition is a main feature of hippocampal circuitry, its role in directing

the activity of circuits during behaviour remains poorly understood. Thus in the next

chapter I focus on the behavioural effect of this gating mechanism to understand the

consequence of activating vHPCNAc cells by BA long-range inhibition.



Chapter 5

BA:vHPC promotes the formation of

place preference

5.1 Introduction

The vHPC is implicated in a range of behaviours from anxiety, reward learning and

goal directed behaviours. Increasingly it has been shown that these behaviours are

controlled via activity of parallel populations of cells that project to distinct down-

stream targets. For example projections to the NAc provide information regarding

reward location and retrieval, whereas projections to the PFC support resolution of

approach-avoidance conflicts and projections to the BA are involved in contextual

learning (Jimenez et al., 2018; LeGates et al., 2018; Ciocchi et al., 2015a; Kim and

Cho, 2020). Therefore, the relative dual role of the vHPC in mediating anxiety

and reward could potentially be controlled via projection specific targeting of cell

populations in the vHPC. As shown in chapters 2 and 3, a distinguishing feature

of vHPC connectivity is dense input from the BA, this circuit is well placed to in-

tegrate information regarding the nature of environmental cues, whether rewarding

or threatening and support goal directed and anxiety like behaviour. However, it is
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unknown how BA input targets these projection populations to inform behaviour.

In the previous chapter, I map the functional impact of BA input on the var-

ious projection populations within the vHPC and show that BA input, composed of

both direct excitatory and inhibitory projections target distinct parts of vHPC cir-

cuitry. Using CRACM, I show that whereas BA excitatory input targets both BA

and NAc projecting cells equally, long-range inhibitory input preferentially targets

vHPCBA cells. Our model predicts that specific inhibition of BA projecting cells by

BA long-range inhibition results in the recruitment and activation of NAc projecting

cells. This projection population is strongly modulated around reward locations to

promote goal-directed behaviour (Ciocchi et al., 2015a; Strange et al., 2014). More-

over, activation of hippocampal input to the NAc results in formation of conditioned

place preference (CPP) and inhibition of this input results in a loss of CPP and re-

ward seeking behaviour (LeGates et al., 2018; Trouche et al., 2019). Conversely,

studies have shown involvement of amygdala:hippcampal circuit in mediating anx-

iety and contextual learning in fear conditioning. Electrical and optical stimulation

of this BA axon terminals in the vHPC induces stress and anxiety-like behaviours

in animals, whereas inhibition of amygdala input has been shown to be anxiolytic

(Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013). However, as demonstrated in chapter 2, BA input is in

fact composed of both direct excitatory and inhibitory input, identification of long-

range inhibition within this circuit as a potential switch between population activity

complicates this relatively simple picture of amygdala:hippocampas role in anxiety.

Our circuit analysis suggests that long-range inhibition from the BA would

drive vHPCNAc cell activity, given the role of this population in forming place-

value associations I predict that activation of both excitatory and inhibitory BA

input would drive place preference and have no effect on anxiety. Additionally, that

formation of place preference is mediated by vHPCNAc cells and selective inhibi-

tion of this projection population would reverse BA input mediated place prefer-

ence. Our circuit analysis further suggest that sole activation of excitatory BA input
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would be insufficient to drive reward associations as it preferentially drives activity

of vHPCBA cells over vHPCNAc cells. Therefore, I hypothesise that reward medi-

ated behaviour that is able to drive place preference will be dependent on long-range

inhibition of BA projecting cells and activation of NAc projecting cells.

Overall, in this chapter I aim to investigate the behavioural consequence of

excitatory and inhibitory BA:vHPC projections to understand the dual role of vHPC

in mediating anxiety and reward. Using a combination of opto and chemogenetics, I

will investigate the relative contribution of excitatory and inhibitory input in driving

BA and NAc projecting cells in promoting place preference.
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5.2 Results

5.2.1 BA to vHPC input has no effect on anxiety.

Classically the BA:vHPC circuit has been associated with anxiogenic behaviour

(Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013). Stimulation of this input in vivo reduces total time spent

in the open arm of the elevated plus maze (EPM), a widely used measure of anxiety-

related behaviour (Walf and Frye, 2007). However, having identified a novel parallel

long-range inhibitory projection as part of this input, I next wanted to understand

the effect of this projection on anxiety-like behaviours.

To probe the behavioural consequence of co-activating both excitatory and

long-range inhibitory projections and its role in anxiety, I used an optogenetic strat-

egy to manipulate circuit function during behaviour. Having shown that ChR2

driven by the pan neuronal synapsin promoter can drive both excitatory and in-

hibitory projections from the BA in vitro (Fig3.5 and Fig3.3), I utilised this con-

struct to manipulate these projections in vivo. ChR2 driven by the synapsin pro-

moter was stereotaxically injected into the BA of WT animals and a unilateral optic

fiber was chronically implanted over vHPC to stimulate BA axon terminals during

EPM exploration (Fig 5.1 a). In a subset of animals, GFP was used as a control for

light delivery and behaviour.

Behavioural testing was split into three 3-min epochs, a baseline session in

which animals were allowed to explore both open and closed arms of the maze, fol-

lowed by a 3-min stimulation epoch in which a constant 20 Hz pulse was delivered

and a final 3-min ”off” epoch with no light stimulation (Fig5.1 b). Representative

animal trajectories during each epoch (Fig 5.1 c, example from a hsynp-ChR2 ani-

mal in blue and GFP animal shown in grey). Overall, there was no difference in time

spent in the open arm between hsynp-ChR2 animals and GFP controls at any of the
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behavioural epochs (Fig5.1 d, two-way repeated measures ANOVA; main effect of

epoch F(13.52,1.7)= 14.84, p = 0.00, main effect of group F(8,1)= 0.063, p = 0.8 inter-

action between group and epoch F(15.6,1.9)= 2.1, p = 0.15, hsynp-ChR2 in green, n

= 11 and GFP in grey, n = 9). Next, to look at tendency of animals to enter the open

arm rather than overall time spent, probability of entering the open arm was calcu-

lated. No measurable difference was detected between the two groups probability to

enter into the open arm (Fig5.1 e, two-way repeated measures ANOVA; main effect

of epoch F(12.2,1.5)= 9.9, p = 0.00, main effect of group F(8,1)= 0.08, p = 0.78, in-

teraction between group and epoch F(11.8,1.48)= 3.87, p = 0.06). Additionally, there

was no difference in total distance travelled between hsynp-ChR2 and GFP animals

(Fig5.1 f, two-way repeated measures ANOVA; main effect of epoch F(10.6,1.3)= 4.6,

p = 0.04, main effect of group F(8,1)= 0.36, p = 0.5, interaction between group and

epoch F(11.27,1.41)= 0.91, p = 0.4). Overall, these results suggest that stimulation of

hChR2:BA-vHPC has no effect on elevated plus maze, a commonly used assay for

anxiety in rodents.
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Figure 5.1: Optogenetic stimulation of BA terminals in the vHPC has no effect on
anxiety-related behaviours

a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of hsynp-Ch2 into the BA and
unilateral fiber in the vHPC. Scale bar = 2 cm. b. Schematic of behavioural paradigm.
c. Representative tracks of trajectories of hsynp-ChR2 animals in blue and GFP in grey.
Trajectories are shown in 3 min epochs, dotted lines represent open arms and solid lines
represent closed arms. d. Percent time spent in open arm, hsynp-ChR2 animals in green
and GFP in grey. e. Probability of entry into open arm, hsynp-ChR2 animals in green and
GFP in grey. f. Total distance travelled by hsynp-ChR2 animals in green and GFP in grey.
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5.2.2 BA to vHPC input is reinforcing.

Having shown that co-activating both excitatory and inhibitory input does not pro-

mote anxiety-like behaviours, I next sought to determine the role of this circuit in

motivated behaviour. Using a real time place preference assay (RTPP), a form of

pavlovian conditioning in which animals are free to explore a two-chamber appara-

tus where one side of the chamber is paired with an optical stimulus (see methods).

An increase in overall time spent in the conditioned chamber is considered rein-

forcing and whereas avoidance of the conditioned chamber is considered aversive.

Formation of place preference is a hallmark of vHPCNAc activity (Britt et al., 2012a;

LeGates et al., 2018), considering that our circuit analysis showed that activation

of both long-range excitatory and inhibitory BA projections results in increased

vHPCNAc activity, I hypothesised that activation of BA input would promote place

preference.

Using the same in vivo optogenetic strategy as described previously, hsynp-

ChR2 was injected in the BA and an optic fiber was unilaterally implanted into

the vHPC to optically stimulate BA terminals during behaviour. A real time place

preference assay (RTPP) was used to determine if optical activation of BA terminals

in the vHPC was sufficient to bias behaviour and promote place preference (Fig5.2

a). The two-chambers of the rectangle RTPP arena were identical and devoid of

any cues or contextual differences, such that the only distinguishable feature was

opto-coupling (see methods).

On day 1, animals were free to explore a two-chamber apparatus in which

neither chamber was coupled to photo-stimulation for baseline measurement of be-

haviour (Fig5.2 c, GFP animals in grey, n = 5 and hsynp-ChR2 animals in green,

n = 4). The following day, a 15 minute RTPP conditioning session was carried

out, mice received 20 Hz blue light photo-stimulation upon entering one of the

chambers and no light stimulation in the second chamber. During the conditioning
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session, animals expressing hsynp-ChR2 spent more time in the light-coupled com-

partment relative to non-stimulated chamber (Fig5.2 d). In contrast, GFP-control

animals exhibited on average no preference for either compartment and spent and

equal amount of time between the stimulated and non-stimulated chambers (Fig5.2

d). Overall, hsynp-ChR2 animals spent the majority of time in the light-coupled

chamber compared to GFP control animals (Fig5.2 d, 2-way ANOVA; main effect

of group; F(1,16) = 0.00 , p = 1; main effect of stimulation; F(1,16) = 1.46 , p = 0.24,

interaction of group and stimulation, F(1,16) = 5.98 , p = 0.02). Moreover, animals

showed no difference in total distance travelled indicating that optical stimulation

did not affect overall locomotion (Fig5.2 e, t-test, t = -0.8, p = 0.44). These re-

sults suggest that 20 Hz photo-stimulation of long-range excitatory and inhibitory

BA axons in the vHPC has a reinforcing effect that is sufficient to promote place

preference.
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Figure 5.2: Optogenetic stimulation of BA terminals in the vHPC promotes place pref-
erence.

a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of hsynp-Ch2 into the BA and
unilateral optic fiber in vHPC and schematic of behavioural paradigm. Scale bar = 15 cm.
b. Example heat maps of animals trajectory during 15 min RTPP session. c. Percent
time spent in 20 Hz light-coupled chamber (highlighted in blue) or 0 Hz non-light coupled
chamber during baseline habituation session, hsynp-ChR2 animals in green and GFP in
grey. d. Percent time spent in 20 Hz light-coupled chamber or 0 Hz non-light coupled
chamber during conditioning session, hsynp-ChR2 animals in green and GFP in grey. e.
Total distance travelled during conditioning session between GFP and ChR2 animals.
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5.2.3 Formation of place preference is mediated by activation of

NAc projecting vHPC cells in the BA:vHPC circuit.

Activation of the BA:vHPC promotes reinforcing behaviour in the RTPP assay and

had no effect on anxiety-like behaviours. Our circuit results suggests that this re-

inforcing role might be carried out by vHPCNAc activation due to long-range in-

hibitory input from the BA. To determine whether vHPCNAc activation is necessary

for the promotion of place preference within this circuit, I designed an experiment

using a combination of opto and chemogenetics to specifically inhibit vHPCNAc

cells while simultaneously stimulating BA terminals during RTPP (Fig5.3 a). As

previously described, hsynp-hChR2 was injected into the BA and an optic fiber was

chronically implanted in the vHPC to allow optic stimulation of excitatory and in-

hibitory BA terminals (Fig5.3 d, hsynp ChR2 axons in blue). To exclusively target

vHPCNAc cells, a retrograde virus expressing cre recombinase was injected into the

NAc, this construct will promote retrograde expression of cre in NAc projecting

cell bodies in the vHPC (Fig5.3 c, cre labelled vHPCNAc cells in magenta). Next to

allow manipulation of vHPCNAc cells in vivo, I injected a cre-dependent Gi-coupled

designer receptor exclusively activated by a designer drug (DREADD) that is based

on the kappa-opiod receptor (KORD) or cre-dependent smFP as a control in the

vHPC (Vardy et al., 2015).

This inter-sectional approach will promote the expression of KORD or smFP

exclusively in cre expressing NAc projecting hippocampal cells while simultane-

ously stimulating BA axons in the vHPC (Fig5.3). Using this approach, vHPCNAc

cells expressing KORD can be reversibly inhibited by subcutaneously injecting the

KORD agonist salvinorin B (SALB).

Firstly, to test the efficacy of KORD mediated inhibition of vHPCNAc cells

in vitro, AAVretro-cre was injected into the NAc and cre-dependent KORD was
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injected in the vHPC as previously described (Fig5.4 a). Following a 4 - 5 week

expression period, whole cell recordings in the current clamp configuration were

obtained from visually identified KORD + cells in hippocampal slices. vHPCNAc

cells showed robust firing in response to current injection (Fig5.4 b, example trace

from KORD+ cells pre SALB application shown in grey and post SALB appli-

cation shown in magenta). Bath application of SALB (100 nM) successfully hy-

perpolarised cells and induced an average voltage reduction of 2.5 mV (Fig5.4 e,

membrane potential before, mean = -72.72±2.4 mV and after application of SALB

mean = -75.22±2.52 mV, n = 5). Hypepolrisation of KORD+ cells membrane po-

tential resulted in an overall reduction of current induced action potentials (Fig 5.4

c, average number of action potentials before addition of SALB in black, and after

addition of SALB in magenta, n = 5). Therefore, these results confirm that cells

expressing the Gi-coupled designer receptor KORDs can be reliably inhibited with

SALB.
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Figure 5.3: Combined optogenetic and chemogenetic strategy to target NAc projecting
cells in the vHPC.

a. Experimental schematic showing combined chemogenetic and optogenetic strategy to
target vHPCNAc cells while stimulating BA terminals in the vHPC with a chronically im-
planted optic fiber. b. Coronal image showing labelled vHPCNAc cells in magenta and
hsynp terminals in blue. c. Individual channel cre-expressing vHPCNAc cells shown in b. d.
Individual channel hsynp-ChR2 terminals shown in b. Scale bar = 50 µm.
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Figure 5.4: Chemogentic manipulation of NAc projecting cells in vHPC.
a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of AAVretro-cre into the NAc and
FLEX-KORD and recording electrode in the vHPC. b. Example cell before bath application
of SALB (grey) and after SALB (magenta). Scale bar = 20 mV, 100 ms. c. Average number
of action potentials fired in response to current injection before (black) and after (magenta)
bath application of SALB. d. Example trace of KORD+ cell showing voltage change before
and after bath application of SALB (highlighted area). e. Average voltage recorded before
and after bath application of SALB.
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To test our hypothesis that vHPCNAc cells promote place preference,

KORD+ and KORD- animals, consisting of cre-dependent smFP construct or

non-cre (hChR2 only), were tested in the RTPP apparatus over two consecutive

days (Fig5.5 a). During the first day, animals received a subcutaneous injection of

vehicle control (DMSO), 15 minutes prior to conditioning session. As expected,

stimulation of BA terminals in both KORD+ and KORD- animals resulted in an

increase in overall time spent in the light-coupled chamber, replicating previous

results (Fig5.5 b, KORD+ animals in green, n = 4 , and KORD- animals in gray n

= 8). The following day, animals were given a subcutaneous injection of SALB (10

mg/kg) and placed in the testing apparatus. After SALB injection, KORD negative

animals maintained place preference for the light-coupled chamber whereas place

preference was abolished in KORD expressing animals (Fig5.5 c, KORD+ animals

in green, n = 4 , and KORD- animals in gray n = 8 ). Overall time spent in the 20 Hz

was reduced for KORD expressing animals between SALB and DMSO injection

days (Fig5.5 c, KORD+ animals in green, n = 4, paired t-test, t = 4.72, p = 0.017).

In contrast, control animals showed no change in preference between SALB and

DMSO and preference to 20Hz light paired chamber remained constant (Fig5.5 d,

KORD- animals in gray n = 8, paired t-test, t = -0.83, p = 0.429). Moreover, injec-

tion of SALB resulted in a 55% decrease in average time spent in the light-coupled

chamber for KORD expressing animals relative to controls (Fig5.5 e, individual

points represent each animal, Mann-Whitney, U = 2 , p = 0.000). There was no

difference in total distance travelled between groups (Fig5.5 f, Individual points

represent one animal, SALB day, t-test, t = 1.09, p = 0.3, DMSO day, t-test, t =

0.92, p = 0.37).

Together, these experiments support the hypothesis that BA input pro-

motes reinforcement of place preference throughout the activation and targeting

of vHPCNAc cells.
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Figure 5.5: Inhibition of NAc projecting cells results in a loss of place preference.
a. Schematic of RTPP assay. Scale bar = 15 cm. b. Percent time spent in light-coupled
chamber (highlighted in blue) and non-light stimulated chamber during day 1 of s.c DMSO
injection. KORD + animals in green and KORD - animals in grey. c. Percent time spent
in light-coupled chamber (highlighted in blue) and non-light stimulated chamber during
day 2 of s.c SALB injection. KORD + animals in green and KORD - animals in grey.
d. Comparison of percent time spent in light-coupled chamber with DMSO and SALB
injections. KORD+ animals shown in green and KORD - animals in grey. Horizontal
dotted line indicates 50% chance level. e. Calculated percent decrease of time spent in
light-coupled chamber across injection days. f. Distance travelled between KORD+ and
KORD- animals during testing days 1 and 2.
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5.2.4 BA excitatory input can not drive place preference.

Guided by our circuit model I hypothesised that in contrast to the effect of BA

long-range inhibition and excitation, excitatory input alone would not be able to

drive vHPCNAc activity and thus unable to promote place preference. To test this

hypothesis, I made use of a hChR2 construct under the CAMKii promoter to express

ChR2 in excitatory input. I injected CAMKii-hChR2 into the BA, and unilaterally

implanted an optic fiber in the vHPC to stimulate excitatory terminals during RTPP

(Fig5.6 a). In a subset of animals, a light insensitive GFP-construct was injected as

a control.

Animals from both groups showed no preference to either chamber during

the habituation session (Fig5.6 b, CAMKii-ChR2 animals in green, n = 5 , GFP

animals in gray, n = 4). This effect was maintained during the conditioning session,

CAMKii-ChR2 and control animals spent an equal amount of time in both cham-

bers and showed no preference to the light-coupled chamber (5.6 c, 2-way ANOVA

interaction of group and stimulation, F(1,14) = 1.21 , p = 0.28). There was no ob-

served difference in distance travelled in either group (Fig5.6 d, light blue points

represent individual mice, CAMKii:hChR2 = 4 and GFP = 5, t-test, t= -1.09, p =

0.30).

These results confirm the idea that BA excitatory input alone is unable to

drive place preference and that direct inhibitory input is required to drive the ob-

served reinforcing effect within this circuit.
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Figure 5.6: Optogenetic stimulation of excitatory BA input is unable to drive place
preference.

a. Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of CAMKii-ChR2 into the BA
and unilateral optic fiber implanted in vHPC. Schematic of RTPP assay. Scale bar = 15
cm. b. Percent time spent in 20 Hz light-coupled chamber (highlighted in blue) or 0 Hz
non-light coupled chamber during baseline habituation session, CAMKii-ChR2 animals in
green and GFP in grey. c. Percent time spent in 20 Hz light-coupled chamber or 0 Hz
non-light coupled chamber during conditioning session, CAMKii-ChR2 animals in green
and GFP in grey. d. Total distance travelled during conditioning session between GFP and
CAMKii-ChR2 animals.
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5.2.5 Inhibition of BA projecting vHPC cells induces place pref-

erence.

Based on our circuit model preferential targeting of vHPCBA cells by amygdalar

long-range inhibition drives activity of vHPCNAc cells, I therefore reasoned that

inhibition of vHPCBA cells would mimic long-range inhibitions effect and bias cir-

cuit activity to promote vHPCNAc firing and thus promote place preference. Using

the same method as previously described, CAMKii-ChR2 was injected into the BA

to target excitatory input from the BA. Additionally, to exclusively inhibit vHPCBA

cells, I injected AAVretro-cre into the BA and cre-dependent KORDs into the vHPC

(Fig 5.7 a). In order to control for KORDs activity, a cre-dependent GFP (SMfp)

was injected into the vHPC. Additionally, cre - animals expressing CAMKii-ChR2

were used as a positive control for cre. This method reliably labelled vHPCBA cells

(Fig 5.7 c and d, cre + cells shown in magenta) and CAMKii-ChR2 axons in the

vHPC (Fig5.7 c and e, CAMKii-ChR2 axons shown in blue).
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Figure 5.7: Combined optogenetic and chemogenetic strategy to target BA projecting
cells in the vHPC

. a. Experimental schematic showing combined chemogenetic and optogenetic strategy to
target vHPCBA cells while stimulating excitatory BA terminals in the vHPC with a chron-
ically implanted optic fiber. b. Coronal image showing labelled vHPCBA cells in magenta
and CAMKii-hChR2 terminals in blue. c. Individual channel of cre-expressing vHPCBA

cells shown in b. d. Individual channel of CAMKii-ChR2 terminals shown in b. Scale bar
= 50 µm.
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In this manner, vHPCBA can be reversibly inhibited using the KORD agonist

(SALB). To confirm selective inhibition of vHPCBA cells in slice, AAVretro-cre was

injected into the BA and cre-dependent KORD into the vHPC (Fig5.8 a). After 4 - 5

weeks, whole-cell recordings were obtained from m-citrine labelled KORD+ cells

in the vHPC. KORD+ cells showed robust firing in response to current injection,

which was reduced after bath application of SALB (100 nM) (Fig5.8 b, example

recording before application SALB in grey and after SALB in magenta). Overall

vHPCBA cells excitability was reduced with the selective KORD agonist SALB,

indicating that this construct is able to hyperpolarise and inhibit cells (Fig5.8 e,

mean voltage pre application of SALB = -69.79±2.7 mV and post application of

SALB = -72.11±2.71 mV, n = 2).
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Figure 5.8: Chemogentic manipulation of BA projecting cells in vHPC.
a.Experimental schematic showing stereotaxic injection of AAVretro-cre into the BA and
FLEX-KORD and recording electrode in the vHPC. b. Example cell before bath application
of SALB (grey) and after SALB (magenta). Scale bar = 20 mV, 100 ms. c. Average number
of action potentials fired in response to current injection before (black) and after (magenta)
bath application of SALB. d. Example trace of KORD+ cell showing voltage change before
and after bath application of SALB (highlighted area). e. Average voltage recorded before
and after bath application of SALB.
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Next, RTPP assay was repeated with combined optogenetic mediated acti-

vation of excitatory BA input and chemogenetic inhibition of vHPCBA cells. As

expected, during day 1, subcutaneous injection of vehicle (DMSO) did not result in

formation of place preference in either KORD+ or KORD- animal groups (Fig5.9

b). However, place preference was successfully induced in KORD+ animals upon

injection of SALB (Fig5.9 c, n = 5). In contrast, KORD- animals, composed of both

cre-GFP and CAMKii-hChR2, showed no preference for either chamber (Fig5.9 c, n

= 7). There was a marked increase in time spent in the opto-stimulated chamber af-

ter SALB injection in KORD expressing animals ( Fig5.9 d, KORD+ animals shown

in green, paired t-test, t = -4.19, p = 0.014). Conversely, KORD- animals showed

no preference after SALB injection (Fig5.9 d, KORD- animals in grey, paired t-test,

t = - 0.92, p = 0.39). Overall, KORD+ animals exhibited a 28.8% increase in pref-

erence for the light-coupled chamber (5.9 e, light blue points represent individual

animals, Mann-Whitney, U = 8, p = 0.020 ). Moreover, there was no difference in

total distance travelled between KORD expressing and control animals (Fig5.9 f,

light blue points represent individual mice, distance travelled during day 2 (SALB),

t-test, t = 0.28, p = 0.784 and distance travelled during day 1 (DMSO), t-test, t =

-0.53, p = 0.605).

These results show that selective inhibition of vHPCBA despite continuous

activation of BA excitatory input is able to induce place preference indicating that

inhibition of vHPCBA cells is sufficient to promote place preference. Consistent

with our model prediction, inhibition of vHPCBA cells via long-range inhibition is

necessary to switch circuit activity from vHPCBA to vHPCNAc cells and in this way

promote place preference.
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Figure 5.9: Inhibition of BA projecting cells induces place preference.
a. Schematic of RTPP assay. Scale bar = 15 cm. b. Percent time spent in light-coupled
chamber (highlighted in blue) and non-light stimulated chamber during day 1 of s.c DMSO
injection. KORD + animals in green and KORD - animals in grey. c. Percent time spent
in light-coupled chamber (highlighted in blue) and non-light stimulated chamber during
day 2 of s.c SALB injection. KORD + animals in green and KORD - animals in grey.
d. Comparison of percent time spent in light-coupled chamber with DMSO and SALB
injections. KORD+ animals shown in green and KORD - animals in grey. Horizontal
dotted line indicates 50% chance level. e. Calculated percent decrease of time spent in
light-coupled chamber across injection days. f. Distance travelled between KORD + and
KORD - animals during testing days 1 and 2.
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5.3 Discussion

In this chapter I have identified a role for the BA:vHPC circuit in promoting place

preference. Through utilising the hsynp-ChR2 and CAMKii-ChR2 constructs to

parse the role of BA long-range excitation and inhibition I find that place prefer-

ence is dependent on the activation of long-range inhibition and can not be driven

by excitatory input alone (Fig5.2 and Fig5.6). Using a combination of in vivo op-

togenetics and chemogenetics I have highlighted the behavioural role of long-range

excitatory and inhibitory projections from the BA in driving place preference by

selective targeting vHPCNAc cells(Fig5.5). Additionally, through chemogenetic in-

hibition of vHPCBA cells and artificially increasing the amount of inhibition it was

possible to induce place preference indicating that place preference is dependent on

the role of long-range inhibition in silencing vHPCBA cells and driving vHPCNAc

activity to promote place preference (Fig5.9).

5.3.1 Activation of excitatory and inhibitory projections has no

effect on anxiety

Previous work investigating the role of this circuit has demonstrated that optical

stimulation of BLA terminals in the vHPC during EPM results in an increase in

anxiety-like behaviour whereas inhibition of this pathway is anxiolytic (Felix-Ortiz

et al., 2013). In contrast, here I show that stimulating BA input has no effect on

anxiety-like behaviours (Fig5.1). However, in these experiments I use hsynpp to

target both excitatory and inhibitory BA long-range inputs to the vHPC whereas

previous experiments exclusively used ChR2 driven by the CAMKii promoter to

investigate this circuit in vivo. As a consequence, previous studies showing an anx-

iogenic effect in the EPM are potentially only stimulating excitatory amygdalar

input (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013). Furthermore, in vitro recordings using either the

CAMKii or hsynpp promoter shown in chapter 3 indicate that these constructs drive
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parallel excitatory and inhibitory input supporting this assumption.

However, although stimulation of BLA terminals during exploration of the

entire EPM maze was shown to be sufficient to promote anxiety-like behaviour,

recent work has demonstrated that the control of approach/avoidance behaviour in

the EPM can be induced by stimulating terminals in a location-specific manner

Felix-Ortiz et al. (2013). For example, silencing of vCA1 pyramidal cells during

exploration of the open arm in EPM promotes exploratory behaviour but produces

no change in exploratory behaviour when stimulating in the closed arm of the EPM

(Jimenez et al., 2018). Similarly, zone-specific stimulation during exploration of

the EPM produces opposing effects when targeting anterior and posterior BLA pro-

jections (Pi et al., 2020). This suggests that although the vHPC is thought to be

enriched in anxiety encoding cells, the behavioural control of anxiety by vHPC

might display context-specificity ie the level of threat is heightened or dampened

by manipulating the vHPC at certain locations as the animal explores the EPM. In

line with this, different projection populations have been shown to encode separate

aspects of the maze, for example projections to the LH (vHPCLH) preferentially

encode the open arm of the EPM whereas vHPCBA are thought to be mainly en-

code the closed arm. Additionally, inhibitory cells are more active in the closed arm

whereas excitatory neurons were found to be open arm preferring (Jimenez et al.,

2018). Thus, stimulating BA terminals in specific locations within the EPM maze

may have altered the animals preference to either the open or closed arm.

Alternatively, this discrepancy in behavioural output may be related to re-

gional differences between BLA and BA. Increasingly, evidence supports opposing

behaviours associated with the anterior and posterior axis of both the BLA and BA

(Lutas et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2016b; Pi et al., 2020). Generally, aversive behaviours

are encoded anteriorly whereas more posterior regions are associated with appeti-

tive and approach behaviours. Interestingly, stimulation of aBLA projections in the

vCA1 promotes anxiety-like behaviour and avoidance whereas stimulation of pBLA
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promotes approach in the EPM. These results were also based on both zone-specific

stimulation during EPM exploration as well as cell-type specificity. In particular,

stimulating aBLA at the decision point of entering the open arm recruited calbindin

negative cells in the deep sublayer of vCA1 and promoted avoidance whereas stim-

ulation of pBLA recruited calbindin positive cells in the superficial layer of vCA1

and induced approach behaviour (Pi et al., 2020). Interestingly, work done in our

lab has found that cells that are segregated in a similar way are PFC-projecting that

also promote approach or avoidance during EPM exploration. Collectively, this

suggests that amygdalar input may mediate anxiety-like behaviours by recruiting

PFC-projecting cells in the vHPC (Sánchez-Bellot and MacAskill, 2020). PFC-

projecting cells have consistently been shown to control and encode approach and

avoidance conflict in the vHPC circuit (Adhikari et al., 2010; Padilla-Coreano et al.,

2016; Ciocchi et al., 2015a). However, our CRACM data has shown that BA input

completely avoids PFC-projecting cells which is compatible to our lack of effect in

the EPM (Fig4.5 and Fig4.5). Thus, BLA and BA may engage separable projection

populations to mediate approach/avoidance behaviour. However, it is important to

note that the majority of these studies focus on excitatory input alone, whereas my

results indicate that the combination of both excitation and inhibition has different

behavioural consequences (Fig5.1, Fig5.2 and Fig5.6).

5.3.2 BA input targeting of vHPCNAc projection population con-

trols formation of place preference

The lack of effect during exploration of the EPM coupled with our CRACM data

suggesting that long-range inhibition drives activity of vHPCNAc cells prompted me

to investigate the consequence of stimulating BA terminals during RTPP. Surpris-

ingly, activation of BA input resulted in a reinforcing effect. To our knowledge

this is the first report of such an effect in the BA:vHPC circuit (Fig5.2). Previ-

ous work has shown that promotion of real time place preference is a hallmark of

vHPCNAc activity. Specifically, this population of cells is implicated in the forma-
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tion of space-reward associations (Britt et al., 2012b; Ciocchi et al., 2015a; LeGates

et al., 2018; Trouche et al., 2019). This suggests that BA input promotes rein-

forcement in RTPP by preferentially activating vHPCNAc cells. This idea is further

supported by our CRACM and modelling data that showed BA input results in ac-

tivation of vHPCNAc projections (Fig4.12). Remarkably, I found that selective inhi-

bition of vHPCNAc while continuously stimulating BA terminals in the vHPC failed

to promote place preference. Additionally, there was a clear reduction in overall

time spent in the stimulation chamber suggesting that this manipulation induced an

aversive response (Fig5.5).

Aversion in the hippocampal circuit has been associated with vHPC projec-

tions to the LH, which are located in the deep layer of vCA1. Projections to the

LH, have been shown to encode negative valence, and stimulation of this projection

results in both aversion in the RTPP as well as produces anxiety-like behaviours

in the EPM (Jimenez et al., 2018). This effect overlaps with recent work that has

shown that non-projection specific activation of cells in the deep sublayer of vCA1

by aBLA promotes anxiety-like behaviour (Pi et al., 2020). Thus, the inhibition of

vHPCNAc cells may have resulted in an imbalance within the BA:vHPC circuit and

the recruitment of vHPCLH cells driving aversion. However, vHPCLH cells were

not included in our study, therefore this possibility was not directly investigated.

Overall, this suggests that amygdalar input is able to bidirectionally control valence

by recruiting distinct groups of cells in the vHPC. Here I show that the behavioural

effect seen during RTPP is dependent on the specific recruitment of vHPCNAc by

long-range BA input (Fig5.5). This is consistent with work demonstrating that cells

in the vHPC defined by their projection targets drive and encode certain behaviours

(Jimenez et al., 2018; Ciocchi et al., 2015a).
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5.3.3 Divergent behavioural output of long-range BA input

Guided by our CRACM and modelling data I predicted that the reinforcing effect

seen in the hsynp condition was preferentially driven by long-range inhibitory in-

put. Specifically that long-range inhibition promoted activation of vHPCNAc by

selective inhibition of vHPCBA cells. This led us to predict that (1) excitatory input

is insufficient to promote reinforcement during RTPP and (2) artificially inhibit-

ing vHPCBA cells would mimic the effect of long-range inhibition and induce place

preference in RTPP. Interestingly, stimulation of excitatory input using the CAMKii

promoter was insufficient to produce place preference. Interestingly however, stim-

ulation of excitatory BA input did not result in an aversive response (Fig 5.6). This

is consistent with our CRACM results which demonstrates that BA excitatory in-

put promotes the activity of both BA and NAc projecting cells equally (Fig 4.4 and

Fig4.8). Suggesting that a level of vHPCNAc activity is still present in the excitatory

condition which promotes a healthy level of exploration whereas the complete lack

of vHPCNAc activity such as in Fig5.5 reduces exploratory behaviour and promotes

avoidance. This is consistent with previous work showing that vHPCNAc cells are

heavily modulated by reward and show alterations in firing rate upon entry into a

rewarded zone (Ciocchi et al., 2015a; LeGates et al., 2018). Conversely, although

activation of BA projection in the vHPC has been shown to be anxiogenic, vHPCBA

cells activity increases in the open arm of the EPM indicating that these cells prefer-

entially encode the ”safe” non-threatening environment of the EPM (Jimenez et al.,

2018). Moreover, cells in the amygdala that project to the vHPC have been shown

to be non-selective for either negative or positive stimuli (Beyeler et al., 2016). This

suggest that BA input to the vHPC is able to represent both negative and positive

stimuli perhaps by combining contextual information provided by the environment

to drive approach or avoidance based on environmental or contextual signals present

(Pi et al., 2020; Kim and Cho, 2020). This poses the intriguing possibility that BA

excitatory input may drive avoidance and anxiety specifically in anxiety-inducing

environments such as the EPM. Thus, the combined effect of inhibitory loss and
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the lack of threatening or reinforcing cues in the RTPP chamber results in indiffer-

ence (Fig5.6). Although an anxiogenic role of excitatory BA during EPM could not

be determined due to insufficient time and resources to complete these experiments

this hypothesis is consistent with previous work that has shown an anxiogenic effect

of stimulating excitatory amygdalar terminals in the vHPC (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013;

Pi et al., 2020).

Interestingly, the lack of preference produced by stimulation of excitatory

BA input was reversed by selectively inhibition of vHPCBA cells indicating that si-

lencing of this projection population supports place preference. In contrast, non-

projection specific inhibition of vCA1 pyramidal cells does not support RTPP

(Jimenez et al., 2018). This suggests that similar to excitation, inhibition is able

to modulate hippocampal activity and behaviour through projection-specific con-

trol of vHPC populations.

The behavioural consequence of stimulating BA long-range inhibitory pro-

jections in the vHPC are less clear. In line with our findings, previous work has

shown that stimulating amygdalar LRIP produces an appetitive effect that is suffi-

cient to promote RTPP and reward-seeking behaviour (Seo et al., 2016). In contrast,

optical stimulation of long-range inhibitory projection in the hippocampus results in

a variety of behavioural changes related to novel object recognition and contextual

memory. For example, optogenetic stimulation of PV+ septo-hippocampal, PFC

and LEC GABAergic projections increases exploration of novel objects (Gangad-

haran et al., 2016; Malik et al., 2021; Basu et al., 2016). In fact, pharmacogenetic

inhibition of LEC GABAergic projection in the hippocampus reduced time explo-

ration of novel object (Basu et al., 2016). Similarly our findings show that long-

range inhibition within the BA:vHPC circuit is required to enhance exploration of

light-coupled chamber by recruiting cells in the vHPC in a projection specific man-

ner (Fig5.5 and Fig5.9). Conversely, exploration of novel objects does not evoke

activity in vCA1 (Jimenez et al., 2018). This suggests that long-range inhibitory
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projections uniquely support novelty detection and exploration. Considering the

role of the amygdala in forming cue association and the hippocampus in contex-

tual learning this potentially means that long-range inhibition is imposing a salient

signal to reinforce the light-coupled chamber despite minimal environmental cues.

Overall, I show that the BA:vHPC circuit modulates behavioural output

through preferential targeting of projection populations in the vHPC. In particu-

lar, these results demonstrate that inhibitory input is necessary to bias activity of

vHPCBA and vHPCNAc projection cells to promote the formation of place prefer-

ence.



Chapter 6

Discussion

6.0.1 Summary of findings

This thesis has focused on understanding the BA:vHPC pathway, specifically how

BA long-range input interacts with the various projection populations in the vHPC

to promote distinct behavioural outputs. Throughout this thesis I show that BA input

is composed of both excitatory and inhibitory projections that control behavioural

output by biasing activity between BA and NAc projection populations in the vHPC

to bidirectionally control the formation of place preference. The main questions this

thesis aimed to address were:

• Does the BA form functional excitatory and inhibitory synapses with

pyramidal cells in the vHPC?

In chapter 3, I show that excitatory and inhibitory cells in the BA project to

the vHPC. These projections form functional synapses with pyramidal cells in

the vHPC. Additionally I show that BA inhibitory input is composed of both

direct (long-range) and indirect (feed-forward) inhibition that targets pyrami-
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dal cells in the BA.

• Does excitatory and inhibitory input target cells in the vHPC based on

their projection targets?

Long-range BA input specifically targeted cells in the vHPC that projected to

the BA and NAc but not the PFC. Moreover, I found that direct inhibition was

biased to vHPC cells projecting back to the BA whereas indirect inhibition

preferentially targeted cells projecting to the NAc. In contrast, excitatory in-

put showed no bias to either projection and targeted both populations equally.

In addition, both excitatory and inhibitory input was able to drive interneuron

activity suggesting fine-grain control of inhibitory microcircuits in the vHPC.

Ultimately, this specificity in BA targeting of vHPC projections promotes the

activity of vHPCNAc cells by directly silencing vHPCBA cells. Overall, I found

a high level of specificity in the BA:vHPC circuit, in which long-range inhibi-

tion plays an important role in regulating cell activity in a projection specific

manner.

• How is vHPC behavioural output controlled by BA input?

Optogenetic stimulation of BA terminals promoted the formation of place

preference and did not have an anxiogenic effect when tested in the EPM.

Interestingly, I found that the ability of BA input to promote place pref-

erence is dependent on co-activation of excitatory and inhibitory terminals

from the BA, while stimulating excitatory input alone is unable to support

the formation of place preference. Specifically, I show that the formation of

place preference relied on the capacity of long-range inhibition from the BA

to bias activity from vHPCBA to vHPCNAc. Strikingly, silencing the activ-

ity of vHPCNAc cells while stimulating both excitatory and inhibitory input

during RTPP abolishes place preference. In contrast, silencing the activity
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of vHPCBA in the CAMKii condition mimics the function of long-range in-

hibition and is sufficient to induce place preference. Thus, long-range in-

hibitory input from the BA is able to bidirectionally control behavioural out-

put through projection-specific targeting of pyramidal cell populations in the

vHPC.

6.0.2 Discussion

6.0.2.1 The role of BA:vHPC circuit in guiding exploratory and mo-

tivated behaviour

The hippocampus is able to integrate multiplex stimuli to predict behaviourally

salient events and outcomes. This convergence of sensory and motor information

is important in the regulation of approach/avoidance conflicts. Making the decision

to approach or avoid a certain situation requires an assessment of relevant sensory

and motivational cues that have either been previously experienced or are innately

known. However, an ambiguous or conflicting cue requires exploration to provide

evidence that promote either the decision to approach or avoid (Bryant and Barker,

2020; Schumacher et al., 2016). The hippocampus is especially implicated in pro-

cessing conflicting stimuli to promote approach or avoidance through its function as

a comparator (Pennartz et al., 2011b; Ito and Lee, 2016). Imbalance in this process

results in aberrant behavioural responses, excessive approach for example results in

uncontrolled reward seeking behaviour seen in addiction whereas increased avoid-

ance results in anxiety-like behaviours. Interestingly, animals with hippocampal le-

sions continue to display approach responses even when punished or in the absence

of reward (Franchina and Brown, 1970; Ito et al., 2005; Isaacson and Wickelgren,

1962).

Lesions to the vHPC specifically increase approach behaviour in response
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to cues with conflicting valence despite maintaining the ability to learn the valence

associated with appetitive or aversive outcomes (Schumacher et al., 2016). This

ability to control approach or avoidance is thought to be related in part to a lack

of sensitivity to the salience of valence-associated cues. This is in line with the

behavioural inhibition theory proposed by Gray (Gray, 1982), which states that the

vHPC is able to mediate avoidance by increasing the salience of negatively charged

stimuli in a dangerous environment. This idea is equivalent to the data presented

in this thesis, in which I argue that BA input mediates approach or avoidance by

controlling the salience of environmental stimuli through long-range inhibition that

recruits vHPCNAc to explore the environment in order to gather evidence.

Interestingly, synchronised activity between the vHPC and BLA shows cor-

relation with behavioural output in the EPM, increased activity is associated with

reduced exploration of the open arm while decreased activity promotes exploration

(Jacinto et al., 2016). Similarly, inhibition of BLA terminals in the vHPC has been

associated with increased exploration in the resident intruder test whereas opto-

genetic stimulation of this projection reduces social exploration (Felix-Ortiz and

Tye, 2014). Moreover, although social exploration and memory induces activity in

vHPC projections to the BLA and NAc, the role of the vHPC in mediating social

exploration and memory was shown to be specific to vHPCNAc. Inhibition of this

projection results in a reduced exploration of a novel mouse during the resident in-

truder test (Okuyama et al., 2016). This suggests an interplay between amygdala

input and vHPCNAc cells that is able to promote novelty exploration. These results

are in line with our CRACM and modeling data which show that long-range inhibi-

tion from the BA promotes the activity of vHPCNAc cells which is essential for the

formation of place preference (Fig4.8, Fig5.5 and Fig4.12).

Generally, this fits well with the definition of the NAc as the limbic-motor

interface and the amygdala as sensory hub that is able to evaluate the significance

and value of sensory stimuli to build contextual associations that define behavioural
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states (Ito et al., 2008; Mogenson et al., 1980; Jimenez et al., 2018; Gründemann

et al., 2019; McDonald and Mott, 2016; Kim and Cho, 2020). In line with this,

research investigating the fear response which predominantly focuses on the vHPC

and amygdala circuit confirms this idea of cue-associated learning. Optogenetic

manipulation of vHPC input to the BA renders animals insensitive to learned fear-

associated cues (Jimenez et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2016). Moreover, vHPCBA cells

exclusively convey information regarding contextual-associations to the the BA.

vHPCBA drive synaptic changes in a subset of BA cells after contextual association

are formed during fear-learning. In addition, chemogenetic inactivation of vHPCBA

during training in a contextual fear conditioning paradigm resulted in a reduction

in freezing behaviour suggesting that this projection population is important for the

acquisition of fear (Kim and Cho, 2020). Together, this suggests that vHPCBA are

sensitive to environmental stimuli and responsible for forming contextual associa-

tions in the BA:vHPC circuit.

However this function of the amygdala is not specific to the fear response.

Recent studies have identified a broader role for the amygdala in learning and in-

tegrating salient cues to encode a wide range of behavioural states. In this model,

the amygdala carries out specific value calculations to guide and reinforce moti-

vated behaviour (Gründemann et al., 2019; Lutas et al., 2019; Malvaez et al., 2019;

Kim et al., 2016a; Namburi et al., 2015b). For example, amygdala-hippocampus

interactions are important in context-induced cocaine seeking and pharmacologi-

cal inhibition of this projection results in reduced cocaine-seeking behaviour (Wells

et al., 2011; Fuchs et al., 2009). Consistent with this idea, plasticity in valence

associations driven by contextual memories is linked to neural populations in the

hippocampus, specifically the DG, whereas neurons in the BLA although reliably

encode fear and reward associated memories were nonmalleable to optogenetic ma-

nipulations (Redondo, 2014).

Additionally, although vHPCBA cells were previously shown to over repre-
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sent the closed arm of the EPM, a third of recorded cells were found to be neutral

and almost half were highly active in the open arm, suggesting that vHPCBA cells

are able to dynamically represent the environment (Jimenez et al., 2018). Recent

work has also demonstrated that vHPCBA are responsive to novel contexts as well

as negatively-paired contexts (Kim and Cho, 2020). Together this suggests that

vHPCBA are able to dynamically represent the environment and successfully com-

bine sensory cues to provide contextual information that efficiently drives behaviour

(Pi et al., 2020).

Overall, this suggests that while the amygdala is required for the formation

and expression of cue-associations, the hippocampus deliberates between conflict-

ing cues through promoting exploratory behaviour to collect environmental evi-

dence in response to ambiguous stimuli. Thus, I propose that BA input provides in-

formation about learned cue associations and that vHPCBA cells are predominantly

involved in detecting changes in the environment to promote plasticity in valence-

associations in the vHPC. This role is in line with previous work focused on fear

conditioning and data shown throughout this thesis in which BA input is able to

bidirectionally control the valence associated with chambers during RTPP (Fig 5.9

and Fig5.5).

6.0.2.2 Amygdalar input alters hippocampal physiology to promote

goal-directed behaviour

Place cells create receptive fields that are not only driven by physical location but

also rewards and complex attributes of goal directed behaviour. These cells are

therefore able to dynamically encode the environment as well as drive certain be-

haviours. Recent work has shown that place cells are also extremely sensitive to

reward and motivational cues such as thirst and hunger (Robinson et al., 2020;

Kennedy and Shapiro, 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2003)
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Importantly, changes in environmental contexts also trigger changes in place

field firing, which are often a result of changes in inhibitory firing rates (Sheffield

et al., 2017; Larkin et al., 2014). For example VIP-expressing interneurons recruit

and concentrate place cells around reward and goal locations (Turi et al., 2019).

Importantly, previous work has shown that the formation of neural ensembles dur-

ing goal-directed behaviour requires the reconfiguration of pyramidal cells synaptic

weights by interneurons (Dupret et al., 2013). This is consistent with our CRACM

showing that activation of long-range inhibition from the BA shifts synaptic weight

between two projection populations to promote approach during RTPP (Fig4.6,

Fig4.12, Fig5.5).

In line with this, it has been recently shown that suppression of hippocampal

activity is necessary for the promotion of goal-directed behaviour. For example,

optogenetic silencing of vHPC but not dHPC reduces overall population activity

and is required for goal-directed behaviour. Moreover, activity in the vHPC was

specifically reduced during approach behaviour but rapidly increased after reward

delivery. Interestingly, a sustained decrease in vHPC was also a hallmark of suc-

cessful reward and avoidance trials. Consistent with this, inhibition of the vHPC

resulted in an increase in lever pressing and reduced the latency to complete these

trial indicating an increase in impulsive and approach behaviour. This suggests that

suppression of vHPC activity is required for goal-directed level pressing to receive

either reward or avoid punishment (Yoshida et al., 2019). This idea is consistent

with the role of long-range inhibition in suppressing BA projections to promote

reinforcement in RTPP (Fig 5.5 and Fig 5.9). Thus, unlike previously investigated

LRIP in the vHPC, GABAergic projections from the BA predominantly target pyra-

midal cells in the vHPC (Fig 4.9, Fig 3.5, Fig 3.6, Fig4.6) and therefore provide a

strong inhibitory mechanism that is able to promote approach and potentially goal-

directed behaviours (Melzer and Monyer, 2020; Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al.,

2016; Malik et al., 2021; Ito and Yoshida, 1966).
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The suppression of vHPC activity during goal directed behaviour is though

to be attributed to the need to suppress negative emotional states that would other-

wise promote anxiety when deliberating a choice or pursuing a goal. Physiological

and behavioural changes induced by aversive experiences in the vHPC have con-

tinuously been shown to be mediated by the amygdala (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013).

Moreover, aversive experiences resulted in enhanced functional connectivity be-

tween the amygdala and the hippocampus, especially after exposure to stress (Felix-

Ortiz et al., 2013; Ghosh et al., 2013; Maggio and Segal, 2012; Jacinto et al., 2016)

jacinto 2013. These negative behavioural states driven by amygdala connectivity

alter place cell activity and disrupt spatial learning (Park et al., 2015; Kim et al.,

2015a).

Consistent with this in vivo stimulation of amygdala fibers in the hippocam-

pus induces stress and results in alterations in place cell specificity and firing while

lesions to the amygdala abolishes these physiological affects and promotes place

cell stability but results in aberrant behavioural responses (Kim et al., 2012; Donzis

et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2015a). Interestingly, disruption of place cells in stressed

animals shifted the representation of place fields from spatial-based to more non-

spatial based cues during Morris water maze. Stressed animals relied on visual and

local cues more than controls, and their place field were more tuned towards salient

cues in the environement. Collectively, this suggest that emotional events result in

the recruitment of amygdalar input that is able to alter place cell firing and promote

a contextual-based approach in directing behaviour (Park et al., 2015).

Conversely, the response to stress is mediated by vHPCNAc cells and not

vHPCBA cells (Eagle et al., 2020). Increased excitability of this projection regulates

susceptibility to stress and is essential for stress resilience (Bagot et al., 2015). Thus,

controlling the excitability of vHPCNAc projections is an important factor in stress

resilience and motivation. This is consistent with CRACM data presented in this

thesis showing that interneurons in the vHPC preferentially inhibit vHPCNAc cells
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(Fig 4.11). Moreover, long-range input from the BA is able to control the excitabil-

ity of vHPCNAc cells through regulating the levels of inhibition that vHPCNAc cells

receive thereby maintaining exploratory behaviour in the RTPP ( Fig4.4, Fig4.8,

Fig4.12 and Fig5.5).

In summary, amygdalar input is able to alter hippocampal physiology firstly

by providing inhibitory control of activity in the vHPC to potentially promote the

formation of neural ensembles that are necessary for the control of approach and

the formation of goal-directed behaviour. Secondly, in line with Gray’s (Gray,

1982) inhibition of negative states, given the amygdalas role in encoding emotion-

ally charged sensory stimuli, suppressing the activity of vHPCBA which are impor-

tant for enconding contextual information may provide an efficient way to promote

exploration of an anxiogeneic or stressful environment. Finally, there is a clear

interaction between amygdalar input and recruitment of vHPCNAc cells which pro-

vides a direct way in which the amygdala is able to control exploration to promote

goal-directed behaviour.

6.0.2.3 Control of value and reward dynamics in the vHPC

The role of reward in the vHPC is only starting to be understood, and recent work

has identified a dedicated population of cells in the vHPC that respond exclusively

to reward (Gauthier and Tank, 2018). Importantly, reward is a powerful modulator

of place cells activity and animal behaviour (Robinson et al., 2020).

The role of the vHPC in reward coding has always been attributed to hip-

pocampal projections to the NAc. However, both dHPC and vHPC project to

the NAc and recent work has demonstrated that these projection engage diverging

NAc networks. In particular, although the vHPC-NAc is known to control reward-

seeking behaviour, NAc neurons showed minimal spiking activity in the vHPC dur-

ing awake SWR in a reward-related task (LeGates et al., 2018; Ciocchi et al., 2015a;
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Britt et al., 2012a). In contrast, NAc firing during dorsal hippocampus SWRs was

more tuned to reward related information (Lansink et al., 2009; Sosa et al., 2020;

Sjulson et al., 2018).

These diverging responses in dHPC and vHPC projections to the NAc may

be related to the nature of contextual cues presented. Indeed, alteration of NAc ac-

tivity have continuously been found to disrupt spatial learning in tasks that require

the dHPC (Schacter et al., 1989; Annett et al., 1989; Ferbinteanu and McDonald,

2001; Trouche et al., 2019). Additionally, when no cues are provided and naviga-

tion is dependent on path integration, firing in the dHPC and in the ventral striatum

was related to task-associated actions and increased specifically as the animal ap-

proached reward locations (Lansink et al., 2012; Pennartz et al., 2011b).

This is in line with the general role of the dHPC in spatial memory and

navigation and the vHPC mediating anxiety and encoding context cues, such a so-

cial exploration and stress which engage vHPCNAc (Okuyama et al., 2016; Eagle

et al., 2020). In parallel, context-based rather than spatial based strategy are also

adopted during stressful and aversive experiences, processes that are dependent on

amygdalar input (Park et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2015a,b; Donzis et al., 2013; Kim

et al., 2012). This suggests that amygdalar input mediates response to environmen-

tal changes through promoting a change in strategy from spatial to non-spatial cues

by recruiting NAc afferents in the ventral hippocampus. Given the general function

of the striatum in providing overall action strategy, this pattern of activity may po-

tentially encode action selection depending on contextual and spatial cues provided

by the vHPC and dHPC respectively (Markowitz et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2007). This

idea is supported by our CRACM results showing direct recruitment of vHPCNAc

cells by BA long-range input (Fig 4.6 and Fig4.4) that supports reinforcement dur-

ing RTPP (Fig5.5).

Amygdalar and hippocampal oscillatory activity has also been observed dur-
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ing reward expectation. In particular, neurons in the BLA responded to reward

whereas neurons in the hippocampus were shown to be correlated to task perfor-

mance. This suggests that the amygdala represents different values of rewards

while the hippocampus is involved in strategy and goal directed behaviour (Terada

et al., 2013). This idea is consistent with results presented in this thesis showing the

amygdalar input is reinforcing by selectively recruiting vHPCNAc to reinforce the

light-coupled chamber during RTPP (Fig 5.2 and Fig5.5).

Thus consistent with the idea that the amygdala is able to encode both neg-

ative and positive emotional states, this suggest that BA input provides information

regarding the expected outcome of environmental stimuli to promote approach or

avoidance by controlling vHPCNAc activity.

6.0.2.4 Inhibitory circuits in stimuli tuning, salience and novelty de-

tection

Hippocampal circuits exhibit remarkable plasticity, and are able to encode represen-

tations of new experiences with limited exposure (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994).

Several mechanisms have been identified that enable the hippocampus to reliably

encode new experiences while maintaining the integrity of previously learned mem-

ories including inhibitory tuning and dynamic reconfiguration of synaptic weights

(Bittner et al., 2017; Milstein et al., 2015, 2020). For example, the encoding of novel

experience results in a reduction in dendritic inhibition in the hippocampus (Bittner

et al., 2015; Sheffield et al., 2017; Geiller et al., 2020). Changes related to novelty

detection and encoding are thought to be mediated by dopimanergic or cholinergic

mechanisms that arise from the basal forebrain or brainstem (Takeuchi et al., 2016).

In line with this, optogenetic stimulation of hippocampal dopaminergic fibers pro-

motes exploration of novel environments (McNamara et al., 2014). Reciprocally,

stimulation of vHPC projections to the NAc increase dopimanergic release in the
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VTA (Floresco et al., 2001; Blaha, 1997). Moreover, rat models of schizophrenia

show hyperactivity in the ventral subiculum and increased dopamine release, result-

ing in over representation of stimuli (Grace, 2010). This suggests that long-range

inhibition from the BA may be able to indirectly regulate dopamine release and nov-

elty detection by controlling afferents to the NAc. Thus, inhibitory modulation of

hippocampal subcircuits is a potentially integral mechanism in the encoding of new

experiences and features of the environment. This idea is supported by data showing

that BA long-range inhibition promotes vHPCNAc activity (Fig4.12) whereas under

normal circumstances interneurons in the vH promote inhibition of this projection

(Fig4.11). This suggests that novelty detection and exploration is tightly regulated

in the vHPC and that BA input provides contextual information that disengages

normal hippocampal activity to promote exploration and novelty detection.

A recurring theme in long-range inhibitory projection features is (1) their

selective targeting of interneuron subtypes suggesting they engage in specific mi-

crocircuits and (2) their ability to respond to various sensory stimuli suggesting that

they primarily encode salience (Melzer et al., 2012; Basu et al., 2016; Melzer and

Monyer, 2020).

Sensitivity to sensory signals is crucial for contextual learning, for exam-

ple during fear conditioning the meaning of a the CS progressively changes and

becomes increasingly relevant so that the animal learns to associate the CS to the

US and displays defensive behaviour. In fact, inactivation of long-range inhibitory

projections in the hippocampus cause deficits in contextual learning. For example,

pharmacogenetic inhibition of LEC GABAergic projections in the vHPC during the

training phase of contextual fear-conditioning results in an increase in freezing be-

haviour when exposed to a novel context. This suggests that inhibition of LRIPs

disrupts learning and results in a generalised fear response across contexts (Basu

et al., 2016). Overall, inactivation of long-range inhibitory projections from and to

the hippocampus results in deficits to contextual learning and inappropriate freezing
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behaviour (Yamawaki et al., 2019; Szonyi et al., 2019; Basu et al., 2016). Indicat-

ing that these projections are particularly sensitive to changes in contextual cues in

the environment and are able to dynamically track and assign relevance of sensory

stimuli. This is also in line with previous work showing that long-range inhibitory

projections to the hippocampus are important for novelty detection and exploration

(Malik et al., 2021; Basu et al., 2016; Gangadharan et al., 2016). Although the

RTPP chamber in which animals were tested were devoid of any contextual cues

stimulation of BA input still resulted in increased time spent in the light-coupled

chamber suggesting that exploration of the light-coupled chamber was rewarding.

The ability to hone in and pay attention to a single sensory cue and learn

its relevance is especially important in areas like the hippocampus and amygdala

that are known to integrate multimodal information and uses it to update or change

behaviour. In line with this, the vHPC-amygdala pathway is involved in various as-

pects of fear conditioning and contextual learning. Therefore, long-range inhibition

in this pathway is potentially essential for the efficient integration of sensory and

contextual information to guide motivation and goal directed behaviour.

6.0.3 Limitations of Study

6.0.3.1 Potential confounding effects of optogenetic stimulation in

vitro and in vivo

The underlying assumption through this thesis is that input arising from the BA to

the vHPC is both excitatory and inhibitory. This is based specifically on optogenetic

experiments done in vitro, due to the anatomical proximity of the amygdala and

hippocampus the possibility of ChR2 spreading into the hippocampus is extremely

likely. Our quality control relied on identifying spread by eye and serially checking

all slices before recording, given that BA axons are concentrated in the ventral por-
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tion of the hippocampus any labelling of axons that was outside of this range was

considered ectopic and were not used for in vitro recording or behavioural analysis.

Additionally, cell bodies in the vHPC that were labelled with eYFP indicated spread

of ChR2 into the hippocampus and were therefore excluded. The spread of ChR2

into the hippocampus during behavioural experiments often resulted in seizures and

clear signs of stress and aversion during behaviour experiments. However despite

these mitigation’s we cannot fully discount bleed into the vHPC, the effects of this

must be taken into account when interpreting these results.

A second caveat is that there is the possibility of disynaptic excitation, while

in our feedforward experiments, this was required to see inhibitory input, disynaptic

excitatory currents may also contribute to our results. We minimised this as much

as possible by analysing light-evoked responses within a specific window, and the

markedly specific connectivity we found across projection populations is consis-

tent with monosynaptic connectivity. However, we cannot completely exclude con-

tamination by disynaptic events. The use of Tetrodotoxin (TTX) to block sodium

channels and disynaptic input in slice would have eliminated such confounds. Un-

fortunately, these experiments were not carried out due to time constraints and the

inability to isolate long-range inhibition after blocking sodium channels.

Overall, given the sparsity of recorded input and our anatomical identifi-

cation of long-range inhibitory cells from the BA I am relatively confident of the

results presented in this thesis.

6.0.3.2 Biophysical properties of neurons used in the model

Accurate representation of simulated neurons is an on-going issue in biology, typi-

cally mean values are used to capture whole population dynamics (Marder, 2011).

These mean values although insightful are problematic and produce results that

conflict with models that uses the true values of the individual neuron recorded
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(Golowasch et al., 2002). Overall, we chose our biophysical parameters based on

the mean values recorded from each projection population (Fig 4.2) with the excep-

tion of the leak current which was set according to previous studies (Fernandez and

White, 2010). However, using a uniform value for leak current across projection

populations did not change our results (AlSubaie et al., 2021).

Cellular parameters vary widely even across the same cell type, interestingly

work simulating more than 20 million biophysical variables including intrinsic and

synaptic properties of a three-cell model of the crustacean stomatogastric ganglion

shows that despite this variation circuit computations remain consistent (Prinz et al.,

2004; Marder, 2011). This suggest that circuit computations are robust and tightly

regulated. In our model, we focused on varying the strength of BA input as our data

focused on understanding how this projection interacted with different projection

populations in the vHPC. However, a more thorough analysis of the biophysical

parameters of vHPC projection neurons will provide exciting new insights into this

circuits function.

6.0.4 Synthesis

The ability of the hippocampus to control various behavioural output ranging from

stress to reward is thought to be dependent on parallel projection targets, here I

show that long-range input from the BA is able to control vHPC output by target-

ing vHPCBA and vHPCNAc cells. I argue that BA input in the vHPC controls a

motivational signal that encourages exploration in the pursuit of reward. This idea

is consistent with work showing that; (1) the amygdalas crucial role in providing

emotional/contextual meaning to sensory cues, whereas NAc activity is related to

exploring and action-outcome evaluations (2) place cells in the vHPC are modulated

by various non-spatial signals such as reward and stress that promote goal-directed

behaviour and (3) amygdalar input is able to directly modulate the properties of

hippocampal place cells. This thesis provides further evidence that long-range in-
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put from the BA is important in promoting the activity of distinct parallel projection

populations in the vHPC to promote the formation of place preference.

In summary, the ability of vHPCBA to dynamically encode the environment

and hippocampal LRIPs general role in novelty detection coupled with the multiple

lines of evidence that show an indirect interaction between BA input and vHPCNAc,

I predict that vHPCBA cells encode information regarding context, and that long-

range inhibition by BA targets this projection population to disengage the circuit

when new information becomes available. The detection of a novel stimulus in

the environment results in the recruitment of vHPCNAc cells to guide exploration,

encode reward and novelty through dopamine and thus promote goal directed be-

haviour.

6.0.5 Outlook and future experiments

As described in this thesis, the amygdala is a major source of input in the vHPC that

is able to regulate hippocampal circuits to promote diverging behavioural outputs.

Understanding this circuit is therefore essential to our overall understanding of hip-

pocamapl function. Although this thesis has provided exciting new insights into the

functions of the BA:vHPC circuit, several outstanding questions remain. Firstly,

the control of interneuron and thus inhibitory microcircuits by BA excitatory and

inhibitory projections is potentially an important contributor to hippocampal out-

put. Interneurons in the hippocampus compromise an enormously diverse group of

cells that are involved in different types of circuit calculations. Thus, understand-

ing BA:vHPC circuit specificity in a more detailed level will provide interesting

insights into the function of this projection.

Secondly, this work focused only on three projections populations, the vHPC

projects to multiple areas that control affect and goal directed behaviour. A prime

candidate for the diverging role of amygdalar input in promoting stress and anx-
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iety is the LH, given that vHPC cells projecting to the LH have been shown to

be involved specifically in promoting anxiety-like behaviours. Therefore, I predict

vHPCLH to be the target of BA excitatory input that is able to mediate the anxiety-

related behaviour often attributed to this circuit which would complete the known

emotional capability of this circuit in regulating affective states. Lastly, although

RTPP was an insightful behavioural paradigm to understand the different aspects

of this cirucit, a more detailed behavioural task that will separate out context and

motivation will be interesting to test.
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